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1111 INTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTIONINTRODUCTION        

1.1 This study was commissioned by Aylesbury Vale District Council in July 2007. The 
study brief is in two parts: 

� Part 1 of the study requires an economic profile of Aylesbury Vale district and a 
comprehensive database of employment sites in the district. 

� Part 2 is for a study that builds on the findings of Part A to assess future 
employment land requirements and identify any planning or other policy actions 
required to provide new sites or make existing employment sites better used. 

1.2 As also indicated in the study brief, the study has three main objectives. It is to form 
part of the evidence base for the district’s emerging Local Development Framework, to 
inform the application of policies in the current Local Plan and to inform an action plan 
that is being developed to support the Council’s Economic Development Strategy. As a 
designated growth area further to the Milton Keynes and South Midlands Strategy, in 
the next 20 years and beyond the district should provide large numbers of new jobs, as 
well as new houses. This study should help ensure that the Council as a planning 
authority provides enough land, and the right kinds of land, to accommodate and 
encourage this growth. 

1.3 Both parts of the current study are updates of the Aylesbury Vale Employment Study 
(also known as the Employment Site Audit) carried out for the Council by consultants 
DPDS and GWE, which was published in 2004 and in revised form in 2005. The 
conclusions of that study need to be updated further to recent developments, including 
the review of the South East Plan. 

1.4 This draft report covers both Part 1 and part 2 of the study brief. Following this 
Introduction: 

� Chapter 2 sets out the policy context, discussing strategic policies that the District 
Council needs to conform to and local policies that it needs to reconsider. 

� Chapters 3 and 4 profile the local economy and property market, to assess future 
prospects, identify potential opportunities for growth and consider what land and 
property will be needed to accommodate and encourage that growth. 

� Chapter 5 provides qualitative assessments of existing employment areas and the 
supply of development sites identified for employment. 

� Chapter 6 forecasts future demand for employment land in Aylesbury Vale and 
compares it with the supply currently identified, to see if more, fewer or different 
sites should be provided in the plan period to 2026. 

� Chapter 7 provides draft conclusions and recommendations. 

1.5 In addition to this report, a further output of the study is the electronic database 
required by the brief (Part 1), which is being delivered to the Council separately.  

1.6 It is important to note that this study only relates to selected land uses, comprising 
industry, warehousing and offices. In planning terms, these uses are known as 
employment uses and correspond to Classes B1-B8 of the Use Classes Order plus 
physically similar sui generis uses. The study excludes land uses such as retail, 
leisure, education and health, which also provide employment, but are outside the 
traditional definition of employment land and are planned for in other ways to the B 
uses. 

1.7 Throughout this report, ‘Aylesbury’ relates to the town of that name and ‘Aylesbury 
Vale’ refers to the district as a whole. 
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2222 POLICY CONTEXTPOLICY CONTEXTPOLICY CONTEXTPOLICY CONTEXT    

2.1 In this chapter, we set out the background of current policy, showing the national, 
regional and sub-regional strategies that Aylesbury Vale District Council needs to 
conform to, and the local policies it needs to consider and reconsider, in framing its 
employment land policies. The strategic context is dominated by the Milton Keynes 
and South Midlands growth agenda.  

National PolicyNational PolicyNational PolicyNational Policy    

PPG and PPS 4PPG and PPS 4PPG and PPS 4PPG and PPS 4    

2.2 Until December 2007, the core statement of national planning policy was found in 
Planning Policy Guidance Note (PPG) 4, Industrial and Commercial Development and 
Small Firms, published in 1992. 

2.3 Key statements in PPG4 include: 

� ‘One of the Government's key aims is to encourage continued economic 
development in a way which is compatible with its stated environmental objectives.’ 

� ‘Policies should provide for choice, flexibility and competition.  

� In allocating land for industry and commerce, planning authorities should be 
realistic in their assessment of the needs of business. They should aim to ensure 
that there is sufficient land available which is readily capable of development and 
well served by infrastructure. They should also ensure that there is a variety of 
sites available to meet differing needs.  

� A choice of suitable sites will facilitate competition between developers; this will 
benefit end-users and stimulate economic activity.’ 

� ‘The locational demands of businesses are… a key input to the preparation of 
development plans. Development plan policies must take account of these needs 
and at the same time seek to achieve wider objectives in the public interest.’ 

2.4 The Planning White Paper, Planning for a Sustainable Future, published in May 2007, 
promised shortly to replace PPG4 with a new Planning Policy Statement (PPS), part of 
a reformed planning system that will more positively support economic development. 
The consultation draft of the new national Planning Policy Statement 4, Planning for 
Sustainable Economic Development, was published in December 2007.  The 
Ministerial Foreword states the key objectives of the new guidance: 

2.5 ‘This draft Planning Policy Statement aims to provide the tools for regional planning 
bodies and local planning authorities to plan effectively and proactively for economic 
growth. As a result of this new policy, regional and local planning bodies will support 
economic development by ensuring that they understand and take into account what 
their economies need to remain competitive [and that they are] responsive to the 
needs of business and factor in the benefits of economic development alongside 
environmental and social factors.’ 

2.6 Paragraph 9 of PPS 4 states the same objective more succinctly: 

‘The Government wants planning policy to support economic growth.’ 

2.7 To pursue this objective, the draft says that regional planning bodies and local 
planning authorities should: 

� Use evidence to    plan positively to meet current business needs and future 
changes, and in particular: 
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o Undertake employment land reviews to assess the supply and demand for 
employment land; 

o Where possible, carry out these reviews at the same time as housing land 
assessments, to ensure that competing land uses are considered together; 

o Use a wide evidence base, including market information and economic data; 

o Plan to accommodate and support existing economic sectors, new or emerging 
sectors, clustering and knowledge-based and high-technology sectors; 

o Locate key distribution networks and freight-generating developments so as to 
minimise carbon emissions; 

o Aim to locate larger office developments in town centres on edge-of-centre 
sites, consistent with the sequential approach in PPS 6, except where offices 
are ancillary to other economic activities located elsewhere; 

o Where appropriate, collaborate with other authorities; 

o Where markets cross administrative boundaries, plan on a sub-regional basis; 

� Recognise the needs of business, providing the flexibility to cater for    varied and 
unforeseen needs; and in particular; 

o Use criteria-based policies to identify new employment sites and where 
necessary to safeguard existing employment sites from other uses; 

o Wherever possible avoid designating sites for single or restricted use classes; 

o Cater for start-up and SME accommodation as well as larger units and 
consider how the authority can deliver development, using interventions such 
as land assembly; 

o Avoid carrying forward existing allocations; if there is no reasonable prospect of 
a site being used for economic development during the plan period, it should 
be actively considered for other uses; 

� Aim for effective and efficient use of land, in particular: 

o Use market signals in plan-making and decision-taking: ‘planning authorities 
should take into account price differentials between land allocated to different 
use classes, when deciding on the most productive use of land’;  

o Prioritise previously developed land and encourage new uses for vacant and 
derelict buildings; 

o Take a constructive approach to change of use where there is no likelihood of 
demonstrable harm; 

o Set maximum parking standards for non-residential development at the local 
level. 

� Secure a high-quality and sustainable environment, in particular: 

o Seek to ensure economic development is of high quality and inclusive design 
and addresses climate change and the natural and historic environment 

� Take a positive approach to development control, in particular: 

o Where proposals do not have the specific support of plan policies, assess them 
using a range of evidence and consider them favourably unless there is good 
reason to believe that the economic, social and/or environmental costs of 
development are likely to outweigh the benefits; 

o Where proposals accord with the plan, they should normally be approved. 
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o Ensure that development control decision take full account of the benefits of 
development; 

o Hold early discussion with developers about major or controversial proposals; 

o When refusing planning applications, set out clear reasons why. 

PPG PPG PPG PPG and PPS and PPS and PPS and PPS 3333    

2.8 In recent years, government planning policy has evolved and the delivery of new 
housing has become perhaps its first priority. Reflecting this, Planning Policy Guidance 
(PPG) 3, Housing, was amended in January 2005 to place greater emphasis on the 
need to release redundant employment sites so that they can be redeveloped for 
housing. A new paragraph 42(a) stated that: 

� ‘Local planning authorities should consider favourably planning applications for 
housing or mixed use developments which concern land allocated for industrial or 
commercial use.’ 

� However, employment sites should still be safeguarded for employment ‘if it can be 
demonstrated, preferably through an up-to-date review of employment land ([see] 
Employment Land Reviews: Guidance Note’ ODPM 2004): 

o That there is a realistic prospect of the allocation being taken up for 
[employment] use in the plan period; or 

o That its development for housing would undermine regional and local 
strategies for economic development and regeneration.’ 

2.9 This guidance was cancelled when Planning Policy Statement (PPS) 3, Housing, 
replaced PPG 3 on 29 November 2006. The new PPS notes that: 

� ‘Options for accommodating new housing growth... may include, for example, re-
use of vacant and derelict sites or industrial and commercial sites for providing 
housing as part of mixed-use town centre development.’ (paragraph 38) 

� Local Development Documents should aim to bring previously developed land into 
housing use, including by ‘considering whether sites that are currently allocated for 
industrial or commercial use could be more appropriately re-allocated for housing 
development’. 

2.10 This is similar to the guidance previously set out in PPG 3 before addition of the now 
cancelled paragraph 42(a). Under current government policy, therefore, planning 
authorities when reviewing their development plans should consider whether some 
land hitherto allocated for employment might be better used for housing or mixed-use 
development. But there is no presumption in favour of housing over employment and 
no tests that sites have to pass in order to be safeguarded for employment.  So Local 
Planning authorities now have more discretion in defining their own local employment 
land policies.   

Regional Regional Regional Regional and Suband Suband Suband Sub----RegioRegioRegioRegional Strategiesnal Strategiesnal Strategiesnal Strategies    

The The The The Milton Keynes Milton Keynes Milton Keynes Milton Keynes and and and and South MidlandsSouth MidlandsSouth MidlandsSouth Midlands Strategy Strategy Strategy Strategy    

2.11 Aylesbury Vale has a special planning status, shared with only a few local authorities 
in the South East.  Further to the Government’s Sustainable Communities Plan and the 
2001 Regional Planning Guidance for the South East, it was designated as part of the 
Milton Keynes and South Midlands (MKSM) growth area, which straddled three 
Government office regions and included two districts in the South East region, Milton 
Keynes and Aylesbury Vale. The Sustainable Communities Plan identified two further 
growth areas in the South East, Ashford and the London-Stansted-Cambridge corridor.  
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2.12 Milton Keynes was chosen as a growth area because of its track record of achieving 
both economic and housing growth.  The 2001 Regional Planning Guidance stated 
that, in the 30 years since its foundation as a new town, Milton Keynes had grown to be 
a ‘powerhouse’ for the Region.   

2.13 Further to the MKSM Study and a series of Growth Area Studies, the MKSM Strategy 
was published in 2005. Reflecting the unusual nature of the growth area, straddling 
three Government Office regions, the strategy is in two parts.  Part A provides higher-
tier, strategic, cross-regional objectives, including: 

� ‘To achieve a major increase in the number of new homes provided in the [MKSM 
sub-region], meeting needs for affordable housing and a range of types and sizes 
of market housing; 

� To provide for a commensurate level of economic growth, particularly in the high-
value, knowledge-based sectors’. 

2.14 Part B provides more detailed policies for each of the three parts of the MKSM area. 
The Part B statement for Milton Keynes and Aylesbury Vale (MKAV) requires 
Aylesbury Vale to provide land for 18,300 new dwellings between 2001 and 2021 and 
states that housing growth will be monitored against a ‘reference value’ of 12,960 net 
additional jobs over the same period. This and other employment growth ‘reference 
values’ should be used ‘only for monitoring and review of the Sub-Regional Strategy as 
a whole and not as targets specifically related to individual areas or phases of housing 
development’. In practice, local authorities, including Aylesbury Vale, consider the 
figure as a target, which is guiding their economic development aspirations and land 
use plans. 

The SouthThe SouthThe SouthThe South East Plan East Plan East Plan East Plan    

The Draft Plan 

2.15 In 2006, the South East England Regional Assembly (SEERA) produced the draft of 
the new Regional Spatial Strategy, the South East Plan. This plan covers the period to 
2026 and, once finalised, will replace the 2001 Regional Planning Guidance.  

2.16 The draft South East Plan’s overall vision is: 

‘Through the Plan and other measures, the South East will show a sustained 
improvement in its quality of life over the period to 2026, measured by the well-being of 
its citizens, the vitality of its economy, the wealth of its environment and the prudent 
use of natural resources.’ 

2.17 Its key economic objectives are: 

� Planning for the development of strong economic networks and business clusters, 
especially in major urban areas; 

� Providing a good range of employment sites and premises to reflect economic 
needs; 

� Giving high priority to improved skills training and re-training; 

� Positively promoting the provision of technology enabled development and suitable 
sites, premises and facilities; and 

� Addressing economic performance along the coast and supporting continued 
dynamism of the best performing parts of the region. 

2.18 The main policies that bear on employment land are as follows: 

� Policy CC8a seeks to direct development, including employment uses, to urban 
areas, to maximise the use previously developed land and accessible locations. 
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� Policy CC8b seeks to support and develop the role of regional ‘hubs’ - centres of 
economic activity and transport services – which include both Aylesbury and Milton 
Keynes.   

� Policy RE1 requires local authorities to support regionally significant and locally 
important economic sectors and clusters, by ensuring that land and premises are 
available to meet their specific requirements. 

� Policy RE2 requires local authorities to allocate employment land in appropriate 
locations, providing a range of sites and premises to meet the needs of new 
business start-ups, growing businesses and inward investors. 

2.19 The draft South East Plan emphasises the concept of ‘smart growth’ – economic growth 
that does not involve importing more labour or using more land and therefore does not 
increase the region’s ecological footprint. As mechanisms for achieving smart growth, 
it advocates increasing the economic activity rate, upskilling the workforce, raising 
productivity through technological progress and out-sourcing of work that does not 
have to be based in the area. 

2.20 The draft South East Plan provides new housing and employment figures that roll 
forward the MKSM Strategy to cover the period 2006-2026, so that the growth area is 
aligned with the time horizon of the Plan as a whole. The draft requires Aylesbury Vale 
district to provide land for 21,200 net new dwellings over the period, comprising 16,800 
in Aylesbury and 4,400 in the rest of the district.  It also provides a ‘reference value’ of 
21,200 net new jobs for Aylesbury Vale, based on one job per house.  The draft Plan 
notes that to achieve this employment growth will require a ‘step change’ in the 
performance of Aylesbury Vale and in particular Aylesbury – which should exploit its 
quality employment land and buildings to attract knowledge-based industries.  

The Panel Report 

2.21 The policies in the Draft SEP were the subject of an Examination in Public in early 
2007 and the EIP Panel submitted their recommendations to the Government Office in 
August 2007.   

2.22 The Panel considers that the draft Plan does not provide a clear spatial framework or 
robust enough guidance for local planning authorities. It also argues that the 
mechanisms that should deliver smart growth are too poorly defined to provide robust 
development control policies, and the concept does not help local authorities quantify 
employment land requirements. The Panel states that more work should be done to 
correct these deficiencies and the employment land elements of the Plan should be 
subject to an early review. 

2.23 However, the Panel’s criticism of the draft SEP have only limited impact on Aylesbury 
Vale, because the district’s housing and employment targets are derived from the 
MKSM Strategy (the draft South East Plan merely rolls them forward) and are 
unrelated to ‘smart growth’. The Panel is content with the draft Plan’s rolling forward of 
MKSM policy, to which it proposes with only minor changes: to stress the aspirational 
and challenging nature of Aylesbury Vale’s employment growth figure, the Panel 
proposes that the figures be described as ‘targets’ rather than ‘forecasts’. The Panel 
also recommends an insignificant increase in housing numbers for the rural areas of 
Aylesbury Vale (30 dwellings per annum) and a south-west urban extension to Milton 
Keynes of 5,390 dwellings, which because of administrative boundaries will be located 
in Aylesbury Vale, although in practice it will form part of Milton Keynes.  For the 
purposes of this study, these proposed changes in housing numbers are not material; 
any additional jobs related to the Milton Keynes extension will be provided within the 
extension or in Milton Keynes itself. 

2.24 The table below shows the proposed housing provision across the lifetime of the draft 
SEP, as amended by the Panel report.  The Panel proposes a headline housing 
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provision figure for Aylesbury Vale of 1,345 dwellings per annum.  But this figure 
includes the Milton Keynes urban extension.  Excluding the urban extension, the 
dwellings per annum figure drops to 1,075.      

Table Table Table Table 2222....1111 : Annual Housing  : Annual Housing  : Annual Housing  : Annual Housing ProvisionProvisionProvisionProvision, 2006, 2006, 2006, 2006----2026202620262026    

Net New DwellingsNet New DwellingsNet New DwellingsNet New Dwellings Per YearPer YearPer YearPer Year TotalTotalTotalTotal

Milton Keynes SW expansion 270 5,390

Aylesbury Town 840 16,800

Aylesbury Vale Rural 235 4,700

Aylesbury Vale including Milton Keynes extension 1,345 26,890

Aylesbury Vale total excluding Milton Keynes extension 1,075 21,500
 

Source: Draft South East Plan, Panel Report (August 2007) 

2.25 Based on the draft South East Plan and the Panel report, Aylesbury Vale in 2006-2026 
should accommodate 21,500 net new jobs. 

2.26 At the EiP, Aylesbury Vale District Council proposed a higher job target than in the 
Draft SEP.  The Council’s argument was that new households would require two wage 
earners to be able to afford their new houses, and that the district had a successful 
track record in delivering employment growth.  But the Panel report rejects this 
argument, noting that large parts of the district’s job growth had occurred in rural areas 
outside Aylesbury town, while future planned housing growth would be in the town. 

2.27 The District Council also argued that the provision of new housing land in the district 
should be directly linked to the delivery of new jobs, so that housing land would only be 
released when new jobs were created.  This would prevent excessive out-commuting 
and ensure the town would grow in a balanced and sustainable way.  The Panel did 
not accept that such a direct linkage was feasible, arguing that there is not enough 
information available to micro-manage the balance of housing and jobs, and in any 
case it will take time for the property market to respond to the Plan’s policies. 
Therefore, the Panel expects that it may take at least five years before its policies take 
effect and recommends that implementation of the employment and housing policies 
should be monitored and adjusted through future revisions to the Plan.   

The South East Regional Economic StrategyThe South East Regional Economic StrategyThe South East Regional Economic StrategyThe South East Regional Economic Strategy    

2.28 The current Regional Economic Strategy (RES) for the South East sets out a 
framework for economic development from 2006-2016. The RES says that challenges 
facing the region are global competition, the need for smart growth through higher 
productivity and the adoption of sustainable development. The RES strategy is to:  

� Assist firms to become globally competitive, for example by increasing R&D 
expenditure, encouraging collaboration and the development of new and improved 
products and securing improved infrastructure; 

� Encourage smart growth, , , , by the region’s stock of businesses, improving skills 
levels, improving travel choice and public transport, ensuring sufficient and 
affordable housing and employment space, including mixed use developments; 
and  

� Support the quality of life in the South East by ensuring sustainable prosperity and 
the protection of the natural environment and resources.   

2.29 The RES recognises the MKSM growth agenda and notes that the South East 
Development Agency (SEEDA) is working with neighbouring Regional Development 
Agencies in developing three agreed priorities for action in the MKSM area: 
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� Improving the climate for investment - by lobbying for infrastructure, promoting new 
investment and retaining existing investors, promoting sustainable development 
and regeneration and influencing ICT infrastructure. 

� Stimulating an entrepreneurial and innovative economy – by supporting and 
promoting the concept of the Oxford to Cambridge Arc, supporting the creation of a 
network of innovation and incubation centres across MKSM, providing enhanced 
business support and supporting business to business collaboration in key clusters 
and sectors. 

� Ensuring learning and skills provision responds to population and business 
demands - by acting upon the skills implications of the growth strategy, developing 
the Higher Education Institutions (HEI) provision, strengthening the links between 
education and business and enabling improved access to employment for the 
disadvantaged. 

2.30 The RES views the Oxford to Cambridge Arc as a major opportunity for Aylesbury. The 
Arc covers the area between Oxfordshire and Cambridgeshire, including parts of 
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire and Northamptonshire. It contributes over 5% of 
national GVA.  Both the Regional Development Agency and the Regional Assembly 
see scope for further enhancement of the Arc as one of the world’s leading centres of 
the knowledge economy.  They see the Arc building on the area’s universities, high-
tech spin-outs, innovation networks and highly skilled workforce.  However, we would 
note that while the Arc as a whole may be rich in some of these assets, Aylesbury Vale 
in general is not.   

Local Local Local Local PolicyPolicyPolicyPolicy    

The Local PlanThe Local PlanThe Local PlanThe Local Plan    

2.31 The Aylesbury Vale District Local Plan (AVDLP) was adopted in January 2004 and 
covers the period to 2011. The Plan replaced the Aylesbury and Aylesbury Vale (Rural 
Areas) Local Plans, which were adopted in 1991 and 1995 respectively.  

2.32 Many policies in the Local Plan have their roots in the Buckinghamshire County 
Structure Plan.  The Structure Plan was adopted in 1996, pre-dating the MKSM growth 
agenda, but it already saw Aylesbury as a major growth location, only on a County not 
national scale.   

2.33 Based on Structure Plan requirements, the current Local Plan provides for around 860 
new dwellings a year, 65% in Aylesbury and 35% in the rural areas.  The figure for 
rural areas is only slightly higher than that proposed in the draft South East Plan as 
amended by the Panel.  The number of dwellings proposed in Aylesbury, however is 
much lower in the Local Plan than the emerging South East Plan.  The Local Plan 
provides for around 560 dwellings per annum in the town, compared to 840 in the draft 
South East Plan. Also based on Structure Plan requirements, the Local Plan provides 
for around 880 net new jobs per year. 

2.34 The Local Plan indicates that Aylesbury has little brownfield land, so the scale of 
growth proposed means that most of the town’s growth is to be accommodated in 
greenfield urban extensions known as Major Development Areas (MDAs). The Local 
Plan identifies three MDAs, at Berryfields, Weedon Hill and Aston Clinton Road.   

2.35 The 200-hectare Berryfields MDA (Fig 2.1) is north-west of Aylesbury town and will be 
served by a new parkway station providing a direct service to London via Aylesbury. A 
development brief for Berryfields was adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance in 
2004. It proposes 3,000 houses (of which 1,850 may be built before 2012) and 10 
hectares for employment uses, to provide an estimated 1,200 jobs in predominantly B1 
space, which should include ‘business start-up space in modern high-quality buildings’. 
Construction in Berryfields has not yet started.   
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 2222....1111    Berryfields MDA, Weedon Hill MDA and Aylesbury Parkway StationBerryfields MDA, Weedon Hill MDA and Aylesbury Parkway StationBerryfields MDA, Weedon Hill MDA and Aylesbury Parkway StationBerryfields MDA, Weedon Hill MDA and Aylesbury Parkway Station    

 

2.36 The Weedon Hill MDA is much smaller at only 50 ha, on which 850 dwellings are 
proposed.  It does not include any employment provision.  The site will be linked to the 
MDA at Berryfields and to the Parkway station via a new link road

1
.  Development on 

this MDA has now commenced.   

2.37 The Aston Clinton Road MDA is the smallest MDA at only 26 ha and is proposed for 
approximately 16 ha of employment.  It is located to the south of the town with access 
onto the A41 dual carriageway which links Aylesbury to the M25.  It does not yet have 
planning permission, but has attracted £6m of public sector funding under the Growth 
Area Fund (GAF2) for land assembly, project management and some initial enabling 
infrastructure works.  A development brief for the site was adopted in December 2007 
and the Council is currently considering a planning application.   

2.38 The MDAs comprise the majority of the Local Plan’s employment land allocations.  In 
Aylesbury, no other sites of significant size are allocated for employment.  Outside 
Aylesbury, the Local Plan allocates a number of smaller employment sites, including 
5.5 ha adjacent to Haddenham Business Park (which now has planning permission).    

2.39 As well as providing new land for employment, the Local Plan protects existing 
employment areas, in Policy GP17:  

‘The Council will seek to retain existing employment sites and uses. Proposals for 
changes of use or redevelopment of employment sites will only be permitted where:  

a) The existing use has an adverse impact on amenity of neighbours and its 
proposed replacement would be an improvement;  

b) There are appropriate alternative employment opportunities either on other 
sites in the locality or as part of the proposed development; and  

                                                      
1
 http://www.aylesburyvaleadvantage.co.uk/index.cfm/ava/Projects.WeedonHill 
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c) There are opportunities in larger settlements for a more advantageous land-
use arrangement through redevelopment for mixed use, including residential, 
purposes.’ 

The Emerging LThe Emerging LThe Emerging LThe Emerging Local ocal ocal ocal DDDDevelopment evelopment evelopment evelopment FFFFrameworkrameworkrameworkramework    

2.40 In 2004 the Government introduced a new planning system, which replaced the two-
tier system of County Structure Plans and District Local Plans.  Under this new system, 
the Local Plan will be replaced by a new Local Development Framework (LDF).The 
Framework will consist of a series of Local Development Documents that outline the 
spatial planning strategy for the local area, in conformity with the South East Plan.  
Like the South East Plan, the Aylesbury Vale LDF will run until 2026.   

2.41 The first local development document, the Core Strategy – Preferred Options, was 
published in August 2007 for consultation. It sets out a ‘Vision and Spatial Strategy’ to 
2026, including numbers of new dwellings and new jobs and major infrastructure 
requirements. 

2.42 The Core Strategy – Preferred Options notes that the 2004 Aylesbury Vale Employment 
Study (also known as the Employment (Sites) Audit) identifies a need for some 130 
hectares of employment land, additional to the sites already allocated, in the period to 
2026.  Therefore, ‘unless new allocations are made in Aylesbury, it is likely that there 
would be a potentially significant adverse impact on the economy’. Accordingly, the 
Core Strategy – Preferred Options proposes to add to the employment allocations 
provided in the Local Plan. 

2.43 The Core Strategy: Preferred Options proposes, as the main location for further 
development, an area to the south of Aylesbury referred to as the ‘Southern Growth 
Arc’.  The Arc could accommodate around 9,000 new dwellings and up to 72.5 ha of 
employment land.   A further employment site is proposed at College Road (North), 
close to the Aston Clinton MDA, providing 15-20 ha for an ‘environmental cluster’, to 
complement the County Council’s proposal for a waste facility at this location.  It is 
important to note that, like all the proposals in the Core Strategy - Preferred Options, 
these employment-related proposals are subject review following further evidence-
gathering and consultations.   

2.44 Outside Aylesbury, the Core Strategy – Preferred Options does not identify either sites 
or general locations for employment, but proposes that sites be identified at a later 
stage around the second- and third-tier settlements and at other named locations such 
as the employment areas at Westcott and Silverstone Circuit. Yet again, these 
proposals are not commitments as yet and may well change through the LDF process. 

2.45 The Core Strategy – Preferred Options proposes to adjust the pace of delivery of 
employment development by bringing forward, or holding back, new development to 
balance the provision of new homes and jobs. This links the provision of all the various 
aspects of the Aylesbury growth agenda, making them conditional on each other so 
they are delivered simultaneously.  But, as we have discussed above, the EiP Panel 
did not support this approach and it may not be implemented in the final version of the 
Core Strategy (CS). 

2.46 At the same time as the Core Strategy – Preferred Options, the Council published the 
draft Preferred Options Aylesbury Allocated Sites Development Plan Document.  This 
document covers the existing urban area of Aylesbury and its immediate surroundings. 
It excludes settlements that are close to, but separate from, Aylesbury, such as Stoke 
Mandeville and Bierton. The document at this stage identifies the general thrust of the 
proposed policies but does not yet make site-specific recommendations.  These will 
follow at the next stage. 
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Economic Development PolicyEconomic Development PolicyEconomic Development PolicyEconomic Development Policy    

2.47 As part of the Sustainable Communities Plan, Central Government established local 
delivery vehicles (LDVs) in the growth areas to deliver the growth agenda.  The LDV, 
Aylesbury Vale Advantage, was created in 2004 and has responsibilities for land 
assembly, infrastructure investment and economic development.  In some growth 
areas the LDV also benefits from statutory planning functions but in Aylesbury these 
functions remain with the District Council. 

2.48 Aylesbury Vale Advantage has identified six core themes as part of its corporate plan, 
two of which are relevant to this study.   

� ‘Economic Development: creating long term jobs in the town and Vale across a 
variety of skill levels but especially in sectors where growth is anticipated over the 
next twenty or so years and which, where possible, are high value roles that reflect 
our educational and skills levels.’ 

� ‘Infrastructure: bringing forward the infrastructure required to underpin the new 
developments and the improvement of the facilities available to our existing 
residents.’ 

2.49 The economic development theme targets ‘sectors where growth is expected’, aiming 
to attract them and support their growth by providing infrastructure and upskilling the 
workforce. However, these sectors have proved difficult to identify. The Aylesbury Vale 
Economic Strategy (2004) points out that ‘Aylesbury Vale has no readily identifiable 
sectoral clusters on which to build’.     

2.50 Aylesbury Vale Advantage and its partners, in a recent ‘visioning’ exercise
2
, identified 

potential growth sectors in Aylesbury Vale.  These are sectors which nationally are 
expected to grow and where the district has some comparative advantage

3
.  They are: 

� Environmental technologies: building on a range of environmental technology 
companies that are already serving national and international markets from 
Aylesbury. These companies include Klargester Systems, Kee Process, Activ-8 
and Plamatec systems.   Environmental technologies have been identified as a 
priority sector by SEEDA.   

� Medical technologies: building on the Stoke Mandeville hospital in Aylesbury, the 
home of the National Spinal Injuries Centre.  

� Sport, particularly for people with disabilities: related to the Stoke Mandeville 

Stadium, adjacent to the hospital, an internationally-important centre for wheelchair 
sport, which has recently undergone a major redevelopment and improvements.    

� Motorsport: Aylesbury is located in a cluster of Motorsport-related activities, most 
noticeable around Silverstone in the north of the district.   Motorsports-related 
employment is characterised by small-scale advanced engineering firms.  To date 
these have not been attracted to Aylesbury but the ‘visioning’ exercise concludes 
that there may be opportunities in the future.   

2.51 Although the visioning exercise concludes that these sectors together represent 
opportunities for Aylesbury Vale, it also notes that they (except for motorsports) remain 
‘embryonic’.   

2.52 Aylesbury Vale Advantage and its partners are also preparing a Town Centre Vision 
Framework (TCVF), currently at the visioning stage. The Framework could encourage 

                                                      
2
 http://www.aylesburyvaleadvantage.co.uk/pdf/VisionFrameworkForAylesburyPart2-ComparatorAnalysis.pdf 

3
 The report also raises the possibility that aerospace and ‘creative and media’ activities may be clustering in 
Aylesbury but does not provide evidence to confirm this 
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inward investment that brings additional employment, though numbers cannot be 
estimated at this stage. 

The Gatehouse Quarter AppealThe Gatehouse Quarter AppealThe Gatehouse Quarter AppealThe Gatehouse Quarter Appeal    

2.53 In early 2006, Frontier Estates (Aylesbury) Ltd submitted a planning application to 
redevelop 8.5 ha of industrial and warehousing land at Bicester Road/Gatehouse Road 
in Aylesbury

4
.  The application proposed a mixed-use scheme comprising 370 

dwellings, a hotel, retail, a nursing home and some employment space, including a 
‘basepoint’ office and studio development which was to provide start-up 
accommodation.   

2.54 The District Council refused the planning application, partly on the recommendation of 
the 2004 Aylesbury Vale Employment Study, which had identified a need to retain the 
whole site in employment use.  Frontier Estates appealed the refusal. By the time of 
the Inquiry, in late 2006, the only reason for refusal put forward by the Council was that 
the proposal ‘represented significant and inappropriate loss of valuable [employment] 
floorspace and land, in conflict with policies GP.17 and AY.10 of the adopted Local 
Plan’.   

2.55 The appellant’s case was largely based on criticisms of the Employment Study.  They 
argued that the study contained a calculation error, that it used the wrong assumptions 
in translating jobs into land, and that its understanding of market requirements and site 
appraisal criteria were flawed.  

2.56 During the Inquiry, the Council withdrew the Employment Study and its opposition to 
the proposal. In deciding to allow the appeal, the Inspector described the employment 
study as ‘totally discredited’.   

2.57 The arguments surrounding the Employment Study are complex, and differences 
remained between the Council and the appellants. Nevertheless, the outcome of the 
Gatehouse Quarter appeal clearly sheds doubt on the 2004 Employment Study, and 
hence on the employment land proposals in the emerging LDF, which are based on 
that study.  

2.58 In this report, we will revisit the main topics covered by the 2004 study, including the 
commercial property market (Chapter 4), the appraisal of employment sites (Chapter 5) 
and the balance of demand and supply for employment land (Chapter 6), and reach 
quite different conclusions. 

   

                                                      
4
 An earlier scheme was proposed and refused in 2004/5.  The refused scheme was revised to meet some of 
the Councils concerns and re-submitted in 2006.   
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3333 THE ECONOMYTHE ECONOMYTHE ECONOMYTHE ECONOMY    

3.1 This chapter briefly profiles the Aylesbury Vale economy, under three main headings: 

� First, we examine the workplace economy, comprising the businesses and jobs 
located in the district. We assess recent economic performance and future 
prospects in two main dimensions: value added (productivity, competitiveness) and 
employment growth. We also aim to spot competitive advantages – what Aylesbury 
is good at – which may provide opportunities for future growth. 

� Second, we consider the District’s resident workforce, from two angles: to assess 
their economic well-being and to see what skills they have to offer to potential 
employers. The resident workforce is different from the workplace economy, 
because many people who work in Aylesbury Vale live elsewhere and many people 
who live in Aylesbury Vale work elsewhere. 

� Third, we analyse travel-to-work patterns, which form the link of local jobs to local 
workers. This analysis has implications both for the potential of the workplace 
economy and the well-being of local residents, as well as for sustainability. 

3.2 Throughout, we benchmark Aylesbury Vale against the national economy, the South-
East region and two neighbouring areas: 

� The M40 corridor, comprising the districts of Cherwell, Oxford, South Oxfordshire 
and Wycombe; 

� The M1 corridor, comprising Milton Keynes, South Bedfordshire, Luton and 
Dacorum. 

GeographGeographGeographGeography y y y     

3.3 Aylesbury Vale covers the largest land area of any local authority in the South East, 
(340 square miles). It is larger than Milton Keynes Borough despite having a slightly 
smaller population.   

3.4 165,000 people live in the district and 70,000 of these live in Aylesbury (40%).  12,000 
live in the next largest town, Buckingham (7%)5.   

3.5 Government statistics for 2005, the most recent date for which information is available, 
show that there are approximately 69,500 employee jobs in Aylesbury Vale district, in 
about 8,370 units.  The Council estimates that around 13,000 self-employed people 
also work in the district. 

                                                      
5
 2001 Census.  The latest population estimates (2006) show a population of 172,000  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....1111    Aylesbury Vale and Neighbouring DistrictsAylesbury Vale and Neighbouring DistrictsAylesbury Vale and Neighbouring DistrictsAylesbury Vale and Neighbouring Districts    
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The Workplace EconomyThe Workplace EconomyThe Workplace EconomyThe Workplace Economy    

Broad Industrial StrBroad Industrial StrBroad Industrial StrBroad Industrial Structureuctureuctureucture    

3.6 Figure 3.2 shows the industrial mix of Aylesbury Vale and comparator areas, based on 
broad activity sectors. Public Administration, Education and Health is the largest broad 
sector in Aylesbury Vale, with around 23,000 employee jobs, comprising 33% of the 
district’s total employment, more than in any of the comparator areas6. Hotels and 
Restaurants and Financial Services are the next two largest broad sectors in Aylesbury 
Vale, supplying 15,600 jobs each.  

FiFiFiFigure gure gure gure 3333....2222    Employee Employee Employee Employee JobsJobsJobsJobs
7777 by Broad Sector, 2005 by Broad Sector, 2005 by Broad Sector, 2005 by Broad Sector, 2005    
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Source: Annual Business Inquiry, 2005 

3.7 Table 3.1 provides a finer-grained analysis of the district’s industrial structure, using 
smaller, more narrowly defined activities. The table shows the 10 largest activities, 
which represent 77% of all jobs in Aylesbury Vale. The largest of these activities, 
employing 10,000 people is Other Business Activities (SIC 74), otherwise known as 
business services. This is a classification covering a wide range of jobs, from solicitors 
to office cleaners.   

3.8 The next largest sector is education (SIC 80).  The government’s Annual Business 
Inquiry (ABI) shows that this sector employs around 8,500 workers in Aylesbury Vale 
and its employment roughly doubled in size between 2000 and 2005. More detailed 
analysis shows this growth has occurred in a small sub-sector, Technical and 
Vocational Training (SIC 8022)

8
.  If the statistics were correct, they would imply that 

                                                      
6
As discussed later in this section, the sector’s employment is probably inflated by an error in the official 
statistics. But, even after correction of this error, the district has a high proportion of public service jobs. 
Aylesbury town is home to both district and county functions (including the County Council and the 
County/Crown/Magistrates Courts etc..) 
7
 Throughout this chapter, we use employment figures from the government’s Annual Business Inquiry, which 
only cover employee jobs and exclude the self-employed. 
8
 Numbers of jobs shown in the ABI are as follows: 1998:458, 1999:35, 2000:42, 2001:10, 2002:23, 2003:875, 
2004:4,082 , 2005: 3,455.  
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around 4,000 workers are delivering technical and vocational training in Aylesbury Vale 
from a site in Aylesbury Central Ward.  Neither we nor the District Council can identify 
this site9.  We conclude that the apparent rise of 4,000 education jobs is an error in the 
statistics. 

TTTTable able able able 3333....1111    Employment in Employment in Employment in Employment in Largest 10 SectorsLargest 10 SectorsLargest 10 SectorsLargest 10 Sectors, , , , Aylesbury Vale, Aylesbury Vale, Aylesbury Vale, Aylesbury Vale, 2005200520052005    

Employee JobsEmployee JobsEmployee JobsEmployee Jobs 2000200020002000 2005200520052005 ChangeChangeChangeChange Change % Change % Change % Change % 

74 : Other business activities 7,245 9,835 2,590 36%

80 : Education 4,862 9,550 4,688 96%

85 : Health and social work 6,615 8,941 2,326 35%

52 : Retail trade, except of motor vehicles 6,305 6,118 -187 -3%

75 : Public administration and defence 3,395 4,773 1,378 41%

51 : Wholesale trade and commission trade 4,493 4,024 -469 -10%

55 : Hotels and restaurants 4,793 3,832 -961 -20%

72 : Computer and related activities 1,900 2,535 635 33%

45 : Construction 2,158 2,146 -12 -1%

92 : Recreational, cultural and sport activities 1,553 1,750 197 13%

Total Jobs 62,568 69,508 6,940 11%

Total Top 10 2005 as % of total 69% 77% 10185 24%

Source: Annual Business Inquiry, 2005. Figures exclude the self-employed and are not adjusted to 
correct for errors.  

KKKKnowledgenowledgenowledgenowledge----Based SectorsBased SectorsBased SectorsBased Sectors    

3.9 Employment in knowledge-based sectors is currently recognised as a key measure of 
economic competitiveness, which in turn is a determinant of current and future 
prosperity.  

3.10 The graph below shows employment in knowledge-based sectors, as defined by the 
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)

10
. It groups the 

knowledge-based sectors into five categories as follows: 

� High-tech Manufacturing 

� Financial and Business Services (FBS) 

� Communications 

� Computing and Research and Development (R&D) 

� Media. 

                                                      
9
 We have looked at Aylesbury College but they employ less than 500 people. 

10
 This definition comprises: Publishing and Sound Recordings; Reproduction of Recorded Media; 

Manufacture of Pharmaceuticals etc; Manufacture of Office Machinery/Computers; Manufacture of Electric 
Motors/Generators etc; Manufacture of Electricity Distribution etc; Manufacture of Accumulators etc; 
Manufacture of Electrical Equipment; Manufacture of Electronic Valves; Manufacture of TV/Radio Transmitters 
etc; Manufacture of Medical/Surgical Equipment etc; Manufacture of Instruments for Measuring; Manufacture 
of Optical Instruments etc; Manufacture of Watches and Clocks; Manufacture of Aircraft and Spacecraft; 
Telecommunications; Accounting/Bookkeeping Activities etc; Architectural/Engineering Activities etc; 
Technical Testing and Analysis; Advertising; Labour Recruitment etc; Motion Picture and Video Activities; 
Radio and Television Activities; Financial Intermediation etc; Insurance and Pension Funding etc; Act Auxiliary 
Financial Intermediation; Computing and Related Activities; and Research and Development.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....3333 Jobs in Knowledge Jobs in Knowledge Jobs in Knowledge Jobs in Knowledge----Based Industries, 2005Based Industries, 2005Based Industries, 2005Based Industries, 2005    
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Source: Annual Business Inquiry, 2005 

3.11 Compared to the national economy, Aylesbury Vale has an average proportion of jobs 
in knowledge-based sectors.  But the South East Region, M1 and M40 corridors are 
strong in knowledge based sectors.  So Aylesbury Vale is under-performing compared 
to the wider region and neighbours.   

3.12 The largest knowledge-based sector is Finance and Business Services. Aylesbury 
Vale is home to one major financial institution, HBOS (previously Equitable Life), but it 
has proportionally fewer jobs in Finance and Business Services than the comparator 
areas. High-tech manufacturing is the only high-tech sector which has a higher share 
of employment in the district than in comparator areas, but this is a small sector and 
the differences are insignificant.   

Business Space Sectors Business Space Sectors Business Space Sectors Business Space Sectors     

3.13 In this study, we are particularly interested in ‘B-space employment’ - the jobs that 
occupy industrial space, warehouses and offices, comprising Classes B1-B8 of the 
Use Classes Order and certain sui generis uses.  

3.14 To identify these jobs, we use a mapping of sectors into land uses, based on the 
Standard Industrial Classification (SIC (2003)) which is set out at Appendix 1. In 
summary, we assume that industrial space is occupied by Manufacturing, Sewage and 
Refuse Disposal, Motor Repairs and Maintenance and certain parts of the Construction 
industry. Warehousing is occupied by a variety of transport and distribution activities 
which are widely spread across the Standard Industrial Classification. Office sectors 
are as defined by the ODPM in 2004 as part of a research report on town centres11, 
plus selected parts of Public Administration and Defence.  Labour Recruitment and 

                                                      
11
 ODPM, Producing Boundaries and Statistics for Town Centres England and Wales 2000, Interim Report, 

April 2004 
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Provision of Personnel, which covers temporary employment through agencies is 
distributed across sectors in the same proportions as total employment12,. 

3.15 The correspondence between sectors and types of space is not perfect, and hence our 
definitions of office and industrial/warehousing jobs are no more than approximations. 
But they are the best possible approximations in our opinion, which we have developed 
through a series of employment space studies. 

3.16 Between 2000 and 2005, total employment in Aylesbury grew by 5%, equal to the 
England total (Table 3.2). Employment in the South East and the M1 corridor grew 
slightly more slowly and in the M40 corridor it fell by an insignificant 1%. 

TablTablTablTable e e e 3333....2222 Employment Change, 2000 Employment Change, 2000 Employment Change, 2000 Employment Change, 2000----2005200520052005
13131313    

Total Jobs,   Total Jobs,   Total Jobs,   Total Jobs,   

2000200020002000

% B Space % B Space % B Space % B Space 

Jobs, 2000Jobs, 2000Jobs, 2000Jobs, 2000

Total Jobs, Total Jobs, Total Jobs, Total Jobs, 

2005200520052005

% B space Jobs, % B space Jobs, % B space Jobs, % B space Jobs, 

2005200520052005

Total Jobs % Total Jobs % Total Jobs % Total Jobs % 

Change 00-05Change 00-05Change 00-05Change 00-05

England 21,761,749 46% 22,792,164    43% 5%

South East 3,637,128 45% 3,735,961      42% 3%

M40 corridor 306,390 50% 302,133          44% -1%

M1 corridor 310,963 50% 324,355          48% 4%

Aylesbury Vale 62,570 45% 66,008            44% 5%

Source: Annual Business Inquiry 2000 and 2005.  We have reduced Aylesbury Vale’s growth between 2000 
and 2005 by 3,500 to correct for the error in SIC 8022 

3.17 All geographical areas have seen a drop in the proportion of jobs occupying B space. 
In 2000, around 46% of jobs in England occupied B-space; by 2005 this had dropped 
to 43%.  The decline in Aylesbury Vale was smaller.   

Table Table Table Table 3333....3333        Jobs by Land Use as a Proportion of BJobs by Land Use as a Proportion of BJobs by Land Use as a Proportion of BJobs by Land Use as a Proportion of B----Space JobsSpace JobsSpace JobsSpace Jobs, , , , 2000200020002000----2005200520052005    

Office 2000Office 2000Office 2000Office 2000  Office  Office  Office  Office 

2005200520052005

Industrial Industrial Industrial Industrial 

2000 2000 2000 2000 

Industrial Industrial Industrial Industrial 

2005 2005 2005 2005 

Warehousing 2000Warehousing 2000Warehousing 2000Warehousing 2000 Warehousing Warehousing Warehousing Warehousing 

2005200520052005

England 44% 50% 38% 32% 17% 18%

South East 49% 53% 32% 28% 19% 19%

M40 corridor 52% 55% 31% 28% 17% 18%

M1 corridor 40% 49% 36% 27% 24% 24%

Aylesbury Vale 45% 53% 34% 28% 21% 19%

 
Source: Annual Business Inquiry 2000 and 2005 

3.18 Continuing long-established trends, the share of office jobs in the B-space total has 
been increasing in all areas (in Aylesbury Vale, it rose from 45% in 2000 to 53% in 
2005). The share of industrial jobs has been falling and that of warehousing jobs has 
been broadly stable.  

3.19 The district’s industrial and warehousing space is concentrated in the Aylesbury urban 
area and in the north and north west of the district, close to Milton Keynes. Office 
space, on the other hand, is concentrated in the centre of Aylesbury and south of the 
centre, close to the A41.  

                                                      
12
 This industry (SIC 74.5) is excluded from the ODPM definition of town centre offices. In our definitions, we 

distribute the industry’s jobs across all types of space in proportion to the shares of each type of space in the 
economy as a whole (excluding SIC 74.5 itself). Thus, we assume that some of the industry’s jobs are based 
in offices, some in factories and some in warehouses, while others are in non-B space including shops, 
hospitals and so forth. 
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EntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurshipEntrepreneurship    

3.20 The graph below shows VAT-registered companies per 10,000 population, which is a 
recognised indicator of entrepreneurship. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....4444 VAT Registered Companies per 10,000 Resident Population, 1995  VAT Registered Companies per 10,000 Resident Population, 1995  VAT Registered Companies per 10,000 Resident Population, 1995  VAT Registered Companies per 10,000 Resident Population, 1995 ----2005200520052005    
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Source: NOMIS, Mid-Year Population Estimates 

3.21 Aylesbury Vale has high levels of entrepreneurship, much higher than the national and 
regional economies and the M1 and M40 corridors. This advantage has been 
maintained since at least 1995 and likely results from the rural nature of much of the 
district. Rural areas typically have high entrepreneurship.    
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Workplace EarningsWorkplace EarningsWorkplace EarningsWorkplace Earnings    

3.22 At £561, gross average weekly earnings in Aylesbury Vale are slightly above the 
national average and slightly below the regional average. Amongst the surrounding 
districts, jobs in Wycombe and Dacorum are the best paid with average weekly 
earnings 7–8 % higher than in Aylesbury Vale. Cherwell, South Oxfordshire and Luton 
on the other hand fare less well.  

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....5555 Gross W Gross W Gross W Gross Weekly Workplace Earnings, 2006eekly Workplace Earnings, 2006eekly Workplace Earnings, 2006eekly Workplace Earnings, 2006    
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Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, 2006 

The The The The ResidentsResidentsResidentsResidents    

3.23 The economic analysis so far has been about the workplace economy, considering 
those who work in the district, regardless of where they live. In this section, we 
consider the workers who live in Aylesbury Vale, regardless of where they work.  

QualificationsQualificationsQualificationsQualifications    

3.24 Figure 3.6 below shows the proportions of the resident working-age population which 
has the highest qualifications – NVQ 4 and 5 (equivalent to first and higher degrees) – 
and the lowest - no qualifications or NVQ 1 (entry-level qualifications).  

3.25 Compared to England, Aylesbury Vale has more highly skilled residents and fewer low 
skilled residents.  Compared to the South East, the district is average.   

3.26 But compared to the M40 corridor (which includes Oxford), Aylesbury Vale’s residents 
are poorly skilled.  Over 25% of residents living in the M40 corridor are highly skilled.  
Compared to the M1 corridor Aylesbury’s residents are highly skilled but there are 
large variations amongst the districts making up Aylesbury’s surroundings: 

� The share of residents with Level 4/5 qualifications ranges from 15% in Luton to 
37% in Oxford; 
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� The share of residents with Level 1 qualifications or none ranges from 50% in 
Luton to 28% in Oxford. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....6666 Residents’ Qualifications, 2001 Residents’ Qualifications, 2001 Residents’ Qualifications, 2001 Residents’ Qualifications, 2001    
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ResidentResidentResidentResidentssss’’’’    EarningsEarningsEarningsEarnings    

3.27 Earlier we examined average workplace earnings – the earnings of people who work in 
Aylesbury Vale. In the graph below, we compare them to the average earnings of 
people who live in Aylesbury Vale. Workplace earnings are not the same as residents’ 
earnings, because people do not necessarily work in the district in which they live.   

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....7777 Gross Weekly Earnings,  Gross Weekly Earnings,  Gross Weekly Earnings,  Gross Weekly Earnings, Workplace and Residents, Workplace and Residents, Workplace and Residents, Workplace and Residents, 2006  2006  2006  2006      
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Source: Annual Survey of Hours and Earnings, 2006 

3.28 Aylesbury Vale residents earn slightly more then the national average but slightly less 
than the South East average.  They earn much more than some of their rural 
neighbours, including South Oxfordshire and Cherwell, but much less than others.  
Residents’ earnings in Dacorum and Wycombe (both much closer to London) are very 
high.   

3.29 Residents’ earnings in Aylesbury Vale exceed workplace earnings by some £50 per 
week. The likely main reason is that higher-skilled, higher-paid residents commute to 
work outside the district, including to London. It is common among South East districts 
for residents’ earnings to be above workplace earnings. There are just two districts in 
the M1 and M40 corridors where this relationship is reversed, Luton and Milton 
Keynes. 
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UnemploymentUnemploymentUnemploymentUnemployment    

3.30 The claimant unemployment rate (January 2007) is 2.6% for England and 1.6% for the 
South East region. Aylesbury Vale’s unemployment, at 1%, is well below these 
benchmarks, as it has been for at least 10 years (Figure 3.8). The M40 corridor has 
very low unemployment, similar to Aylesbury’s, and the M1 corridor slightly higher, 
similar to the South East’s.   

Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....8888 Claimant Count Unemployment, 1997Claimant Count Unemployment, 1997Claimant Count Unemployment, 1997Claimant Count Unemployment, 1997----2007200720072007    
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3.31 For residents, low unemployment is an indication of economic well-being. For 
businesses, it may cause difficulties in retaining labour and discourage more 
businesses who would otherwise locate and grow in the district. For the wider 
economy, this is not necessarily a problem, because it is efficient for jobs to locate in 
places where there are workers to fill them. 

Travel to WorkTravel to WorkTravel to WorkTravel to Work        

3.32 Aylesbury Vale is a net exporter of labour, with some 17,000 more resident workers 
than workplace jobs14. Some 33,000 Aylesbury Vale residents work outside the district. 
Most of these only commute to neighbouring districts (Table 3.4). The main out-
commuting destinations are Milton Keynes (which accounts for 14% of out-
commuters), Wycombe (12%) and Dacorum (10%). 11% of out-commuters work in 
London (all boroughs). 

                                                      
14
 Commuting figures relate to 2001, the latest date for which the information is available. 
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Table Table Table Table 3333....4444    Aylesbury Vale Aylesbury Vale Aylesbury Vale Aylesbury Vale RRRResidentsesidentsesidentsesidents who Work o who Work o who Work o who Work outside the District, 2001utside the District, 2001utside the District, 2001utside the District, 2001    
Number of  out-Number of  out-Number of  out-Number of  out-

commuterscommuterscommuterscommuters

% of total out-% of total out-% of total out-% of total out-

commuterscommuterscommuterscommuters

Milton Keynes 4,619 14%

Wycombe 3,858 12%

Dacorum 3,263 10%

South Oxfordshire 2,554 8%

Chiltern 1,887 6%

Cherwell 1,639 5%

South Bedfordshire 1,512 5%

Westminster 1,249 4%

Oxford 1,020 3%

Hillingdon 899 3%
 

Source: Census 2001.   
The table only includes the top 10 destinations. 

3.33 Conversely, 16,000 residents of other districts commute into Aylesbury Vale to work. 
These in-commuters also mostly travel from neighbouring districts. There are no in-
commuters from London.  

3.34 The above analysis suggests that both the district’s residents and its workers have 
relatively short journeys to work. More detailed analysis, looking at wards rather than 
the district as a whole, confirms this (Where Aylesbury Vale Residents Work, by Ward, 
2001 Figure 3.9). Most of the people who commute out of the district live near its 
edges, close to the districts in which they work. This is most noticeable near the 
boundary with Milton Keynes, where some Aylesbury Vale wards lose half of their 
working residents to the City. Many of these wards are closer to Milton Keynes than to 
Aylesbury town, so their journeys to work are probably shorter, and hence more 
sustainable, than if they worked in their home district. In contrast, of the working 
residents of Aylesbury town three quarters work in the district; those who do commute 
beyond the district boundary are dispersed across many destinations. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 3333....9999 Where Aylesbury Vale Residents Work, by W Where Aylesbury Vale Residents Work, by W Where Aylesbury Vale Residents Work, by W Where Aylesbury Vale Residents Work, by Ward, ard, ard, ard, 2001200120012001        
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4444 LAND AND PROPERTY MALAND AND PROPERTY MALAND AND PROPERTY MALAND AND PROPERTY MARKETSRKETSRKETSRKETS        

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction    

4.1 In this analysis, we consider: 

� Aylesbury Vales’ advantages and drawbacks as a business location and its 
opportunities for growth; 

� The demand for employment space, to see what kinds of sites and buildings 
occupiers require; 

� The balance of demand and supply, looking especially for any indications that land 
is undersupplied. 

4.2 This analysis of current market conditions provides a baseline and reality test for the 
assessment of the future demand-supply balance which is provided in Chapter 6. It 
also complements these forecasts of the future balance by adding the qualitative 
dimension, considering what kinds of sites and buildings occupiers require. 

4.3 Below, we will consider industrial/warehousing and office markets in turn. But first we 
comment more generally on the district’s location, accessibility and market geography. 

OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    

4.4 The district of Aylesbury Vale covers some 900 square kilometres and forms over half 
of the county of Buckinghamshire. Its environment is diverse. Aylesbury is the largest 
town in the district and the county town of Buckinghamshire.  At the time of the last 
census in 2001 it had a population of about 65,000, just under 40% of the total 
population of the district. Other large towns include Buckingham, Winslow and 
Wendover. The rest of the Vale is made up of rural areas and villages.  

4.5 The Vale can be considered as primarily two distinct markets – Aylesbury town and the 
rest, being the smaller market towns and rural areas. 

4.6 Aylesbury town last saw a burst of growth back in the 1960s and 1970s, when its 
population grew threefold.  It is now set to enter a new growth phase, with the target to 
provide approx 16,800 dwellings between now and 2026 to meet with regional policy 
requirements, including the additional aim to match jobs to homes. 

4.7 The Vale is influenced by a number of larger employment centres around its periphery, 
particularly Milton Keynes to the north, Luton/Dunstable and Hemel Hempstead to the 
east/south east, High Wycombe to the south and Oxford/Bicester to the west. 

4.8 The transport infrastructure also influences the make up of the Vale and has particular 
influence on the employment pattern.  Approximately five miles to the eastern 
boundary of the Vale runs the M1 Motorway.  To the west runs the M40, which just 
crosses into the district at its south westerly fringe.  Just over five miles to the south 
east is the M25, providing access into London and beyond.  

4.9 The principal route across the Vale itself is the A41, which provides a principally dual 
carriageway route out to the M25 to the south east and to the north west out to Bicester 
and the M40.  The A421 runs east west across the north of the Vale running from 
Milton Keynes/the M1 to the east through Buckingham out to the M40 to the west. 

4.10 The above road network, particularly the motorways, has led to a number of isolated 
employment areas growing outside of the direct influence of Aylesbury town.  These 
include Pitstone Green and Long Crendon as well as development at Buckingham. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 4444....1111 Aylesbury Vale in Context Aylesbury Vale in Context Aylesbury Vale in Context Aylesbury Vale in Context    
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4.11 Aylesbury is on a spur railway line to London Marylebone (59 minutes).  There remains 
a limited network of freight lines running through the Vale with a line from Aylesbury to 
Calvert and a subsequent connection to the former Bletchley to Bicester line which 
remains under review for possible re-opening.  This would strengthen the connections 
east and west through the ‘technology arc’ between Oxford and Cambridge.  

4.12 Whilst more of a leisure route, the Grand Union Canal runs along the eastern boundary 
of the Vale with an arm flowing directly into Aylesbury. 

4.13 The LDF Preferred Options include a number of transport initiatives in place around 
Aylesbury town including the southern link road, eastern link road and the Broughton 
Stocklake link road.  

The Industrial and Warehousing MarketThe Industrial and Warehousing MarketThe Industrial and Warehousing MarketThe Industrial and Warehousing Market    

The StockThe StockThe StockThe Stock    

4.14 According to Valuation Office statistics, Aylesbury Vale’s stock of factories and 
warehouses at April 2006 was 890,000 sq m (9.5m sq ft) This stock grew by some 
10.8% since 1998. The district’s main competitor, Milton Keynes, has a stock of 
2,572,000 sq m (27.7m sq ft) – nearly three times as much as Aylesbury Vale – and 
over the same period saw an increase of 20.3% - nearly twice as fast as Aylesbury 
Vale.  

4.15 Of Aylesbury Vale’s 2006 industrial and warehousing stock, some 55% was in factories 
and just 45% in warehouses. By contrast, in Milton Keynes the share of warehousing in 
the industrial and warehousing total was 62%. Compared to surrounding areas, 
Aylesbury Vale has a limited amount of warehousing space, especially in large-scale 
strategic warehousing. The reasons for this include historically constrained land 
supply, planning policies and lack of immediate access to the motorway network. 

4.16 The main concentration of industry and warehousing is in Aylesbury, with the main 
areas being the Gatehouse industrial area and Rabans Lane.  The main estates at 
Buckingham are the Buckingham Industrial Park, Swan Business Park, Tingewick 
Road Industrial Estate and Network 421 off the Gawcott Road. The other major 
industrial areas are at Long Crendon, Haddenham, Westcott Venture Park, Pitstone 
Green and Silverstone. 

DemandDemandDemandDemand    

4.17 In Aylesbury town, the average annual floorspace take-up over the last five years has 
been 4,600 sq m (50,000 sq ft,)15.  Over the same timeframe, annual take-up 
elsewhere in the Vale – including Pitstone Green, Buckingham and Long Crendon - has 
been twice as high, at some 9,200 sq m (100,000 sq ft).  

4.18 Over the last five years, Aylesbury lost a number of major occupiers.  These include 
Nestle, Schwarzkopf, Versatile Fixings, Cedar Packaging and Acco. The continuing 
loss of manufacturing from the town is in line with the UK as a whole. One of the 
biggest losses was Hoselock, who rationalised their business into their Birmingham 
site, albeit with manufacturing also going overseas. 

4.19 There has been a diverse mix of companies taking up space in Aylesbury.  Typically 
companies are expanding or downsizing/consolidating within the area itself, rather than 
relocating from outside the area.  Such recent transactions have included a furniture 
manufacturing company, high tech company, engineering companies and local 

                                                      
15
 This figure is estimated by LSH.  Floorspace take-up is the sum of all floorspace of which businesses take 

occupation, with no deduction for floorspace which is vacated. It should not be confused with the take-up of 
land (development) discussed in Chapter 6. 
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distribution firms.  One example is the first unit on the Premus scheme, offering 1,000 
sq m floorspace (11,000 sq ft), which has just been let to Kramer Electronics, 
previously located on Stocklake Park Industrial Estate in Aylesbury.  The main demand 
has been for new/modern space, with good eaves height and loading, low 
maintenance costs, good quality integral office space (principally open plan) and 
attractive landscaped environments.  This tends to rule out the 1960/1970s space, 
other than to companies purely rent/price driven. 

4.20 The picture outside Aylesbury town is more diverse, with companies also coming into 
the Vale from outside. This is partly due to the geographical spread of the recently 
developed areas, which are close to other markets. For example, the Oxford/M40 
market influences Long Crendon and Haddenham. It is understood that Hanover, the 
owners of the Westcott Venture Park, have now got planning application for a new 
2,800 sq m (30,000 sq ft) industrial/warehouse building for a company relocating from 
the Gatehouse Way estate in Aylesbury.  

4.21 The main competition for Aylesbury, and the other towns in the Vale, is Milton Keynes, 
which has had the advantage of a ready land supply, streamlined planning process 
(historically under the New Towns Act), location immediately on the M1 and 
competitive land/property values. Competition also comes from Luton/Dunstable 
(grants available), Hemel Hempstead (location on the M1 and close to M25) and 
Bicester/Brackley (M40 locations). 

4.22 Aylesbury Vale has one of the lowest unemployment levels in the country and 
therefore a perceived shortage of labour.  This is likely to be unattractive to occupiers 
looking to locate from outside the area.  There are no major grants or incentives 
offered to companies

16
 coming to the area, nor have there been in the past, unlike in 

some of the nearby areas such as Luton/Dunstable. The lack of proximity to the major 
road networks is also a disadvantage of the area, particularly for large distribution 
companies.  Nationally, these are the type of occupiers that are currently very active in 
the marketplace.   

4.23 Until recently there has been limited availability of green field development land for 
employment uses in Aylesbury, which has limited the amount of stock and hence the 
quality of space available. Land availability outside Aylesbury itself has resulted in 
development activity, for example at Pitstone Green.  

4.24 The biggest gap in the market is large-scale strategic warehousing. As we have seen, 
Aylesbury Vale is not the best location for this type of warehousing, because it lacks 
direct motorway access. However, there is an acute shortage of land for distribution in 
surrounding areas with better accessibility, particularly around Hemel Hempstead and 
the northern section of the M25. Because of this shortage, sites to the south east of 
Aylesbury, along the A41 corridor, are likely to attract demand from strategic 
distribution operators. The proposed employment allocations at The Southern Growth 
Arc/College Road North could meet this demand. The proposed link roads will be 
crucial infrastructure to open out these areas. We would expect interest from 
developers typically looking to construct warehouse/distribution buildings (with an 
element perhaps of industry) of 4,500 to 20,000 sq m (50,000 to 200,000 sq ft).  

                                                      
16
 There is a small business grant scheme (in common with other areas) which may offer up to £5,000 for 

existing business and £3,000 for business start ups.   
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Supply and Market BalanceSupply and Market BalanceSupply and Market BalanceSupply and Market Balance    

Availability 

4.25 There is approximately 35,000 sq m (375,000 sq ft) of industrial and warehouse 
floorspace currently available in Aylesbury town and a further 28,000 sq m (300,000 sq 
ft) outside Aylesbury, principally at Tingewick Road Industrial Park in Buckingham as 
well as in Pitstone Green, Westcott Venture Park and Haddenham Business Park.  

4.26 The overall vacancy rate in the district is approximately 7.1% of the total built stock, 
with about 10% vacancy in Aylesbury itself and 5% outside. The relatively high rate in 
Aylesbury is partly down to the age of most of the existing stock. 

4.27 Vacancy rates are volatile; they tend to increase steeply when new space comes onto 
the market and fall steeply as the space gets taken up. The current vacancy rate in 
Aylesbury Vale is inflated by the large amount of new space that has come onto the 
market recently.  Thus, the Premus scheme in Aylesbury accounts for around a third of 
the supply in Aylesbury town.  

Recent Developments 

4.28 Over the past three years (2004 – 2007) there has been just over 27,800 sq m (300,000 
sq ft) of industrial/warehouse space constructed in Aylesbury town.  New development 
has been relatively limited compared to competing centres. The four major schemes 
are on Anglo Business, Brunel Gate, Premus, East 41 and Bicester Industrial Estate. 
Below, we describe these developments in more detail.  

� Premus, Cold Harbour Way, Brunel Park, Aylesbury 

Brunel Park is Aylesbury’s newest commercial area, situated west of the town 
centre between the A41 Bicester Road and the A418 Oxford Road.  The scheme 
provides seven units, with unit sizes ranging from 1,000 to 3,200 sq m (10,000 to 
35,000 sq ft) for a total of 10,700 sq m (115,000 sq ft).  

The scheme is by Barwood Developments, a national developer based in 
Northampton.  They have done a number of schemes throughout the region 
including in Milton Keynes. 

The developer reports they have just completed the letting of Unit 2 (1,000 sq m or 
11,000 sq ft) at a rent of £7.65 per sq ft on a 10 year term to Kramer Electronics, 
who are relocating from Stocklake Park. 

� Brunel Gate, Brunel Road, Aylesbury 

Situated close to the Premus scheme, this development offers 6,200 sq m (67,000 
sq ft) in units from 370 to 1,900 sq m (4,000 to 20,000 sq ft) available leasehold.  
There is reported interest in the scheme which has recently been completed.  The 
unit of 620 sq m (6,700 sq ft) has been let to Red Rhino at £7.50 per sq ft and other 
lettings are expected to follow shortly.  Vacant periods for units are suggested at 
between six and 12 months.  The development is of a good specification with fully 
fitted office content. 

The scheme was developed speculatively by Maclan & Kilmartin and funded by GE 
Pension Fund. 

� Anglo Business Park, Smeaton Close, Aylesbury 

Situated in the Rabans Lane industrial area, this was the first new development to 
offer units both freehold and leasehold.  The speculative development was carried 
out by Anglo St James, a regional developer, and funded by Newlyn Group.  They 
have carried out similar schemes in the area including at Chesham and 
Amersham.  The development of a 9,300 sq m (100,000 sq ft) was divided into 30 
units from 160 sq m (1,700 sq ft) to 540 sq m (5,800 sq ft).  It was developed in 
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three phases (all now complete) with Phase 1 completed mid 2005.  There are only 
five units remaining.  Sale prices achieved range between £100.00 and £105.00 
per sq ft. Rents reach £7.75 per sq ft typically on a 10-year term with a five year 
tenant break.  The vacancy period is typically 6-12 months.  Occupiers at the 
scheme include a conservatory company, a furniture company, a logistics company 
and a label manufacturer. 

� East 41, Stocklake, Aylesbury 

Situated in the new part of the Stocklake industrial area, this speculative 
development of 25,000 sq ft was carried out by local developer WE Black.  The 
scheme finished in spring 2005 and offers units from 190 – 1,100 sq m (2,000 to 
12,200 sq ft) on a leasehold basis only.  At present there is a detached unit of 
1,000 sq m (11,000 sq ft) still available.  Lettings on the estate have been at £7.50 
per sq ft with again a typical void of 6-12 months.  Occupiers include Bernstein 
(engineering company), Permajet (ink company) and Frame Co (picture framing 
company).  

� Bicester Road Industrial Estate, Aylesbury 

Refurbishment of 1980s units ranging in size from 650 – 5,300 sq m (7,000 to 
57,000 sq ft) offered on a leasehold basis only is being undertaken on this site by 
landlord LaSalle Investment Management.  The units are based in the Rabans 
Lane industrial area.  Rents on the units once the refurbishment is completed will 
be between £5.75 to £6.00 per sq ft.  It is expected that space will be popular as it 
is good second hand space at a discount from new space.  The void is of around 
12 months. 

4.29 In the district outside Aylesbury, there have been several successful developments in 
the last few years, including Haddenham Business Park (Haddenham), Long Crendon, 
Swan Industrial Park (Buckingham) and Pitstone Green (Pitsotne). Below, we describe 
these developments in more detail. 

� Haddenham Business Park, Haddenham 

The site is a former airfield purchased in 1999 by the Lands Improvement Holdings 
and has been developed in phases. There is up to 1,900 sq (m 20,000 sq ft) 
available in units from 325 sq m (3,500 sq ft) on a leasehold basis only.  At present 
there is just one unit of 325 sq m (3,500 sq ft) in the new phase. Haddenham is a 
popular location for companies preferring a quality rural setting.  Units are fitted 
internally to a good standard with fully fitted offices, WCs, kitchenettes etc.  This 
does distinguish it from some of the new schemes, which are shell finished 
internally.  The larger occupiers in Haddenham include Jacobs Babtie, Northgate 
and McCormick Foods.  Current rents are around £7.25 per sq ft. 

� Long Crendon 

Formerly owned by Crendon Concrete Limited, the site was purchased by 
Marlborough/Gleesons in 1998 who built approximately 7,000 sq m (75,000 sq ft) 
and sold it to Insight in early 2006 ( the site is now owned 50:50 with Invista). 
Development is currently underway on two new buildings totalling 7,400 sq m 
(80,000 sq ft).  

� Pitstone Green, Pitstone 

The original employment area of approximately 20 hectares is now largely 
developed, except for a plot of approximately 10 acres.  Current developers are 
Chartmoor Estates and Haryington Properties. Pitstone is located on the far 
eastern fringe of Aylesbury Vale with good access to the A41 and onward to the 
M25.  The largest occupier is Goodrich (11,000 sq m/120,000 sq ft) who are 
system suppliers to the aerospace/defence sector. 
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Other units developed on the estate range in size with some small units of 500 sq 
m (5,000 sq ft) and larger detached units of about 4,600 sq m (50,000 sq ft).  Other 
occupiers include PRS Office Furniture, Cutting Edge (templating/fabrication), 
Benchmark Model Making, AMI Model Makers, Colbrek Engineering and Aqua 
Filter (waste/water management). 

Rents and Values 

4.30 Prime rents in Aylesbury Vale have changed little in recent years.  New developments 
such as East 41 at Stocklake Park have achieved £7.50 per sq ft for the smaller units.  
Premus, as mentioned previously, has achieved £7.65 per sq ft on 11,000 sq ft unit 
(1,000 sq m).  The lettings at Brunel Gate have been around £7.50 per sq ft.  Smaller 
starter units of around 1,000 sq ft (90 sq m) have been achieving up to £9.00 per sq ft. 
Freehold prices for brand new stock in the mid range size are between £90.00 to 
£105.00 per sq ft. Brand new stock out of Aylesbury, such as the Haddenham 
Business Park, has been achieving £6.50 per sq ft for mid sized units.  

4.31 In comparison, rents towards the southern end of the M1 (Hemel 
Hempstead/Watford/St Albans) are at around £8.50 per sq ft for mid range units circa 
900 – 1,800 sq m (10,000 to 20,000 sq ft).  This reflects a more southerly location. 
Luton/Dunstable rents are at around £7.25 to £7.50 per sq ft for mid range space. 
Moving north from Aylesbury, Milton Keynes prime rents are around £6.75 to £7.00 per 
sq ft for 900-1,800 sq m (10,000 to 20,000 sq ft) units.  Further up the M1, rents 
continue to fall.  

4.32 Greenfield development in Aylesbury Vale has proven to be financially viable.  The 
Premus scheme by Barwood Developments is testimony to this.  Barwood paid 
approximately £500,000 per acre for their site and have speculatively built a scheme of 
seven units totalling around 10,700 sq m (115,000 sq ft).  This type of development 
could be repeated elsewhere, although other developers will be looking closely at how 
well lettings/sales perform on new schemes.  

4.33 When sites have become available, they have attracted good interest from local and 
national property developers.  The development market has remained buoyant over 
recent years, underpinned by strong investment yields. Whilst historically there have 
been a number of new developments undertaken by locally based developers, more 
recently national developers have also taken an interest in the district, including 
Aylesbury town, with the likes of Frontier Estates and Barwood Developments.  
However, the larger national developers tend to favour the larger towns and cities and 
Aylesbury remains a relatively small and more unproven marketplace. 

4.34 There has been no investment activity in Aylesbury over recent years but industrial 
yields are anticipated to be around 7.5%, down from the yields of the height of the 
market in 2006.  Yields may continue to diminish and funding may become harder to 
find, particularly for schemes in more unproven locations undertaken by smaller 
developers as banks become more risk averse.  

Conclusion 

4.35 Overall, the evidence suggests that the industrial/warehouse market in the district is 
currently oversupplied, especially in small units (below 460 sq m/5,000 sq ft), which 
tend to be older 1970s stock. However, this oversupply is due to older premises, which 
account for a high proportion of the stock, especially in Aylesbury Town. The market 
for modern space seems undersupplied. New developments, such as Pitstone, Anglo 
Business Park and more recently the Premus scheme, have done well, as occupiers 
tend to look for modern design elements  such as high headroom, better insulation/ 
lower maintenance etc. 
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4.36 Another area of potential undersupply is strategic distribution warehousing, As 
discussed earlier, in our view there is potential demand for this kind of space in 
Aylesbury Vale, but so far there has been virtually no supply. 

4.37 In summary, the evidence suggests that: 

� There is market potential for a significant increase in the take-up of new 
industrial/warehouse space in Aylesbury Vale.  

� Supply deficiencies are for modern space throughout the District, but perhaps 
especially outside Aylesbury town, and for strategic warehousing close to the A41.  

� If more land was identified in attractive locations in the District, it would be readily 
taken up. 

Future OpportunitiesFuture OpportunitiesFuture OpportunitiesFuture Opportunities    

4.38 Looking ahead, the main sites identified for future development are the MDAs at 
Berryfields and Aston Clinton.  Both of these sites are identified for office parks and 
small scale industrial development.  The pipeline for medium and larger scale industrial 
and storage/distribution uses is limited. The main immediately deliverable pipeline for  
pure industrial/warehouse development is composed of: 

� Pitstone Green (4.1 ha), capable of accommodating up to 18,600 sq m (200,000 sq 
ft); 

� Long Crendon, with two buildings under construction totalling approximately 8,300 
sq m (90,000 sq ft). 

4.39 As discussed elsewhere in this report, recent Local Development Documents propose 
large further allocations of employment land. These sites will provide attractive 
development opportunities. As mentioned previously, larger scale industrial/warehouse 
development could take place on the eastern side of Aylesbury Vale (College Road 
North).  The Southern Arc proposed development area will present the opportunity to 
accommodate a range of developments. But much of the longer-term development 
pipeline is constrained by the need for new infrastructure/access, for example at 
Silverstone and Bletchley Road, Newton Longville. 

4.40 Greenfield sites are relatively easy to develop, particularly those on the edge of 
Aylesbury or on the eastern flank of the Vale, adjacent to the A41 with access to the 
M25 and M1.  Redevelopment of the 1970s estates in Aylesbury itself are a harder call.  
The owners of Gatehouse Road, Frontier Estates, have secured a mixed use 
development of what was a former industrial area and achieved higher value through 
this process.  Conversely, LaSalle Investment Management have refurbished buildings 
on their Bicester Road scheme and have continued to secure lettings.  There is, 
therefore, a fairly mixed picture as to which particular estates/areas can viably be 
redeveloped/refurbished and those more appropriate for redevelopment for alternative 
and higher value uses. However, the stock in Aylesbury continues to age as a large 
proportion was erected in the 1970s. Careful management and forward planning will be 
needed to support redevelopment in these areas. 

4.41 As discussed earlier, the Council should consider encouraging large-scale strategic 
warehousing development in the district’s most accessible locations, close to the A41.  

4.42 There is often the perception that B8 storage/distribution uses are relatively low 
employment generators against building size/land take.  The Arup study produced for 
English Partnerships in 2001 is still widely used as the benchmark for employment 
densities.  However more recent research by developer ProLogis and property 
consultants AtisReal argue that industrial premises (Class B1c/B2) are often 
automated and may have employment densities similar to, or even lower than, many 
B8 uses.   
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4.43 Planners and local authorities often express a preference for B1c (light industrial) and 
B2 (general industrial) jobs.  However, the decline in manufacturing in the UK is likely 
to continue (recent evidence from the motor industry reinforces this) and the growth 
area will be light industry and logistics based uses. To take advantage of this growth in 
appropriate locations, B8 uses should not be excluded. 

4.44 To encourage more industrial/warehouse development in Aylesbury Vale, further 
measures that the Council and its partners may consider include: 

� Simplifying Section 106 agreements; 

� In appropriate locations, allowing flexibility of use between the B1, B2 and B8 Use 
Classes; 

� Planning briefs for specific sites – for example Westcott Venture Park; 

� Cross-subsiding Infrastructure from housing developments; 

� Proactive intervention to support development; 

� Offering key strategic site(s) that could accommodate a major relocation; 

� Market-led strategies, avoiding overly restrictive planning; 

� Where Council-owned land is brought forward for development, nominating single 
developers for given sites, to ensure a consistent approach to development; the 
chosen developer may purchase and develop a certain amount of land and then 
have options to draw down additional plots in response to the market. 

The Office MarketThe Office MarketThe Office MarketThe Office Market    

The StockThe StockThe StockThe Stock    

4.45 Aylesbury Vale District has around 221,000 sq m (2.4m sq ft) of office space according 
to the Valuation Office statistics of April 2006.  The same figures confirm that total 
stock in 1998 was around 196,000 sq m (2.1m sq ft) indicating an increase between 
1998 and 2006 of nearly 25,000 sq m (300,000 sq ft) (approximately 13%).   

4.46 Milton Keynes, the area with greatest influence on the Aylesbury market, had 669,000 
sq m (7.2m sq ft) of office stock in 2006 compared with 588,000 sq m (6.3m sq ft) in 
1998 representing an increase of 81,000 sq m (870,000 sq ft) over the same time 
period (14%). 

4.47 The main concentration of office accommodation in Aylesbury Vale is in Aylesbury 
town and its immediate surroundings.  Aylesbury town centre accommodates the bulk 
of office stock, in a relatively small number of medium and large sized buildings.  The 
remainder is generally within smaller buildings or developments in employment and 
mixed use developments across or outside the town.  There is no other major centre of 
office accommodation in the Vale, with towns such as Buckingham and Winslow only 
providing a very small amount of office supply, often above shops in high street 
locations.  There are a number of small rural developments in the countryside across 
the Vale. 
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DemandDemandDemandDemand    

4.48 The take-up of office floorspace in Aylesbury itself is estimated at between 2,800 and 
4,600 sq m (30,000 to 50,000 sq ft) per annum since 200017.  During this period there 
has only been a very limited amount of speculative office development in the town, 
comprising a 1,850 sq m (20,000 sq ft) headquarters office building called Millennium 
House in the town centre, the Bell Business Park which provides 5,300 sq m (57,000 
sq ft) across a number of buildings ranging from 740–1,700 sq m (8,000 to 18,000 sq 
ft), and the Fairford Leys development in a mixed use area on the east of the town, 
which offers 1,000 sq m (11,000 sq ft) in suites from 90 sq m (1,000 sq ft) upwards.  It 
should be noted that the developer of Fairford Leys had intended to develop a further 
2,800 sq m (30,000 sq ft) of offices in Phase II of the scheme but, due to the slow take-
up of Phase I, revisited the plans and the remainder of the site was developed as 
residential instead. 

4.49 Outside Aylesbury itself, there have been a number of small office schemes dotted 
throughout the Vale including: 

� Apollo Court at Buckingham – comprising 1,100 sq m (12,000 sq ft) in self 
contained units of 90 sq m (1,000 sq ft) each; 

� Tungsten Court, Little Horwood – comprising 550 sq m (6,000 sq ft) of space in 
units of 140 sq m (1,500 sq ft) upwards; 

� Millfield, Great Horwood – comprising 370 sq m (4,000 sq ft) of space in units of 90 
sq m (1,000 sq ft) upwards. 

4.50 Companies taking space in Aylesbury Vale tend to be based in or near the area 
already, rather than relocating from further afield.  The Aylesbury office market is 
dominated by public sector occupiers, predominantly Bucks County Council and 
Aylesbury Vale District Council.  According to Valuation Office figures, County Hall 
contains around 12,000 sq m (130,000 sq ft) of net internal space with a further 5,600 
sq m (60,000 sq ft) in the Old County Offices.  The Magistrates Court, local NHS PCT 
and Job Centre are amongst the other public sector occupiers in the district. 

4.51 HBOS, formerly Equitable Life, is the main private sector occupier in the town, with 
14,900 sq m (160,000 sq ft) across their two purpose built buildings on the inner ring 
road.  ESRI (UK) occupy 1,850 sq m (20,000 sq ft) in Millenium House opposite.  
British American Tobacco have a lease on 9,300 sq m (100,000 sq ft) within Oxford 
House, on the Oxford Road out of the town centre, parts of which are sub-let to Henkel, 
Acco and The Share Centre.  The main out of town occupier is Pipex, who occupies 
900 sq m (10,000 sq ft) on the Triangle Business Park.  The remainder of Aylesbury’s 
office accommodation is occupied by small and medium size enterprises (SMEs), 
many of whom will have this as their only UK location. 

4.52 There are a number of current office requirements for Aylesbury, which indicate the 
market is the healthiest it has been for some time.  Two are public sector 
organisations, the Magistrates Court and PCT, both of whom require up to 2,300 sq m 
(25,000 sq ft).  The PCT only requires this space temporarily, whilst it redevelops its 
existing site, before re-occupying it in 3-5 years’ time, and the Magistrates’ Court will 
leave its current building vacant if it relocates.  Henkel is the main private sector 
occupier with a possible requirement.  They currently occupy 2,300 sq m (25,000 sq ft) 
in Oxford House, with two other offices in the Hatfield area, and are considering 
whether to consolidate into one 5,600 sq m (60,000 sq ft) site in either Aylesbury or 
Hatfield or continue to remain on separate sites.  CB Richard Ellis (CBRE) are 

                                                      
17
 LSH estimate. These figures relate to gross floorspace take-up - the total amount of space newly occupied 

by businesses, without any deduction for the space which is vacated over the period. Floorspace take-up 
should not be confused with the take-up of land discussed in later chapters. 
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acquiring agents on a 900 sq m (10,000 sq ft) requirement for an unnamed company 
currently based in Bicester, but have discounted Aylesbury due to the poor public 
transport services to Bicester where most of the staff live.  Freeth Melhuish are 
acquiring agents for Prologic, who have a 650 – 900 sq m ft (7,000 – 10,000 sq) 
requirement focussed on the A41 corridor between Aylesbury and Watford. 

4.53 The future plans of HBOS remain unknown, with market rumour over the past few 
years indicating they may wish to downsize or relocate.  We have no direct information 
from HBOS and cannot comment on their plans.  We would point out that any decision 
will be made by their Board centrally as part of the overall strategy for the business, 
rather than by the locally based management as would have been the case when the 
business was Equitable Life. 

4.54 As demonstrated above, Aylesbury has its own office market, but this is affected by 
competing sub-regional and regional centres.  The remainder of the Vale has very little 
in the way of an office market, with high street offices and small rural developments 
catering for local businesses with up to 20 staff, often professional services such as 
local accountants and solicitors.   

4.55 Aylesbury itself suffers from the perception that it does not fall within either the M1 or 
the M40 office markets.  The M1 corridor is dominated by Hemel Hempstead, Luton 
(primarily Capability Green) and Milton Keynes, whilst the M40 corridor is dominated 
by High Wycombe, Oxford and Banbury.  Aylesbury is equidistant between the two 
motorways but currently suffers from relatively weak road links to both, which 
increases travel time and deters office occupiers wanting to tap into the motorway 
network.  The improvements to the A41 linking the town to the M25 may have a 
positive impact on its office market. It is worth noting that Amersham, which is much 
smaller in size although a lot more attractive as a town, has a very healthy office 
market, with a number of new developments currently under construction.  The new 
Stoke Hammond bypass has reduced travel time to Milton Keynes and the M1, which 
may help attract staff from further afield, but may conversely encourage more people 
living in Aylesbury to work in Milton Keynes.  Aylesbury will therefore continue to face 
stiff competition for occupiers from the more established office locations mentioned.    

4.56 Aylesbury Vale has low unemployment levels, as is the case for much of the South 
East, which may have some impact on its appeal for office occupiers needing a good 
labour pool.  On the other hand, skill levels in the area are understood to be fairly high, 
with many office based workers living in the Vale choosing to work for companies 
located along the M1/M40/M25 corridors, or of course Central London.   

4.57 The town should have a large enough population and catchment to attract and retain 
office occupiers, and this will grow significantly over the next 20 years.  It will continue 
to remain, however, a smaller centre than the regional centres with which it competes.  
These competitors also have the benefit of better road and rail access, in turn opening 
up a much larger population catchment based on travel to work times. 

SupplySupplySupplySupply and Market Balance and Market Balance and Market Balance and Market Balance    

4.58 Aylesbury has suffered for some time from a lack of good quality office supply.  The 
town centre has already undergone some redevelopment and improvement, but it 
remains a less than impressive offering in terms of occupier image and staff amenities.  
There have been a number of recent schemes located in or around existing 
business/industrial parks, but these can be compromised by the nature of the existing 
adjacent development.  It is common, for example, for a new scheme to be surrounded 
by older developments from the 1960s onwards, which might be other offices, basic-
quality industrial stock or residential.   

4.59 There is in excess of 9,300 sq m (100,000 sq ft) of office space currently available in 
Aylesbury and the immediate surrounding area.  This space comprises predominantly 
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poorer quality buildings from the 1960s, 1970s and 1980s, which now appear tired and 
in need of refurbishment or redevelopment.  Office rents currently range from around 
£9 per sq ft for the poorest quality second-hand town centre space up to £16 per sq ft 
on newly constructed accommodation.  The vast majority of stock in Aylesbury will 
command rents of between £9 and £12 per sq ft.  These rental levels have been 
relatively steady for the past seven years.  

4.60 Developers are generally wary of undertaking new development in Aylesbury, due to 
the relative inertia within the market and low rental values.  Over the past 3-4 years, 
until the recent downturn, the commercial property industry across the UK was 
inundated with a deluge of money from investors overseas, which in turn has driven 
new development in areas which would previously have been avoided.  Aylesbury may 
be one of the beneficiaries of this investment, in particular with the new development 
proposed by Gladman at Aston Clinton Road.  A planning application has been 
submitted by Gladman incorporating 25,776 sq m of office floorspace.  Gladman have 
a standard built product which has been rolled out in other locations across the UK.   

4.61 There are a further six parcels of land within the scheme, each of 3-6 acres in size, 
which could provide a  large chunk of additional office accommodation depending on 
take-up of Phase 1 and future market conditions. 

Future OpportunitiesFuture OpportunitiesFuture OpportunitiesFuture Opportunities 

4.62 It is unlikely that Aylesbury will be able to compete with regional centres such as Milton 
Keynes or Oxford due, to the size of these centres and their image as ‘economic 
powerhouses’.  Major occupiers will tend to gravitate towards these centres over 
Aylesbury, unless there is a particular factor that swings their interest such as 
particular skills in the local labour force.  On the other hand, Aylesbury does benefit 
from rail services into London Marylebone, and the improvements to the A41 may 
appeal to businesses located in central or north-west London who are considering 
relocating out of the capital, usually to reduce staff and property costs.  From this point 
of view Aylesbury is relatively cheap, which is a selling point, but we would point out 
though that the rail journey is one hour compared with 30-40 minutes between Milton 
Keynes Central and London Euston and that such potential relocations tend to be 
limited in number. We understand that Aylesbury is very unlikely to benefit from any 
public sector relocations out of London as proposed by the Lyons Review, as it is part 
of the South East region and therefore excluded as a potential location. 

4.63 Our suggestion is that Aylesbury and the Vale in general concentrate on creating 
smaller, good quality office developments, to attract and retain the SMEs which form 
the backbone of the local office market.  Efforts to help start-ups and small businesses 
with some growth potential should be encouraged to create organic growth within the 
Vale.  This strategy should be deliverable and spreads the economic risk away from 
over reliance on a few large occupiers. Organic growth is also likely to tie in well with 
the proposed housing growth rather than put additional pressure on the labour supply 
with its already low unemployment by relocating a large occupier immediately needing 
a large number of staff. 
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5555 EMPLOEMPLOEMPLOEMPLOYYYYMENT SITES MENT SITES MENT SITES MENT SITES AUDITAUDITAUDITAUDIT    

Assessment MethodAssessment MethodAssessment MethodAssessment Method        

5.1 In the sections that follow, we provide quantitative and qualitative assessments of 
Aylesbury Vale’s employment sites and areas. The qualitative assessment is made 
from a market perspective. It was produced by Lambert Smith Hampton, based on their 
professional expertise and market experience. 

5.2 The list of sites to be audited was provided by the District Council and is based on the 
Employment Sites Audit 2004.  The main purpose of the qualitative audit is to assess 
the market appeal, or marketability, of sites. The key question for the assessment is: 

If the site is offered for employment uses, and assuming that the wider market is 
reasonably in balance, is the site likely to be brought into employment use within 
the planning period? 

5.3 With regard to existing employment sites, we are asking whether, in the event of the 
site falling vacant, it would be likely to be re-occupied for employment, either through 
re-occupation of existing buildings or redevelopment to provide new buildings. With 
regard to development sites, we are asking about the likelihood of the site being taken 
up for employment. 

5.4 Market appeal is scored on as scale of 1-5 as follows: 

� 5 Very good 

� 4 Good 

� 3 Average 

� 2 Poor 

� 1 Very poor 

5.5 For an existing, built-up employment site, marketability depends on two factors: firstly 
the inherent quality of the site (irrespective of any existing buildings) and secondly the 
fitness for purpose of any existing buildings. In relation to buildings, the assessment 
takes account both of characteristics, such as design and layout, and of current 
condition. In assessing the inherent qualities of sites, we take account of the following 
criteria: 

i) Accessibility by road 

ii) Accessibility by public transport 

iii) Internal environment 

iv) External environment 

v) Market evidence 

5.6 The last criterion is different from the others. While the first four criteria relate to factors 
that influence market appeal, the fifth criterion assesses market appeal directly. Thus, 
a site which is well occupied, and where any units that become available re-let quickly, 
will rate highly.  

5.7 The appraisal provides scores for the criteria above and a score for overall market 
appeal. The latter is calibrated as follows:  

� Sites rated good or very good (4-5), if offered to the market for employment uses, 
under any reasonable likely market conditions are likely to be taken up during the 
plan period. 

� Sites rated average (3) may or may not be taken up, depending on market 
conditions at the time, the availability of competing sites and other circumstances: 
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� Poor and very poor sites (1-2) are generally unsuitable for employment use, and if 
offered to the market would be unlikely to be taken up. 

5.8 For each existing employment area, we provide an initial recommendation on whether: 

� The site should be retained in employment use; 

� The site, should be considered for investment and/or potential policy review and a 
decision made based on individual circumstances; or 

� The site should they come forward for redevelopment, should be released for other 
uses, because in the appraisers opinion it has very little or no relevance to current 
and foreseeable market requirements. 

5.9 In assessing the marketability of development sites, we use the same criteria and 
scores as described above, except that there is obviously no assessment of existing 
buildings; our conclusions are based solely on the inherent quality of sites.  

5.10 As well as marketability, we assess development sites with regard to deliverability, to 
identify those which are subject to development constraints. However, we have found 
that the deliverability of employment land is not a major issue in Aylesbury Vale. All of 
the district’s committed employment sites are readily deliverable immediately or in the 
short term, although the proposed new development areas at College Road North, the 
Southern Growth Arc and Newton Longville of course would require major 
infrastructure before they come forward 

5.11 Our qualitative assessment of development sites relates to the use proposed in current 
planning documents. In particular, Berryfields is assessed as an office site, in line with 
the Council’s development brief for 10 ha of primarily B1 space. Where sites are 
identified in planning documents for ‘open’ employment uses (B1/B2/B8), we have 
made a judgment as to the most suitable use of the site, from a market perspective, 
and based our assessment on that use.  

5.12 We have compared our proposed assessment criteria with those suggested in the 
2004 Government Guidance Note on Employment Land Reviews. Our method is 
consistent with the note.  

5.13 Detailed site assessments are shown in Appendix 2.  

Existing Employment AreasExisting Employment AreasExisting Employment AreasExisting Employment Areas    

OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    

Industry and Warehousing 

5.14 The 2004 Aylesbury Vale Employment Study considered 135 existing employment 
sites across the district.  These ranged from single units with site areas below 0.1 ha to 
large industrial estates such as Gatehouse Way and Rabans Lane. In total, the 2004 
study assessed approximately 250 ha of employment land.   

5.15 For the present study, we agreed with the client team that such a comprehensive 
assessment would be over-ambitious. Assessment of the many small employment 
sites would be prohibitively expensive and deliver limited value, given that the planners 
only consider individual sites when a decision has to be taken about them, typically in 
response to a planning application. Moreover, it is very unlikely that a comprehensive 
assessment would find significant amounts of land which should be released for other 
uses. The previous study found that most sites were viable and well occupied and 
recommended very few for release.  

5.16 So the present site assessment exercise covers only a sub-set of the sites from the 
2004 study. Specifically, it covers all the sites in Aylesbury town (areas 41, 42 and 43 
of the previous study), but in the rest of the district it is restricted to those sites that 
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provided more than 3,500 sq m of floorspace, as recorded in the 2004 study. Overall, 
we have assessed around two thirds of the sites, and four fifths of the land area, 
covered by the previous study.   

5.17 We also assess a number of sites that were omitted from the previous study, including 
a number of very large rural sites.  These are marked in yellow on the site assessment 
schedule (Appendix 2).    

5.18 The fact that small employment sites are excluded from our assessment does not 
imply that they are not valuable. On the contrary, our market review suggests that 
small sites are in demand and our advice is broadly that small sites should only be 
released when the landowner can provide evidence that the land is not attractive and 
commercially viable for employment use, either in its present condition or as a 
redevelopment site. 

5.19 Our market review shows that the Aylesbury Vale property market is relatively healthy, 
therefore we consider that most of the stock, should it fall vacant, would be re-let and 
we recommend that most of the existing sites be retained in employment use.   

5.20 There are, however, some exceptions. In Buckingham LSH recommend that the 
Council should consider investment and potential policy review at Tingewick Road 
Industrial Park.  There is limited demand for the large units currently on site. 
Consideration should be given to its possible redevelopment, including new 
employment space more suited to the local market and particularly smaller units.  
Dependent on market viability, any redevelopment may include all, most or part of the 
site.   

Offices 

5.21 Aylesbury Vale has a very limited stock of offices, although this will shortly change 
when Aston Clinton Road and possibly Berryfields MDA are developed. Our 
assessment covers just 15 ha of existing office sites, most of which we recommend be 
safeguarded for offices. Just over one hectare is recommended for release, and where 
we recommend that sites be considered for investment/potential policy review we 
generally advise that any redevelopment should include some office space. 

AylesburyAylesburyAylesburyAylesbury    

5.22 In Aylesbury our market analysis has found that older, lower-quality buildings are 
oversupplied, and there is little high-quality modern development. The detailed site 
assessment confirms that the town has little high-quality industrial property.  There is 
only one site in the district with buildings rated ‘very good’ – Raban’s Lane in Aylesbury. 
The many buildings rated ‘good’ are mostly outside Aylesbury, at Long Crendon, 
Haddenham and Buckingham. In Aylesbury, most of the stock is rated ‘average’. Thus, 
while policy aims for a step change in the quantity and quality of Aylesbury’s 
employment, at present the town does not offer the kind of floorspace that can 
compete effectively with places like Milton Keynes to attract new and higher-value 
occupiers. 

5.23 Much of Aylesbury’s older industrial floorspace is concentrated in the Gatehouse Way 
area, especially at the area’s largest site, referred to in Appendix 2 (following the 2004 
Audit) as 41.02v. While most buildings in the area are rated average, the inherent 
quality of sites is generally ‘good’. Under ordinary circumstances, we might 
recommend that the area be safeguarded for employment, expecting that much of it 
would be redeveloped gradually over time, providing a continuing supply of new space 
to replace old. 

5.24 Given Aylesbury’s growth area agenda however, in our view this is not the best option. 
To achieve the desired step change in its economy, Aylesbury needs to attract regional 
and national demand, against stiff competition from Milton Keynes in particular. For 
this, the town needs to offer ‘very good’ sites as well as ‘good’ ones. Gatehouse Way is 
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unlikely to meet this challenge, partly because it would be difficult to provide a 
premium-quality ‘new’ environment in an area that has such a large concentration of 
older space.  

5.25 In contrast, the new land proposed for development at the Southern Growth Arc and 
College Road North can potentially provide sites of the highest quality, if it is identified 
for employment and provided with infrastructure. But if this new greenfield supply 
comes forward demand for space in Gatehouse Way is likely to fall and the area may 
become less viable, so that owners are discouraged from investing in refurbishment 
and new development. 

5.26 Based on the above we recommend that the Council consider a four pronged strategy: 

• General protection of employment sites especially those in the best location and best 
condition.  

• Promote comprehensive regeneration of the Gatehouse Way area, in which some land is 
redeveloped  for employment and some transferred to other uses,. This approach could 
also be applied to other areas where some change may be required.  

• Redevelopment of a small number of existing employment sites which are out worn and 
unsuitable for the current market and may have potential for other uses including 
residential.   

• Identify new land to accommodate future growth, and to compensate for the loss of some 
existing employment land, at the most attractive greenfield locations such as College Road 
North and the Southern Growth Arc.   

The Gatehouse area should remain an important employment area. Despite the loss of some 
employment land through comprehensive regeneration of the area, it may be possible to retain 
a broadly similar level of employment in the area, by replacing industry with offices, which 
provide higher employment densities.  

5.27 If this strategy is adopted the Council should work with Aylesbury Vale Advantage to 
plan and implement the regeneration of the Gatehouse Way area. Piecemeal planning 
applications seeking alternative uses should be resisted until a comprehensive 
strategy is determined, so that the best parts of the site, including the better industrial 
units and the office elements, are retained.  Ideally, in return for planning permission 
for alternative uses land owners should be required to invest in the remaining industrial 
areas, improving the environment, which is often poor, and relieving access 
constraints. As well as B-class uses, any redevelopment plans should make room for 
trade counters and associated retail uses which currently occupy many units in the 
area. 

5.28 Before we finalise these and other recommendations we need to consider the future 
quantitative balance of demand and supply for employment land. This is the subject of 
the next chapter. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 5555....1111    Existing Existing Existing Existing Employment AreasEmployment AreasEmployment AreasEmployment Areas in Aylesbury in Aylesbury in Aylesbury in Aylesbury    
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Development SitesDevelopment SitesDevelopment SitesDevelopment Sites    

5.29 Table 5.1 below summarises the outstanding committed supply of development sites 
identified for employment in the current Local Plan. The list and factual information 
about the sites were provided by the District Council. Appendix B provides further 
information including our qualitative assessment of the larger sites. The table excludes 
development opportunities at College Road North, the Southern Growth Arc, Wescott 
and Silverstone, which as noted earlier are proposed for development in the Core 
Strategy – Preferred Options but are not yet committed. 

Table Table Table Table 5555....1111    Committed Land SupplyCommitted Land SupplyCommitted Land SupplyCommitted Land Supply, , , , 2007200720072007        

SiteSiteSiteSite TownTownTownTown Site Area Site Area Site Area Site Area 

hahahaha

MarketabilityMarketabilityMarketabilityMarketability DeliverabilityDeliverabilityDeliverabilityDeliverability Proposed UseProposed UseProposed UseProposed Use

Aston Clinton Rd MDA Aylesbury 16.0 Good Immediate  Office 

Berryfields MDA Aylesbury 9.0 Average Immediate  Office  

South of Tesco, 

London Rd,

Buckingham 0.9 Good Immediate  Industrial/warehouse 

South of Bypass Buckingham 0.8 Good Immediate  Industrial/warehouse 

Haddenham Business 

Park

Haddenham 6.0 Good Immediate  Industrial/warehouse 

Pitstone Green Pitstone 4.1 Good Immediately  Industrial/warehouse 

Buckingham 

Road/Furze Lane

Winslow 3.6 Good Short-term - needs link 

road, which market 

should deliver

 Industrial/warehouse 

TOTALTOTALTOTALTOTAL 40.440.440.440.4

Source: AVDC The sites listed are those identified in the Local Plan for B-class development and still 
undeveloped at the 2007 survey date. 

5.30 In total, the sites listed provide 40.4 hectares which, if developed at the standard 
development density of 4,000 sq m per hectare, would accommodate around 160,000 
sq m of new employment floorspace. Some 100,000 sq m of this floorspace would be 
in offices (as noted earlier we count Berryfields as mostly an office site based on the 
Council’s development brief) and 60,000 sq m in industrial and warehouse space. 
Some 25 ha, around two thirds of the total land identified, is in Aylesbury and proposed 
for offices. Outside Aylesbury some 15 of land is identified, all for 
industry/warehousing. 

5.31 Our assessment of market appeal finds that all but one of the sites identified are 
‘good’, meaning that they are attractive to the market and likely to be taken up.  The 
single exception is Berryfields MDA.  

5.32 As an individual development site, viewed in isolation, Berryfields may be a good 
development opportunity.  It is a greenfield site with immediate rail access adjacent to 
a housing-led development area.  However when viewed alongside the other major 
office MDA at Aston Clinton Road we are concerned that the Berryfields scheme may 
not be developable.   

5.33 Aston Clinton Road is much like Berryfields in that it is a new, greenfield land allocation 
targeted at (but not limited to) high-quality office occupiers including inward investors.  
Although Aston Clinton does not benefit from the rail access afforded to Berryfields it 
has direct access onto the A41 and from that the M25 and London.  In our opinion this 
makes Aston Clinton far preferable to Berryfields for office occupiers. 
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5.34 Bearing in mind that at present we see no market demand for large office schemes in 
Aylesbury18 and that any investor attempting to kick-start this market will be taking a 
large risk, we doubt that the market can sustain two large high-quality office 
schemes19.  Because of this we give Berryfields MDA an overall score of ‘average’ – a 
site which may or may not be taken up depending on the wider balance of demand and 
supply. We consider this wider market balance in Chapter 6 below. 

5.35 We are concerned that the district’s employment land supply is concentrated in so few 
sites. Future delivery could be at risk because very few land owners control most of the 
supply. For example, all the committed out-of-town office land supply is on only two 
sites, one of which may not be deliverable, for the reasons set out above.  The same 
concern applies to the new sites proposed in the Core Strategy - Preferred Options. 
Around half of this new land is in the proposed Southern Growth Arc which would be 
under the control of a consortium of land owners working together.  The preferences 
and interests of individual landowners may result in the district offering only a narrow 
range of property types and tenures. 

                                                      
18
 This view has been reinforced through our stakeholder consultations.   

19
 Stakeholders considered any major development in Aylesbury to be risky because Aylesbury is an unproven 

market for this scale of development.  Stakeholders highlighted that fact the MDAs have been ‘slow off the 
ground’ further undermining confidence in large schemes in this location.   
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6666 EMPLOYMENT LANDEMPLOYMENT LANDEMPLOYMENT LANDEMPLOYMENT LAND: FUTURE DEMAND AND : FUTURE DEMAND AND : FUTURE DEMAND AND : FUTURE DEMAND AND 
SUPPLYSUPPLYSUPPLYSUPPLY    

IntroductionIntroductionIntroductionIntroduction        

6.1 In this chapter, we forecast the future requirement (demand) for industrial, warehouse 
and office space, based on the employment growth targets in the emerging South East 
Plan, and compare it with planned supply – comprising the land currently identified by 
the planning system for the changing space requirements of industrial, warehousing 
and office occupiers.   

6.2 The next two sections translate the employment target – which relates to all jobs – first 
into employment in the relevant activity sectors and then into demand for floorspace 
and land. We then compare this demand with the outstanding land supply identified 
earlier to assess the balance of the market. As well as the quantity of land, this 
comparison covers qualitative factors, based on the market analysis and site 
assessments in earlier chapters. 

DemandDemandDemandDemand    

OverviewOverviewOverviewOverview    

6.3 Employment change is the main driver of the demand for land. Therefore to forecast 
demand for employment land we start from a view of the future employment change 
which the district is expected to accommodate in future. We then translate this 
employment change into floorspace and land. The steps in the calculation are: 

i) Set out future employment change by activity sector 
ii) Map activity sectors into land uses (types of space)  
iii) Apply employment density ratios to generate floorspace demand by land use 
iv) Apply plot ratios to generate demand for land by use. 

6.4 Below we discuss these steps in turn. At each step we set out the method and findings 
of this study and compare them with earlier studies, especially the 2004 Aylesbury 
Employment Site Audit. 

Future Future Future Future Employment Employment Employment Employment ChangeChangeChangeChange    

Alternative Forecasts 

6.5 In considering future employment growth we take as our starting point the South East 
Plan, to which Aylesbury Vale’s Local Development Framework will be required to 
conform. As noted in Chapter 2 above this emerging regional plan in its latest version 
(the Panel’s recommendations) proposes that the district in 2006-26 should provide 
land for 21,500 net additional jobs. It also stresses that this figure is a policy-led, 
aspirational target which appears challenging and will require active policy 
intervention. 

6.6 The growth target of 21,500 jobs cannot be directly translated into employment land 
requirements because it does not break down total employment growth into activity 
sectors. To provide this breakdown, for the present study we have commissioned new 
forecasts from Experian, the authors of the South East Plan forecasts. Before 
presenting these new figures we briefly review below the employment forecasts 
provided by earlier studies of Aylesbury Vale. There have been several such forecasts 
in recent years: 
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i) In the original Milton Keynes and South Midlands (MKSM) Study (2002), the 
Department for Transport’s TEMPRO projections20 were used to generate 
employment growth forecasts for the MKSM sub-region as a whole. A ‘higher-
growth scenario’ was then generated showing more new jobs for the sub-region to 
reflect its status as a growth area and to allow for economic turnaround of under-
performing areas within it. Finally the spatial distribution of the new jobs was 
altered to reflect planning objectives. Aylesbury Vale in the original TEMPRO 
scenario was forecast 22,000 net new jobs and in the policy-led high-growth 
scenario 28,000 net new jobs. This latter figure in due course would feed into the 
MKSM Sub-Regional Strategy via the Milton Keynes and Aylesbury Growth Area 
Study. 

ii) The Milton Keynes and Aylesbury Growth Area Study (2003) was a follow-up to the 
MKSM study. It set out a time profile for the higher-growth scenario, suggesting 
that 12,700 of Aylesbury Vale’s new jobs would come forward in 2001-16 and 
15,300 in 2016-26. The figure of 12,700 jobs went forward into the MKSM Sub-
Regional Strategy (draft 2003, final 2005) which describes it as a monitoring 
benchmark. 

iii) The Bucks Economic Prospects Study (2003) was an employment land study for 
the county, carried out by Roger Tym & Partners. Bucks Economic Prospects pre-
dated the MKSM Strategy and used a separate set of forecasts, commissioned 
from Business Strategies Ltd (BSL), who has since changed its name to Experian. 
This predicted growth of 13,600 jobs in 2001-16

21
. 

iv) The Aylesbury Vale Economic Strategy was produced for the District Council by 
Roger Tym & Partners in 2004 after publication of the draft MKSM Strategy. The 
Economic Strategy adopted the Bucks Future figure of 13,600 new jobs as a target 
for 2001-16, partly on the grounds that it is close to the MKSM benchmark. This 
target equates to 907 net new jobs annually. 

v)  The Aylesbury Vale Employment Site Audit by DPDS Consulting and Great 
Western Enterprise (GWE) for the District Council, as noted in Chapter 2 above, 
was published originally in 2004 and in revised form in 2005. It produced new 
employment forecasts, unrelated to the MKSM strategy, showing growth of 18,600 
jobs in Aylesbury Vale in 2002-16 and 19,500 jobs in 2016-26.  

6.7 We have been asked to look closely at this last forecast and will do so below. But first 
we present the new employment forecast that we have prepared for the current study. 

The Experian 2007 Scenario 

6.8 To ensure that the present study is based on the latest data and assumptions we have 
commissioned a new employment forecast from Experian (as mentioned earlier the 
Experian economic forecasting team was formerly known as BSL). The forecast is 
based on BSL’s econometric model and uses data from a number of sources including 
the National Accounts, Labour Force Survey, the CBI’s survey of manufacturing 
industries and the European Commission’s survey of consumer confidence.  

6.9 The standard Experian scenario for Aylesbury Vale does not accurately reflect the 
population growth that will result from the planned housing provision of 21,500 new 

                                                      
20
 TEMPRO (Trip End Model Presentation Programme) is a data set provided by the Department for Transport. 

TEMPRO’s main purpose is to predict traffic generation, but it also covers population and employment. At the 
time of the MKSM Study, TEMPRO’S employment figures were simple projections of past trends. 
21
 This figure refers to the ‘market-led scenario’, which was based on BSL’s standard assumptions, including 

population and workforce growth continuing past trends. The Bucks Future study also provided a ‘housing-
constrained’ scenario, which assumed lower growth of the population and workforce, based on the housing 
provision in the County Structure Plan. The housing-constrained scenario is no longer relevant now that the 
Structure Plan is being replaced by the South East Plan. 
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dwellings in 2006-26.  As is normal practice this standard scenario uses trend-based 
population projections which in the case of Aylesbury do not match the housing and 
population growth that the local authority is planning for.  Therefore we asked Experian 
to rerun their model using Bucks County Council’s population forecasts which  reflect 
the housing provision currently planned. 

6.10 The resulting Experian scenario, which we call ‘Experian 2007’, covers the period 
2006-2026. For this period it forecasts an increase of only 11,805 jobs in Aylesbury 
Vale. 

6.11 For 2006-16 Experian 2007 forecasts an increase of 8,213 jobs or 821 jobs per year. 
This is close to the 907 jobs per year in the earlier Experian forecast (market-led 
scenario) used in Bucks Economic Prospects (2003) and the Aylesbury Economic 
Strategy (2004).  

6.12 But for the period 2016-2026 the Experian 2007 forecast shows much slower growth, 
providing only 3,593 new jobs or 359 new jobs a year. This slowing down of growth is 
illustrated in Figure 6.1 below. It is the opposite of the MKSM scenario, which had 
higher levels of growth in the latter part of the plan period reflecting the expectation 
that the early years are for investment and planning that create the conditions for later 
growth.  

6.13 The fact that Experian 2007 does not reflect the planned employment growth should 
not be a surprise.  Forecasts are normally influenced by past growth trends and the 
area’s existing industrial structure.  They cannot accurately predict where new sectors 
may appear in an area, perhaps as a result of inward investment, or where sectors 
may grow above national trends and norms.  In essence, forecasts do not reflect the 
special circumstances in growth areas where the policy aim is that the future should 
not be like the past.  The econometric forecasting model does not ‘know’ about the 
policy interventions that will be undertaken to stimulate growth. The gap between 
planned growth and the Experian forecast is an indication of the policy push that may 
be required to turn the planned growth target into reality. 

Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666....1111    Employment Change Year By Year, Aylesbury Vale, Employment Change Year By Year, Aylesbury Vale, Employment Change Year By Year, Aylesbury Vale, Employment Change Year By Year, Aylesbury Vale, Experian 2007Experian 2007Experian 2007Experian 2007 Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario    
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The Preferred Scenario 

6.14 As noted earlier the growth target for Aylesbury Vale, as set out in the South East Plan 
is for an increase of 21,500 jobs over the period 2006-2026. Therefore we scaled up 
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the Experian 2007 forecast to reflect this growth ambition. This scaled-up version of 
Experian 2007 is our preferred scenario. 

6.15 We did this scaling up sector by sector, aiming to identify the most promising 
opportunities for lifting growth above its ‘natural’ level. In other words, the forecast aims 
to estimate the easiest way, in terms of the mix of economic activities, for the district to 
achieve its growth target. To do this we increased Aylesbury Vale’s sector growth rates 
above the Experian 2007 figures we commissioned for this study as follows: 

i) For those sectors where Aylesbury Vale’s forecast growth rate was less than 
the South East’s we scaled up the district’s growth rate to equal the South 
East’s. These sectors include, for example, Construction and Wholesaling. 
Since Aylesbury Vale has been designated as a growth area we would expect 
them to grow at least as fast in the district as the South East region. 

ii) For those sectors that serve the local population such as Health, Education 
and Retail, we would expect growth to reflect the growing numbers of 
population and households. Based on earlier research, including a recent 
published paper by GLA Economics22, we estimate that these ‘local service 
sectors’ provide 23 jobs per 100 residents and this ratio is constant over time. 
In the Experian forecast the ratio equals 23 in 2006 but decreases over time, 
probably taking forward earlier trends23. This would suggest that in the 
Experian 2007 scenario the district in future would increasingly ‘leak’ consumer 
demand to other areas, for example through local residents shopping at larger 
centres outside the district. In our preferred scenario we fixed the ratio at 23 for 
the whole of the planning period. 

iii) Finally, for all the sectors forecast to grow in Experian 2007 but not linked to 
population we multiplied the forecast growth (as modified at step I above) by 
1.6. This factor was calculated as the figure required to meet the growth target 
of 21,500 jobs. The rationale is that if Aylesbury Vale is to grow above trend it 
will do so by capturing a greater share of the region’s growth sectors. If 
Aylesbury Vale is to grow in line with the RSS target these are the sectors 
where we believe much of the additional growth will have to be found. 

The 2004 Aylesbury Vale Employment Site Audit 

6.16 The starting point of the GWE forecast is a regional employment forecast produced as 
part of Skillsbase, a labour market database provided by the Department for Education 
and Skills which has since been discontinued. This forecast is based on historical data 
for 1971-99 and shows employment change to 2010 for the South East region split into 
17 sectors. The GWE report does not say how the time period was extended to 2026.  

6.17 The Audit takes each sector’s percentage growth rate for the South East from 
Skillsbase and adjusts that growth rate to reflect the particular circumstances of 
Aylesbury, as seen by GWE. Service sectors such as retail, health and education are 
expected to grow in line with the local population whom they serve; the report states 
that the district’s population under MKSM housing proposals in 2002-26 should grow 
by 24% and infers that the district’s employment growth in these sectors will be 124% 
of the South East’s growth rate (this method incidentally assumes that the region’s 
population growth will be nil). Manufacturing sectors are predicted to lose jobs in 
Aylesbury, as they do in the South East, but at only 85% of the regional rate because: 

                                                      
22
 GLA Economics, More Residents, More Jobs? The Relationship between Employment, Population, and 

Accessibility in London, January 2005 
23
 We were not able to calculate the ratio for earlier years because official statistics do not provide numbers of 

self-employed by sector. 
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‘The manufacturing sector at national level faces the issue of the ongoing ability of 
competitor nations to produce the same goods and provide the same services (sic) at 
far lower cost. This will mean that local fortunes are increasingly tied to international 
rather than national and regional trends. In Aylesbury Vale this sector comprises 
mainly of small firms operating in niche markets. Due to the nature of these firms they 
will become isolated from the wider impact on the sector. Manufacturing will therefore 
see a small decline but much lower than the national average.’ 

6.18 The report uses similar reasoning about other sectors. An extreme example is the view 
that professional services will grow faster in Aylesbury than the region because it has 
many small firms, which will benefit from the trend towards more outsourcing from 
larger firms. On these grounds employment in the sector that GWE call Professional 
Services is forecast to more than triple in 2002-26, from 4,371 to 19,201 jobs. (In our 
classification GWE’s ‘Professional Services’ is subsumed under Financial and 
Business Services, of which it forms the largest part.) 

6.19 In our opinion this method of forecasting different sectors is unconvincing. Even if we 
believe that manufacturing, for example, is likely to do better in Aylesbury Vale than 
elsewhere the report does not provide any evidence to help us judge how much better. 
The Employment Site Audit derives these quantitative estimates partly from a ‘control 
total’ based on forecasting the growth in the district’s total household income resulting 
from housing growth. We think that this calculation is technically flawed, assuming in 
effect that Aylesbury is a self-contained economy in which all the goods and services 
produced in the district are also consumed by the district’s residents. 

Comparison of Employment Forecasts  

6.20 The table and chart below compare the alternative forecast scenarios.  

Table Table Table Table 6666....1111: Employment Change, : Employment Change, : Employment Change, : Employment Change, Aylesbury Vale,Aylesbury Vale,Aylesbury Vale,Aylesbury Vale,    Alternative ScenariosAlternative ScenariosAlternative ScenariosAlternative Scenarios and Periods and Periods and Periods and Periods24242424    

Employment ChangeEmployment ChangeEmployment ChangeEmployment Change Experian/RTP 2003Experian/RTP 2003Experian/RTP 2003Experian/RTP 2003 Employment Audit Employment Audit Employment Audit Employment Audit 

DPDS/GWE, 2004DPDS/GWE, 2004DPDS/GWE, 2004DPDS/GWE, 2004

Employment Audit Employment Audit Employment Audit Employment Audit 

DPDS/GWE, 2004DPDS/GWE, 2004DPDS/GWE, 2004DPDS/GWE, 2004

Experian 2007Experian 2007Experian 2007Experian 2007 Preferred ScenarioPreferred ScenarioPreferred ScenarioPreferred Scenario

2001-162001-162001-162001-16 2002-162002-162002-162002-16 2002-262002-262002-262002-26 2006-262006-262006-262006-26 2006-20262006-20262006-20262006-2026

Primary -1,400 0 41 -989 -948

Manufacturing -2,100 -739 -1,181 -340 434                           

Construction 1,800                      2,931                              6,701                             46                     1,107                       

Retail 1,000                      1,889                              3,299                             1,194                1,274                       

Wholesale 1,700                      923                                 1,613                             -92 569                           

Hotels & Catering 3,200                      269                                 470                                1,630                2,608                       

Transport & Comms 700                         1,095                              2,310                             1,241                1,986                       

Financial & Business Services 4,000                      7,755                              17,034                          4,803                8,693                       

Public Admin, Health, Edtn 2,700                      2,234                              4,426                             2,486                3,374                       

Other Services 1,800                      2,253                              3,468                             1,826                2,534                       

Total changeTotal changeTotal changeTotal change 13,60013,60013,60013,600                                                                            18,61018,61018,61018,610                                                                                                        38,18138,18138,18138,181                                                                                                    11,80511,80511,80511,805                                                    21,63121,63121,63121,631                                                                                

Change per annumChange per annumChange per annumChange per annum 907907907907                                                                                                1,3291,3291,3291,329                                                                                                                1,5911,5911,5911,591                                                                                                            590590590590                                                                        1,0821,0821,0821,082                                                                                        

Source: Experian, Aylesbury Vale Employment Site Audit, RTP 

                                                      
24
 Employment Audit figures are from Table 4.3 of the 2005 report and relate to employee jobs only. At Table 

4.4, this report forecasts growth in self-employed jobs, which adds a further 2,833 net additional jobs in 2002-
16 and 5,200 jobs in total in 2002-26. We exclude these figures because we are not sure if they entered the 
calculation of employment land requirements. If they did, this would make little difference, because the bulk of 
self-employed jobs are in non-B sectors. 
In this table and throughout the report, figures are rounded. 
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666....2222    Employment Change, Alternative ScenarioEmployment Change, Alternative ScenarioEmployment Change, Alternative ScenarioEmployment Change, Alternative Scenarios, Aylesbury Vale, s, Aylesbury Vale, s, Aylesbury Vale, s, Aylesbury Vale, 2006200620062006----26 26 26 26     

 
Source: GWE, Experian, RTP.  Note: Vertical Axis is number of Jobs 

6.21 Total jobs to 2026 in the Employment Audit scenario increase by 1,591 per year. This 
is almost half as much again as in our preferred scenario (1,082), which in turn is 
based on the target of 21,500 jobs set out in the emerging South East Plan. In both 
these scenarios and in the Experian 2007 scenario the most new jobs by far are in the 
Financial and Business Services (FBS) sector, illustrating that this sector has a major 
role to play if Aylesbury Vale is to achieve its target growth. But in the GWE scenario 
the FBS sector gains about twice as many jobs as in our preferred scenario. 

6.22 The chart below translates the original and scaled-up Experian 2007 scenarios into 
land uses using the RTP method described in the next section. The comparison 
illustrates the importance of ‘non B space’ sectors such as retail, education and health 
and their contribution to delivering the target growth.  
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Figure Figure Figure Figure 6666....3333 Employment by Land Use, Aylesbury Vale, 2006 and 2026  Employment by Land Use, Aylesbury Vale, 2006 and 2026  Employment by Land Use, Aylesbury Vale, 2006 and 2026  Employment by Land Use, Aylesbury Vale, 2006 and 2026     
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Source: Experian, Roger Tym & Partners 

BBBB----Space Employment and the Demand for Space Employment and the Demand for Space Employment and the Demand for Space Employment and the Demand for Employment Employment Employment Employment SSSSpacepacepacepace        

6.23 As discussed above there are differences in employment forecasts between the 2004 
GWE Aylesbury Employment Site Audit and the present study. But the main 
differences between the two studies relate to the translation of jobs into space 
(floorspace and land). Below we describe our method and results and then compare 
them with the GWE study. 

The RTP Preferred Scenario 

6.24 In this study we are only concerned with ‘employment space’, corresponding to class B 
of the Use Classes order, comprising factories, warehouses and offices, and physically 
similar sui generis uses. Our analysis excludes the many jobs which are based in other 
kinds of space such as retail units, schools and hospitals. The first step in our 
calculation therefore is to identify those jobs that occupy employment space (‘B-space 
jobs’). For this we use a mapping of sectors into land uses which is discussed in 
Chapter 3 above and in more detail at Appendix 1 below. Broadly we assume that 
offices (which include R&D) are occupied by financial and business services, parts of 
public administration and publishing. Industrial space is occupied by manufacturing, 
sewage and refuse disposal, some parts of construction and motor repairs and 
maintenance. Warehousing is occupied by a variety of transport and distribution 
activities.   

6.25 For each type of space we then translate jobs into floorspace using assumed 
employment densities (built floorspace per head) to arrive at forecast market demand 
for space. To translate these employment forecasts into demand for space we use the 
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standard employment densities based on a 1997 study by Roger Tym & Partners for 
SERPLAN25: 

� Offices: 17.9 sq m per worker; 

� Industrial: 31.8 sq m per worker; 

� Warehousing: 40.1 sq m per worker;  

6.26 These densities are based on a large and statistically rigorous study and are quoted in 
good practice guidance by Arup for English Partnerships and the ODPM Guidance 
Note on Employment Land Reviews. A recent study by DTZ PIEDA for SEERA

26
 

suggests that they are still valid.  

6.27 The table below shows forecast employment change and the resulting floorspace 
change by land use. Industrial and warehouse employment grows by 3,673 jobs, 
generating demand for 59,962 sq m of net new floorspace. Office employment grows 
by 8,091 jobs and the resulting demand for floorspace is 144,826 sq m. Non-B 
employment grows by 9,867 jobs.  

Table Table Table Table 6666....2222 Forecast Demand, Aylesbury, 2006 Forecast Demand, Aylesbury, 2006 Forecast Demand, Aylesbury, 2006 Forecast Demand, Aylesbury, 2006----26, Preferred Scenario26, Preferred Scenario26, Preferred Scenario26, Preferred Scenario,,,, Jobs and  Jobs and  Jobs and  Jobs and 
FloorspaceFloorspaceFloorspaceFloorspace        

 Net  Net  Net  Net 

Employment Employment Employment Employment 

Change, jobs  Change, jobs  Change, jobs  Change, jobs  

 Employment  Employment  Employment  Employment 

Density, sq m Density, sq m Density, sq m Density, sq m 

per worker per worker per worker per worker 

 Net Floorspace  Net Floorspace  Net Floorspace  Net Floorspace 

Change, sq m Change, sq m Change, sq m Change, sq m 

Manufacturing 380                     31.8                    12,089                       

Other Industrial 1,496                  31.8                    47,564                       

Total IndustrialTotal IndustrialTotal IndustrialTotal Industrial 1,8761,8761,8761,876                                                                    31.8                    59,65259,65259,65259,652                                                                                    

Warehousing 1,797                  40.1                    72,074                       

Total Industrial and WarehousingTotal Industrial and WarehousingTotal Industrial and WarehousingTotal Industrial and Warehousing 3,6733,6733,6733,673                                                                    131,726131,726131,726131,726                                                                            

Offices 8,091                  17.9                    144,826                     

Total B spaceTotal B spaceTotal B spaceTotal B space 11,76411,76411,76411,764                                                            276,552276,552276,552276,552                                                                            

Non-B space 9,867                  

All JobsAll JobsAll JobsAll Jobs 21,63121,63121,63121,631                                                            

Source: Roger Tym & Partners 

6.28 Although offices and industry/warehousing require similar amounts of net new space 
the office space will support many more jobs because job densities in offices are much 
higher. 

6.29 To translate floorspace into land we use a standard plot ratio of 40% (4,000 sq m of 
floorspace per hectare of land). This is a broad approximation. In particular tall town 
centre office buildings may achieve much higher plot ratios. 

                                                      
25
 Roger Tym & Partners for SERPLAN, The Use of Business Space: Employment Densities and Working 

Practices in South East England, 1997. 
26
 The DTZ Pieda (2004) study for SEERA found similar densities in Berkshire (18.9 sq m net for B1 and an 

average of 31.2 sq m for B2 and B8). 
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Table Table Table Table 6666....3333 Forecast Demand Forecast Demand Forecast Demand Forecast Demand, Aylesbury, 2006, Aylesbury, 2006, Aylesbury, 2006, Aylesbury, 2006----26, 26, 26, 26, PreferredPreferredPreferredPreferred Scenario Scenario Scenario Scenario        

Net Change, sq mNet Change, sq mNet Change, sq mNet Change, sq m Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace Floorspace 

Sq mSq mSq mSq m

Site Area Site Area Site Area Site Area 

HectaresHectaresHectaresHectares

Industrial 59,652 14.9

Warehousing 71,074 17.8

Industrial & Warehousing 130,726 32.7

Offices 144,826 36.2

Total B SpaceTotal B SpaceTotal B SpaceTotal B Space 275,552275,552275,552275,552 68.968.968.968.9
 

Source: Roger Tym & Partners.  

6.30 At the standard plot ratio of 40% this results in a demand for land of some 69 ha in total 
(3.5 ha per year), split almost equally between offices and industrial/warehousing uses. 
If offices are developed at higher plot ratios the demand for land will be lower. For 
example, if we assume an office plot ratio of 80% the total land requirement falls from 
69 ha to 51 ha. 

The GWE Audit 

6.31 GWE’s 2004 Aylesbury Employment Site Audit, like the present study, moves from 
employment by sector through to floorspace and thence to employment land27. But it 
produces very different results, predicting demand for employment land  in 2002-26 at 
170 hectares28. This amounts to 7.7 hectares per year, more than twice as much as 
the maximum figure in our preferred scenario.  

6.32 Part of this difference is due to different job figures. As we have seen, in the 
Employment Site Audit the annual increase in total employment is half as much again 
as in our preferred scenario. But the two methods also differ in the method used to 
translate jobs into space. Below we discuss the main differences between that method 
and ours. This discussion is selective. We do not attempt a step-by step-description 
and critique of the GWE method. This would be a large task because the method is 
exceedingly complex and the Employment Audit report does not provide full details.  

6.33 In the Audit, as in our own calculations, the first step in translating jobs into land is to 
map economic sectors into land uses (types of space). GWE’s mapping is derived from 
their detailed survey of employment sites. The survey aimed to record jobs by activity 
sector on each site. By comparing the resulting totals with official statistics of jobs by 
sector the study inferred what proportion of jobs in each sector operates on 
employment land. We cannot comment on this calculation or compare it with our own 
mapping because the Audit report provides no details. In particular we note that the 
mapping provided in the report29 only relates to total employment space, not 
distinguishing between industrial space, warehouses and offices. As we shall see this 
makes it difficult to follow the reasoning at later stages. 

6.34 One major point of difference between our assumptions and the Audit’s relates to 
employment densities (floorspace per head). The Audit shows its density assumptions 
by land use class and it uses different densities for growing and declining sectors. Here 
we focus on the density assumptions associated with employment growth. The 
assumptions used initially are as follows: 

                                                      
27
 The method is set out in two papers. ‘Delivering the Economic Vision Part One Forecasts’ (September 2004) 

which is updated in Aylesbury Vale Employment Site Audit, Delivering the Economic Vision (Revised August 
2005). There are some differences in assumptions between the two papers but the approach is broadly the 
same. 
28
 Aylesbury Employment Site Audit, Aylesbury Vale Employment Site Audit, Part 2, December 2004, revised 

August 2005, Table 6.12 
29
 As above, paragraph 6.16 
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B1: 28 sq m per worker 
B2: 35 sq m per worker 
B8: 75 sq m per worker 

6.35 The figure of 28 sq m per worker for B1 is difficult to interpret because the B1 class 
covers both offices and light industrial space which have very different densities. 
Because of these differences RTP and others in employment land calculations split the 
B1 class, calculating space requirements for offices (B1a) separately and bundling light 
industry (B1c) with general industry (B2)

30
. We believe that the authors of the audit did 

the same, and in their density assumptions are using ‘B1’ when they mean ‘offices’. 
This is evidenced for example in Table 6.7 of the Audit report where floorspace 
demand for obviously office-based activities such as professional services is calculated 
at 28 sq m per head

31
. 

6.36 As an office density 28 sq m per head seems very high. In our experience we have not 
come across any estimated office densities higher than 20-21 sq m per worker.  

6.37 The Audit’s B2 (industrial) density of 35 sq m per worker seems reasonable. The 75 sq 
m per worker assumed for B8 (warehousing) in our opinion may be reasonable for 
strategic warehousing comprising purpose-built units of 10,000 sq m and more. But for 
smaller-scale, less specialist warehousing which is accommodated in ‘general 
industrial’ buildings, the Audit’s assumption in our opinion greatly overestimates 
floorspace per head. As discussed earlier Aylesbury Vale at present does not have any 
strategic warehousing, although it may do so in future. 

6.38 The source of the Audit’s density assumptions is unclear. The report at paragraph 6.21 
says that the assumptions were ‘produced by Buckinghamshire County Council and… 
quoted from a report on Somerset’s Land and Property Market by Prism Research Ltd’. 
We have been unable to trace the figures to any Bucks County Council publication and 
we do not understand why densities observed in Somerset should be applied to 
Aylesbury Vale. 

6.39 For most economic sectors the Audit uses the employment densities quoted at 
paragraph 6.34 above. But for two particular sectors the report (at paragraphs 6.32-
6.33) says that different assumptions are appropriate, providing 64 sq m per worker for 
Construction and 75 sq m per worker for Transport and Communications. It seems that 
these revised assumptions are derived from GWE’s survey of employment sites, 
though it is not clear how. These figures are much above the ones we use and we feel 
that they seriously overstate space requirements. 

6.40 For the conversion of floorspace to land (which it calls ‘net to gross floorspace’) the 
Audit for industrial/warehousing uses applies a plot ratio of 25%. This is considerably 
lower than our assumption of 40%, in our opinion unrealistically low, and again it 
inflates the forecast demand for land. 

6.41 However for offices (which they call B1) GWE’s plot ratio is 87.5, based on a building 
footprint of 25% of site area and an average building height of 3.5 storeys. This is 
higher than our standard plot ratio of 40%. Other things being equal GWE’s assumed 
plot ratio would more than halve the employment land requirement for offices 
compared to our estimates based on 40%. But other things are not equal because as 
we have seen GWE’s office employment densities are very high. Site area per job – the 
product of employment density and plot ratio – in the Audit is 35 sq m, similar to RTP’s 
45 sq m.  

                                                      
30
 Use Class B1b, Research and Development, in most areas is very small and is bundled with offices. 

31
 This table has several errors, where job figures by sector are vertically transposed, but the errors do not 

affect the office-based sectors. 
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6.42 To sum up, GWE’s Audit shows much greater demand for employment land than our 
preferred forecast. The first reason for this discrepancy is that the Audit expects many 
more net new jobs than the RSS target. For industry and warehousing there is a 
second reason: the Audit assumes that much more land is required for each job as a 
result of both lower employment densities (fewer sq m of floorspace per worker) and 
lower plot ratios (fewer sq m of floorspace per hectare of land). For offices this second 
reason does not apply because GWE assumes lower densities but higher plot ratios, 
which offset each other. We believe the GWE calculations require much more land for 
offices than our preferred scenario because they show huge growth in office-based 
activities, but we cannot measure this difference because the Audit report only shows 
total requirements for employment land, not differentiating between offices and 
industry/warehousing. 

6.43 Leaving aside these methodological criticisms the results of the GWE calculations are 
worrying. At Table 6.12 of the Audit report we can see that of the forecast demand of 
170 ha of net additional employment land roughly 60% is accounted for by just two 
sectors:  

� Construction - 58 ha 

� Sale and Repair of Motor Vehicles - 43 ha. 

6.44 Thus if the GWE forecasts are correct then Aylesbury Vale should be planning for 
around 100 ha of additional land to accommodate construction and the motor trade. In 
our opinion this is neither commercially realistic nor compatible with the Council’s 
vision for the future of the district.  

Supply and Supply and Supply and Supply and Market Balance Market Balance Market Balance Market Balance 2006200620062006----26262626    

Estimating Market BalanceEstimating Market BalanceEstimating Market BalanceEstimating Market Balance    

6.45 In this section we compare the forecast demand for employment land with planned 
supply to assess the balance of the market over the planning period 2006-2026. To 
deal with the uncertainty which is inevitable in these calculations we provide two 
alternative scenarios. 

6.46 One source of uncertainty is that some of the identified sites may not come forward in 
the planning period, for example because they are not sufficiently attractive to the 
market.  Another source of uncertainty is that some of the existing occupied stock is 
likely to be released to other uses, for example where industrial sites fall vacant and 
are redeveloped for housing.  As discussed earlier we recommend the release of very 
little land (around seven hectares occupied by industry/warehousing and one hectare 
by office) but we do recommend that significant amounts of land be considered for 
investment/potential policy review, comprising some 54 hectares of 
industrial/warehouse land and four hectares of offices. 

6.47 We cannot tell in advance either how much of the planned supply of development land 
will come forward in practice or how much of this existing, occupied stock will be lost 
and/or redeveloped. To deal with this uncertainly we have built two alternative supply 
scenarios as follows: 

� The ‘best-case scenario’ assumes that during the plan period to 2026: 

o All the development sites currently committed for employment use come 
forward for development,  

o The only existing land lost to other uses is that which in our qualitative 
assessment (Appendix 2) we recommend for release because we consider 
them unattractive to the market.  
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� Conversely the ‘worst-case’ scenario assumes that: 

o Only those development sites whose market appeal we have assessed as 
good or very good come forward for development in the plan period. 
Specifically this means that Berryfields MDA – the only site which is not 
assessed as good – is excluded from the supply. 

o In addition to sites which we recommend for release those sites which we 
recommend be ‘considered for investment and/or potential policy review’ are 
also lost to employment uses. This includes the loss of 23 ha of 
industrial/warehouse space from the Gatehouse Way area which we suggest 
should be considered for comprehensive regeneration. 23 ha is the area of site 
41.02v, the largest site in the area. It is also the maximum amount of land that 
we would suggest for investment/review, from the wider area, including 41.02v. 

6.48 In our calculations we make no allowance for the intensification of uses on existing 
sites. One reason for this is that much of the existing industrial stock, particularly in 
Aylesbury, and including older parts of the Gatehouse Way area was built in the 1960s 
or 70s to densities that were already quite high. Some of these sites have less 
circulation space and smaller yards that would be expected from new development. If 
these sites were redeveloped the floorspace they provide would not increase, and 
indeed might fall. For offices, intensification would require that sites be redeveloped to 
provide taller buildings. But most of Aylesbury’s office stock is on relatively small sites, 
where other planning policies would probably preclude tall buildings. If larger office 
sites come forward for redevelopment developers may pursue mixed-use schemes, 
making increases in office floorspace unlikely. 

6.49 In comparing demand and supply we would normally add a margin to allow for land in 
the planning and development pipeline. Assuming that the average site spends two 
years in the pipeline this margin would amount to two years supply. In the present case 
we do not add this margin because the planning period is very long at 20 years and 
another two years supply would not make a significant difference, especially given the 
margins of error involved in our calculations.  

6.50 Another consequence of a long planning period is that the planning system should 
have plenty of time to adjust to unforeseen circumstances. If, for example, land take-up 
in coming years is far above the RSS targets, the Council should reconsider its policy 
stance based on Plan, Monitor and Manage. 

6.51 Below we show the market balance calculations first for industry/warehousing then for 
offices. To simplify the analysis numbers have been rounded. 

Industrial and Warehousing Space Industrial and Warehousing Space Industrial and Warehousing Space Industrial and Warehousing Space     

6.52 We do not differentiate between warehousing and industry because the land and 
property requirements of these two sectors are similar, except for strategic 
warehousing which is a specialist market.   

6.53 In the best case scenario forecast demand is for a net floorspace gain of 131,000 sq m. 
26,500 sq m of existing employment floorspace is lost at the sites which we 
recommend for release (Table 6.4). If demand is to be met then as well as meeting this 
requirement the district must provide land to replace the floorspace that is left. This 
brings the forecast demand, measured in terms of gross floorspace gained, to 157,500 
sq m. The committed land supply is approximately 15 ha which at our assumed plot 
ratio would provide some 61,600 sq m of gross new floorspace. Supply falls short of 
demand by 95,900 sq m, or 24 hectares. 

6.54 In the worst case scenario the existing floorspace to be lost over the period increases 
by 371,500 due to recommendations for investment/potential policy review, including 
part of the Gatehouse Way area. Nothing else changes. The shortfall of supply against 
demand rises to 309,900 sq m or 77 hectares. 
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Table Table Table Table 6666....4444 Supply and Market Balance, Industry and Warehousing Supply and Market Balance, Industry and Warehousing Supply and Market Balance, Industry and Warehousing Supply and Market Balance, Industry and Warehousing, Aylesbury Vale, 2006, Aylesbury Vale, 2006, Aylesbury Vale, 2006, Aylesbury Vale, 2006----26262626    

FLOORSPACE, SQ MFLOORSPACE, SQ MFLOORSPACE, SQ MFLOORSPACE, SQ M Best CaseBest CaseBest CaseBest Case Worst CaseWorst CaseWorst CaseWorst Case

FORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMAND

Net change 131,000 131,000

Potential losses of existing sites

Land to be released for other uses -26,500 -26,500 

Land to be considered for investment/potential policy review -214,000 

Gross gains 157,500 371,500

COMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLY

Gross gains Outstanding commitments 2007 61,600 61,600

Of which marketability good 61,600 61,600

MARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCE

Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall) -95,900 -95,900 -95,900 -95,900 -309,900 -309,900 -309,900 -309,900 

SITE AREA, HECTARESSITE AREA, HECTARESSITE AREA, HECTARESSITE AREA, HECTARES Best CaseBest CaseBest CaseBest Case Worst CaseWorst CaseWorst CaseWorst Case

FORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMAND

Net change 33 33

Potential losses of existing sites

Land to be released for other uses -7 -7 

Land to be considered for investment/potential policy review 0.0 -54 

Gross gains 39 93

COMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLY

Gross gains Outstanding commitments 2007 15 15

Of which marketability good 15 15

MARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCE

Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall) -24 -24 -24 -24 -77 -77 -77 -77 

Source: AVDC, LSH, RTP. As explained earlier, we assume a plot ration (development density) of 4,000 sq m of 
floorspace per hectare of site area. 

6.55 In either scenario the predicted supply shortfall can be corrected by adding to the 
supply the new development sites proposed in the Core Strategy – Preferred Options, 
comprising the Southern Growth Arc and College Road North. If these sites are 
developed as proposed in the Core Strategy – Preferred Options they could increase 
the supply of industrial and warehousing land by around 90 ha. If both sites come 
forward in their entirety by 2006 land will be oversupplied by between 13 hectares 
(worst case) and 66 hectares (best case).  

6.56 This potential oversupply could be reduced if, as suggested earlier, the Council permits 
development of some strategic warehouses – large purpose-built distribution facilities 
of 10,000 sq m or above.  Strategic warehouses probably use about twice as much 
floorspace per worker as traditional warehouses. So far our calculations have assumed 
that all warehousing development in Aylesbury Vale is of the traditional kind. If we 
relax this assumption and assume that some warehousing is strategic then the district 
will need more floorspace and hence more land to accommodate the same number of 
jobs.  

6.57 At the extreme, assuming that strategic warehousing has a density of 88 sq m per 
worker

32
, if all the district’s warehousing demand were met in strategic facilities the 

amount of land required for warehousing would from 70,000 sq m to 154,000 sq m (18 
ha to 38.5 ha). If around half of the warehouses permitted in Aylesbury were ‘strategic’ 
then in the worst case scenario all of College Road North and the SGA could be 
required by 2026.   

                                                      
32
 This figure is based on surveys by RTP and broadly confirmed by other research, discussed for example in 

the East Midlands Strategic Distribution study by MDS Transmodal and others for emda (2007). 
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6.58 Any potential over-supply will also be reduced if some of the major development sites 
will take longer than 20 years to build out. This is not unlikely given the complexities of 
areas such as the Southern Growth Arc. Indeed it is desirable in an area earmarked for 
large-scale growth for the planning authority to identify a long-term strategic reserve of 
employment land.  

6.59 So far our discussion of market balance has been largely quantitative. But we need 
also to take account of qualitative factors. Our earlier market profile suggested that to 
meet demand and maximise employment growth in the district as a whole it would be 
advisable to provide more development land outside Aylesbury, particularly to meet 
M40-related demand in the west of the District. Providing additional sites could also 
introduce more variety and competition in the market, given that the development land 
currently identified is concentrated in very few large sites. 

Office Space Office Space Office Space Office Space     

6.60 As discussed earlier the forecast demand in 2006-26 is for 145,000 sq m of net 
additional office space. Losses of existing employment space are expected to be 
insignificant, at between 4,600 sq m (best case) and 19,600 sq m (worst case). Adding 
replacement of this lost space to the forecast net demand produces a gross demand of 
149,600-164,600 sq m of offices. 

Table Table Table Table 6666....5555    Supply and Market Balance, OfficeSupply and Market Balance, OfficeSupply and Market Balance, OfficeSupply and Market Balance, Officessss, , , , AyAyAyAylesbury Vale, lesbury Vale, lesbury Vale, lesbury Vale, 2007200720072007----26 26 26 26     

FLOORSPACE, SQ MFLOORSPACE, SQ MFLOORSPACE, SQ MFLOORSPACE, SQ M Best CaseBest CaseBest CaseBest Case Worst CaseWorst CaseWorst CaseWorst Case

FORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMAND

Net change 145,000 145,000

Potential losses of existing sites

Land to be released for other uses -4,600 -4,600 

Land to be considered for investment/potential policy review -15,000 

Gross gains 149,600 164,600

COMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLY

Gross gains Outstanding commitments 2007 100,000 61,600

Of which marketability good 61,600 64,000

MARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCE

Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall) -49,600 -49,600 -49,600 -49,600 -100,600 -100,600 -100,600 -100,600 

SITE AREA, HECTARESSITE AREA, HECTARESSITE AREA, HECTARESSITE AREA, HECTARES Best CaseBest CaseBest CaseBest Case Worst CaseWorst CaseWorst CaseWorst Case

FORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMANDFORECAST DEMAND

Net change 36 36

Potential losses of existing sites

Land to be released for other uses -1 -1 

Land to be considered for investment/potential policy review 0.0 -4 

Gross gains 37 41

COMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLYCOMMITTED SUPPLY

Gross gains Outstanding commitments 2007 25 15

Of which marketability good 15 16

MARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCEMARKET BALANCE

Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall)Supply less demand (shortfall) -12 -12 -12 -12 -25 -25 -25 -25 

Source: AVDC, LSH, RTP. As explained earlier, we assume a plot ratio (development density) of 4,000 sq m of 
floorspace per hectare of site area. 

6.61 The supply of office land is all at two sites, Berryfields and Aston Clinton Road.  The 
exact capacity of these two sites is not certain. For the purposes of this assessment we 
assume that Aston Clinton Road can provide around 64,000 sq m of new office space 
and Berryfields 36,000 sq m.   
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6.62 The result is an under-supply of office development sites between 49,600 sq m (best 
case) and 100,600 sq m (worst case). The difference between the two scenarios is 
mostly due to Berryfields. The worst-case scenario assumes that Berryfields does not 
come forward for offices because as discussed earlier its viability is doubtful. In this 
worst-case scenario up to 25 hectares of additional land could be required to 
accommodate the forecast office demand. This land area could be considerably less if 
offices are developed at higher densities above our standard assumption of 4,000 sq m 
of floorspace per hectare of land. 

6.63 Some of the shortfall of office sites could be met by town centre sites whose capacity is 
as yet unknown, but it is unlikely that the town centre has enough capacity to fill the 
gap completely.  

6.64 However, there is no reason why the land proposed for employment development, 
especially in the Southern Growth Arc, cannot accommodate offices as well.  From a 
market perspective the Southern Growth Arc is an attractive office location due to its 
access to the strategic road network and to London. Additionally if some of Aylesbury’s 
existing industrial estates are redeveloped, including in the Gatehouse Way area they 
could provide additional office space. There are already some offices located on the 
town’s major industrial estates.   
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7777 CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS    

Sectors and Growth Sectors and Growth Sectors and Growth Sectors and Growth OpportunitiesOpportunitiesOpportunitiesOpportunities    

7.1 Aylesbury Vale cannot meet its ambitious employment growth targets just by 
encouraging its indigenous businesses. It will also need to attract inward investment on 
a large scale as it is competing with locations such as Milton Keynes and Northampton. 
As we have seen sectors such as motor sports and medical technologies have been 
proposed as inward investment targets, but these sectors are recognised as 
‘embryonic’ and there is no prospect that that they can deliver new jobs on anything 
like the scale required.  

7.2 Aylesbury Vale’s is a broad-based economy with no obvious specialist strengths (or 
indeed specialist weaknesses). It will not achieve its growth targets if it focuses on 
specialist sectors and clusters. Rather, the district needs to attract new jobs across a 
wide range of sectors. While our analysis confirms that the largest share of new jobs 
needs to be in Financial and Business Services, many new jobs will also be in 
comparatively low-value sectors like warehouse distribution and non-B services. One 
source of demand may be overspill from prosperous, highly skilled and supply-
constrained M40 corridor districts that adjoin Aylesbury Vale to the west. 

GeneraGeneraGeneraGeneral Policiesl Policiesl Policiesl Policies    

7.3 The economic and employment targets set for Aylesbury Vale are ambitious. Planning 
alone cannot deliver these targets but planning must provide enough land, and the 
right kinds of land, to enable them to be delivered and positively to encourage growth. 

7.4 The Council in the new LDF should consider stating land provision targets based on 
our preferred scenario (Chapter 6). Over the plan period 2006-26 the targets would 
require net additional floorspace of some 131,000 sq m for industry and warehousing 
and 145,000 sq m for offices. Translated into site areas this would need up to 70 
hectares of net additional employment land, depending on plot ratios (development 
densities). If some of the industrial/warehouse take-up is in large strategic warehouses 
floorspace and land requirements will increase because this type of warehousing uses 
more space to accommodate a given number of jobs. 

7.5 The practical implications of these targets, in terms of specific site allocations, will 
depend on how much existing employment land is lost and how far the allocated land 
comes forward in practice. These outcomes are uncertain, as discussed below. In 
dealing with this uncertainty the Council should take a flexible and market-led 
approach to land allocations, erring if anything on the side of generosity so that 
economic development is not held back by lack of suitable sites. 

7.6 However, the Council should avoid any large and persistent planned oversupply of 
employment land which may discourage investors and developers and may waste 
infrastructure investment. Any potential oversupply may be avoided by phased release 
and careful management, treating the identified land supply as a long-term strategic 
reserve which should support the district’s economic development well beyond the 
LDF period. In our site-specific recommendations below we will consider how the 
Council may rectify or manage the potential oversupply of employment land and re-
balance its land portfolio.  

7.7 As a general principle, the Council should aim to encourage firms located in the District 
to expand in situ and to relocate within the District. As a growth area Aylesbury Vale 
needs to retain and grow existing business as much as attract new ones.  Planning 
policies should encourage existing local businesses to stay and grow in the district. 
Wherever possible and compatible with other policies therefore, such businesses 
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should be allowed to redevelop, refurbish and modernise their sites and expand onto 
existing sites. 

7.8 If Aylesbury Vale is to meet its growth targets its employment land portfolio needs to be 
as attractive as possible. One important advantage of Aylesbury Vale against its 
competitors is that it will provide new greenfield allocations.  The Council should make 
the most of this advantage, ensuring that it does not jeopardise delivery by imposing 
over-onerous conditions particularly in relation to car parking, densities and 
infrastructure contributions.   

7.9 These suggestions for development-friendly and flexible planning policies are in line 
with emerging government policy, as expressed in the draft PPS4.  

SpecificSpecificSpecificSpecific Sites and Areas Sites and Areas Sites and Areas Sites and Areas    

7.10 Our market review has shown that much of the existing stock of employment space in 
Aylesbury is of modest quality and in this ‘secondary’ market sector supply exceeds 
demand. We recommend that the Council, together with Aylesbury Vale Advantage, 
consider a comprehensive regeneration plan for the Gatehouse Way area which 
replaces some of the old employment space in part with new employment space and in 
part with other land uses. This should help reduce the oversupply of older industrial 
space in this area and improve the quality of the offer.  

7.11 Even before we plan for any losses of the existing stock our quantitative analysis 
above has shown a need for additional industrial/warehouse land in Aylesbury Vale 
over and above current planning commitments.  The Council is already addressing this 
deficit and has proposed two major new areas for industrial/warehouse development to 
the south of Aylesbury at the Southern Growth Arc and College Road North.  Our 
market review confirms that these areas should be attractive to the market, because of 
their accessibility.   

7.12 If these new employment areas come forward for development there may be no need 
for highly restrictive policies to safeguard existing industrial sites. Older, less attractive 
industrial space in existing estates could be replaced with new, and commercially more 
attractive, space in the Southern Growth Arc and College Road North.  These new 
areas represent an opportunity to improve the quality of Aylesbury’s stock of 
industrial/warehouse space.  But the release of existing sites should be dependent on 
progress at the Southern Development Arc and College Road North.  If development of 
these sites is delayed or if they provide less industrial/warehousing or office land than 
proposed in the Core Strategy – Preferred Options then more of the land in existing 
industrial areas should be retained. 

7.13 However, even assuming that much of the older industrial stock is released for other 
uses, if the Southern Growth Arc and College Road are developed as proposed in the 
Core Strategy – Preferred Options the planned industrial/warehouse land supply will 
exceed demand to 2026. One solution to this potential oversupply is phased release of 
land, which we have discussed earlier. A further and important solution is to make 
much of the new land available for office development.  

7.14 The analysis in Chapter 6 has suggested that over the period 2006-16 there will be a 
shortfall of land for office development. This is potentially a major problem because 
economic forecasts suggest that the Financial and Business Services (FBS)sector will 
lead employment growth in the future as it has in the past. The FBS sector 
predominantly occupies office space and is the dominant occupier of office space. If 
Aylesbury Vale is to meet its employment growth targets it must gain large numbers of 
office jobs. For this it must provide enough land, at attractive enough locations, 
competing against larger, more attractive and well established business locations. To 
achieve this we recommend that planning policies for the Southern Growth Arc 
encourage a flexible, market-led mix of employment uses which includes offices as 
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well as industry and warehousing.  If the district is to attract new office jobs it needs to 
offer the best office sites it can. 

7.15 We also suggest that within the Southern Growth Arc the Council should safeguard a 
Strategic Reserve Site, providing around 10 ha of land for a single major inward 
investor.  This site should be serviced and readily available as soon as possible. We 
acknowledge that major inward investments are rare. However, because the growth 
targets for Aylesbury Vale are so high it is important to ensure that the district is ready 
for any ‘aspirational’ opportunities that may present themselves.  If by the end of the 
plan period the Strategic Reserve Site is not taken up and other sites in the Southern 
Growth Arc have been successfully developed the site should be released into the 
general employment land supply.   

7.16 We also recommend that the Council consider providing land for strategic distribution 
warehousing.  Our market review has shown that if land is provided for this use the 
market is likely to take it up and it might support the wider development of the area 
through infrastructure improvements. By encouraging large-scale warehousing 
development, which would be new to Aylesbury, the Council could attract more jobs 
towards the employment growth target. Admittedly strategic distribution probably 
provides fewer jobs per hectare than many other types of B use but this may not be a 
problem in Aylesbury because there is a plentiful supply of employment land. Thus ‘big 
B8’ development would not displace other B uses but rather be additional to them. 

7.17 The best site for strategic warehousing is College Road North, because of its high 
accessibility.  If College Road North is developed for warehousing the proposed 
‘environmental technology cluster’ would need to go elsewhere.  In any case, we are 
not convinced that the type of occupiers that would form the ‘environment cluster’ 
would provide the best use for Aylesbury’s most accessible site.  Our understanding is 
that employment densities in the cluster would be comparatively low and so would suit 
a more rural area.  The sector may also benefit from lower land prices further from the 
town. 

7.18 If the Southern Growth Arc and College Road come forward as solely industrial and 
warehouse during the plan period the district, as we have seen, may have an over-
supply of industrial/warehousing land. However, in terms of phasing there may be a 
gap in supply before these new development areas come forward.  Experience 
suggests that major development sites can be subject to considerable delay. Using 
past take-up as a guide the existing local plan, existing commitments for general 
industrial and warehousing land may only last five years. Thus, if by the early years of 
the next decade the new sites have not yet delivered any development the old Local 
Plan supply will be exhausted. Even before the supply is exhausted, as the market 
tightens it would increasingly lack choice, flexibility and competition. 

7.19 To fulfil this short-to medium-term need for new land while the major new allocations 
are in the pipeline and to meet market preferences, the Council should consider 
providing more industrial/distribution land outside Aylesbury, so far as is consistent 
with other policies of the emerging LDF.  As a rough guide around 12-13 ha should be 
identified, roughly equivalent to five years gross past take-up. Land should be provided 
especially in the west of the district where demand has proved high and existing 
estates have done well.  The promotion of additional land in market-tested locations 
should also help dilute the concentration of the district’s future land supply at just two 
locations. 

7.20 Beyond these large strategic allocations, at the moment there is market demand for 
small, flexible industrial units and for freehold property. LDF policies should encourage 
this demand to be met, welcoming proposals for small (perhaps 1-2 ha) employment-
related proposals, especially if they offer freehold tenure.  
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7.21 In the office sector LDF policies should encourage redevelopment of town centre 
offices to improve quality while recognising that such redevelopment is unlikely to 
deliver large amounts of additional floorspace.   

7.22 The Council should also consider re-allocating the proposed Berryfields allocation to 
other uses.  Our market analysis shows that Berryfields cannot be relied on to come 
forward in practice.  It may not be able to compete with any new office sites the LDF 
identifies, either in the town centre or the Southern Arc, nor will it help Aylesbury 
compete against more established, high-quality office locations. 
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DEFINITION DEFINITION DEFINITION DEFINITION OF EMPLOYMENT LAND USESOF EMPLOYMENT LAND USESOF EMPLOYMENT LAND USESOF EMPLOYMENT LAND USES    
 

Industrial Industrial Industrial Industrial SectorsSectorsSectorsSectors    SIC 2003SIC 2003SIC 2003SIC 2003        Activities    Activities    Activities    Activities    

Manufacturing 15.11-37.20 (ex 
publishing,  22.11-
22.15) 

� Includes all manufacturing, including 
recycling, but excluding publishing) 

Some Construction 45.3-45.4 � Electricians 

� Plumbing 

� Other building installation 

� Plastering 

� Joinery installation 

� Floor and wall covering 

� Painting and glazing 

� Other building completion 

Motor Vehicle Activities 50.20, 50.40 � Maintenance and repair of motor 
vehicles 

� Sale, maintenance and repair of motor 
cycles and related parts and accessories 

Sewage and Refuse Disposal 90.00 � Sewage and refuse disposal,  

� Sanitation and similar activities 

Labour Recruitment and Provision 
of Personnel (part)

33
 

74.5 � Labour recruitment and provision of 
personnel 

Warehousing SectorsWarehousing SectorsWarehousing SectorsWarehousing Sectors    SISISISIC 2003C 2003C 2003C 2003       Activities   Activities   Activities   Activities    

Wholesale 51.11-51.70 � Wholesale on a fee contract basis 

� Wholesale of goods 

Freight Transport by Road 60.24  

Cargo Handling 63.11  

Storage and Warehousing 63.12  

Other Supporting Land Transport 
Activities 

63.21  

Post and Courier Activities 64.11-64.12  

Packaging Activities 74.82 � Packaging activities 

Labour Recruitment and Provision 
of Personnel (part) 

74.5   

Office Sectors  (including R&D)Office Sectors  (including R&D)Office Sectors  (including R&D)Office Sectors  (including R&D)    SIC 2003SIC 2003SIC 2003SIC 2003        Activities    Activities    Activities    Activities    

Publishing 22.1   

Financial intermediation 65, 66, 67 � Financial intermediation, except 
insurance and pension funding 

� Insurance and pension funding, except 
compulsory social security  

� Activities auxiliary to financial 
intermediation 

Real Estate and Business 
activities 

70, 72, 73 � Real estate activities 

� Computer and related activities 

� Research and development 

Labour Recruitment and Provision 
of Personnel (part) 

74.5   

                                                      
33
 Labour Recruitment and Provision of Personnel covers all the workers employed through agencies. 

These workers operate in a wide range of activities throughout the economy. Therefore, we allocate them 
to industrial, warehouse, office and non-B sectors in proportion to their shares of total employment. 



 

   

Office Sectors (continued)Office Sectors (continued)Office Sectors (continued)Office Sectors (continued)    

Some Other Business Activities 

 

74.60, 74.83, 74.84, 
74.1, 74.2, 74.3, 74.4  

�  

� Investigation and security activities 

� Secretarial and translation activities 

� Other business activities nec 

� Accounting/bookkeeping activities etc 

� Architectural/engineering activities etc 

� Technical testing and analysis 

� Advertising 

Administration of the State  

    

75.1, 75.3 � Administration of the State and the 
economic and social policy of the 
community 

� Compulsory social services activities 

Some Social and Personal 
Service Activities 

91.11, 91.12, 91.20, 
91.32, 91.33, 92.11, 
92.12, 91.20, 91.32, 
91.33, 92.11, 92.12, 
92.20, 92.40 

� Activities: business/employers orgs 

� Activities of professional orgs 

� Activities of trade unions 

� Activities of political orgs 

� Activities other membership orgs 

� Motion picture and video production 

� Motion picture and video distribution 

� Radio and television activities 

� News agency activities 
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APPENDIX 2 Existing Employment Areas
Sites assessed Autumn 2007
Grey Sites are below threshold
Yellow sites were not assessed in the old study
DATA FROM OLD STUDY NEW LSH 

ASSESSMENT
NEW LSH ASSESSMENT

Ref. Nos. Postcode Location/Address No. of Units 
(buildings)

No. of Units 
(businesses)

Sqm Ha Market Sector Marketability - Sites (location, accessibility etc) Marketability - Existing Buildings (design, layout, 
condition etc)

Marketability - Overall Recommendation Recommendation Comment AVDC Comment

Maids Moreton
6.01 MK18 1SW Vitalograph Business Park, Maids 

Moreton, Buckinghamshire
5 11 2,054 2.22 Office 3 - Average Attractive rural location just outside Buckingham, but weak 

access via Maids Moreton residential area
3 - Average Moderate buildings, now multi-let but once was home to 

Vitalograph as single occupier.
3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Retain assuming market demand for space, consider for 

release for other uses due to access and location
Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for the rural economy. Not 
considered appropriate for release

6.02 MK18 5AB Stowe Castle Business Park, 
Stowe, Buckinghamshire 

4 10

6.03 MK18 5HE Oak Tree Farm, Leckhampstead 
Road, Akeley, Buckinghamshire

1 1

Westbury north-west)
7.01 NN13 5LE Westbury Mill, Mill Lane, Westbury 0.74 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Accessed through village on minor road but close to A422 . 

East of Brackley.Housing to front of site . Industrial 
principally to rear and "brown field" land in front.On extreme 
fringe of village.

3- Average Mix of buildings some modern. 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review  On extreme edge of village boundary with housing to front 
and existing industrial at rear with undeveloped land in 
between. Possible mixed use development ?

Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for the rural economy. Not 
considered appropriate for release

7.02 NN13 5YD Turweston Airfield, Turweston 129.06 Gen Ind and 
leisure uses

4 - Good Close to A43 and Northamptonshire border. 4 - Good Mix of buildings principally relating to airfield use and leisure 
uses. Some new buildings.

4 - Good Retain Fully occupied. Principally an airfield operation.

Beachampton
8.01 MK19 6DS Mill Farm Courtyard, Beachampton, 

Nr Milton Keynes
3 8

8.02 MK19 6EA Beachampton Business Park, 
Potash Farm, Nash Road, 
Beachampton

14 14

Silverstone
9.01 NN12 8GZ Silverstone Employment Area 1.58 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Close to A43 and Northamptonshire border. 5 - Very Good New/modern units. 4- Good Retain Relate to racing circuit. Well occupied.

9.02 MK18 5LJ Blackpitt Farm, Stowe Road, 
Dadford

11.89 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Minor road access 3 - Average Farm buildings 3 - Average Retain Local market product. Surrounded by farmland.

Buckingham
10.01 MK18 1AF Swan Garage, 20 Bridge Street, 

Buckingham 
1 1

10.02 MK18 1AN Tingewick Road Industrial Park, 
Buckingham

11 11 49,538 8.20 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Location considered good as just off the A421corridor 
adjacent to Buckingham with access to the east to MK and 
the M1 and the M40 to west.Next to residential on the 
western edge of Buckingham.

2 - Poor Large scale 1970's buildings historically manufacturing now 
"cheap" warehousing. Some have had a basic 
refurbishment. 

2 - Poor Requires investment/potential policy review Significant % of vacancy . Low demand for large older 
buildings. 

Part of the site is subject to a current planning application for mixed use 
development which is likely to be granted permission. 

10.03 MK18 1AQ Ford Garage, Ford Street, 
Buckingham

1 1

10.04 MK18 1AQ Coopers Yard, Ford Street, 
Buckingham

3 None - site 
vacant, soon to 
be 
redevelopment 
for residential 
use.

10.05 MK18 1BH WIPAC, London Road, Buckingham 1 1 15,976 3.24 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Just off A421 and adjacent to Tesco at Buckingham. 4 - Good Single building on self contained site built early 1990's. 4 - Good Retain Modern good quality single building.

10.06 MK18 1DR Gawcott Road Industrial Park, 
Buckingham

4 4

10.07 MK18 1EF DT Industries, Tingewick Road, 
Buckingham

1 1 13,935 2.15 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Close to A421. In urban area of Buckingham with adjacent 
residential. Part of site on Floodplain.

2 - Poor Large single building with modern offices but manufacturing 
area to rear 1960's built . High site density.

2 - Poor Requires investment/potential policy review Within urban area and adjacent to housing. Single large 
building. Floodplain may be an issue if released.  

Site now occupied by Innov8. Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for 
the rural economy. Not considered appropriate for release.

10.08 MK18 1EL Riverside, Bridge Street, 
Buckingham

3 3

10.09 MK18 1RT Buckingham Industrial Park, 
Buckingham

96 113 44,020 12.37 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Location considered good as just off the A421corridor 
adjacent to Buckingham with access to the east to MK and 
the M1 and the M40 to west.Good prominence from A421.

4 - Good Mix of new , modern and older buildings with the older 
space dating from early 1980's .

4 - Good Retain New/modern space. Could possibly expand further to 
compensate for possible loss of employment land at 
Tingewick Road.

10.10 MK18 1TB Swan Business Park, Osier Way, 
Buckingham.

1 4 3,618 10.09 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Just off A421. 4 - Good New built with some development land remaining. 4 - Good Retain New built space for Buckingham. Area could expand to 
offset loss if Tingewick Rd released.

10.11 MK18 1TD Wharf Yard, Stratford Road, 
Buckingham

4 4

10.12 MK18 4BL Apollo Business Park, Radclive 
Road, Gawcott

1 1 5,446 1.10 Office 4 - Good Located just off A421, close to Buckingham. 5 - Very Good Brand new development office development, due to end 
2007.

5 - Very Good Retain

10.13 MK18 4BU Signal Hill, Lenborough Road, 
Gawcott

1 1

10.14 MK18 4HX Green Haven, Main Street, Gawcott 2 2

10.15 MK18 4JB Worldwide Removals of Transport 
Ltd, Radclive Road, Gawcott

1 1

10.16 MK18 4JB Facenda Group Ltd, Former 
Abattoir Site, Radclive Road, 
Gawcott

1 1

10.17 MK18 4JE DT Industries, Buckingham Road, 
Gawcott

1 1 Released for residential 

Poundon
11.01 OX27 9BD The Compound, Main Street, 

Poundon
3.21 Gen Ind. 3 - Avegae Minor road access. Far western edge of AV. Close to 

Bicester. Surrounded by farmland.
4 - Good Farm buildings 3 - Average Retain Rural location. Local market product

11.02 MK18 4DY Three Bridges Mill, near Preston 
Bissett

1.29 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Minor road access. Far western edge of AV. Close to 
Bicester. Surrounded by farmland.

3 - Average Two storey former mill building . 2 - Poor Retain Well outside village. 75% currently occupied.

11.02 Old Station Yard, Ludgershall Well Below 
Threshold

0.16

Nash/Great Horwood
12.01 MK17 0EH Ridge Hill Farm, Nash 4 4
12.02 MK17 0PS Fernfield Farm, Whaddon Road, 

Little Horwood.
14 20 3,774 1.91 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Near to A421 and Milton Keynes . 2 - Poor Basic converted farm buildings. 3 - Average Retain Market demand from MK for small "cheap" units.

12.03 MK17 0PX Cross Road Garage & MK Ply 
Lining Services Ltd, Little Horwood 
Road, Nash

2 2

Whaddon
13.01 MK17 0BH Linkline Maintenance Services Ltd. 

Brook Farm, Drayton Road, Newton 
Longville

1 1

13.02 MK17 OBU Houndslow Hall Estate, Drayton 
Road, Newton Longville

9 6

13.03 MK17 0EG Whaddon Road, Newton Longville 1 1

Great Brickhill
14.01 MK17 9AF Lower Rectory Farm, Church Lane, 

Great Brickhill
9 12 3,596 2.01 Gen Ind. 3 - Average 2km from A5 and just south of Milton Keynes .Access from 

minor road. Surrounded by countryside.
2 - Poor Basic converted farm buildings but proximity to MK . 3 - Average Retain Market demand from MK for small "cheap" units.

East Claydon
16.01 Aylesbury Truck, Swan Lane, East 

Claydon
0.58 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Off Sandhill Rd 3 Km from A413. On extreme edge of 

village boundary. Small village.
3 - Average 1970's buildings previously used as commercial vehicle 

workshops. Large yard. Now derelict and sold May 2007.
2 - Poor Requires investment/potential policy review No longer in use. Previous B2 general industrial use 

inappropriate in village environment and scale of use 
similarly inappropriate. Possible mixed use site with some 
small scale business space serving local surrounds?

Planning permission granted for residential plus business unit. 

Steeple Claydon
17.01 MK18 2NS 62 West Street, Steeple Claydon 1 1

Middle Claydon
18.01 MK18 2JY Verney Junction Business Park, 

Verney Junction, Nr Winslow
up to 12 (new 
park - units to 
let)

1

Winslow
19.01 MK18 3RQ Station Road Industrial Estate. 

Station Road. Winslow
8 8 7,159 1.60 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Within Winslow town with nearby access to A413. 

Surrounded by residential.
2 - Poor Local market estate built 1970's with some later. High built 

density. Basic specification.
2 - Poor Retain Would benefit from some refurbishment and possible future 

redevelopment. Serves local market and if released little 
other space.

Stewkley
20.01 LU7 0HR. Manor Business Centre, High 

Street South, Stewkley, Leighton 
Buzzard

5 5

Soulbury
21.01 Hillcroft Industrial Estate, Soulbury 0.20 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Off Stewkley Rd. Narrow access . Immediately adjacent to 

housing on two sides. Farmland beyond.  Within village 
boundary

3 - Average 1970's main building reasonably well maintained. Main 
occupier VagTech - car use.

2 - Poor Requires investment/potential policy review Within village boundary with existing B2 uses which are 
usually not considered appropriate within a residential area. 
VagTech believed to be relocating as well.

Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for the rural economy. Not 
considered appropriate for release

21.02 Hollingdon Depot, Hollingdon 
Road, Soulbury

1.62 Gen Ind. 3 - Average B road access but near A4146. Outside the village 
boundary.

3 - Average Range of building sizes and ages . Mostly 1970's. 3 - Average Retain Well occupied with local occupiers. Well outside the village 
boundary.

A4146
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22.01 MK2 3JZ Willowbridge Marina, Off the A4146 1.81 Gen Ind. 4 -Good Just off A road close to Milton Keynes. Immediately adjacen

to canal.
3 - poor Older buildings 1960's/70's with boat repair and associated 

uses and moorings.
3 - Average Retain Outside any built up area and specific niche use relating to 

canal.

Claydon
25.01 MK18 2LR Botyl Road, Botolph Claydon 1 1
25.02 MK18 2NF Botolph Farm, Park Leys, Botyl 

Road, Botolph Claydon
1 1

Oving
26.01 HP22 4EU Red Leys, Whitchurch Lane, Oving 1 1

26.02 MK18 3PH Church Street, North Marston, 
Buckingham

1 1

26.03 Former Listening Station, Creslow 0.79 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Minor road access and through farm . A413 2Km. 3 - Average 2 main buildings . 1950's / 60's former government buildings
former listening station. Masts removed around 10 years ago
and fields now back to grazing. Buildings all vacant.

3 - Average Retain Potential for offices. 

Aston Abbotts
27.01 HP22 4ND The Hay Barn Business Park, 

Cublington Road, Aston Abbotts
4 4

Wingrave
28.01 HP22 4LN Upper Wingbury Farm, Upper 

Wingbury Courtyard Business 
Centre, Leighton Road, Wingrave

12 16

28.02 HP22 4LW Wingrave Business Park, Leighton 
Road

0.92 Gen Ind and 
Business units

2 - Poor Off minor Rd . Surrounded by farm land. 4 - Good Mix of buildings - 1970's & 80's . Former farm buildings. 3 - Average Retain Fully occupied, managed estate. Local market product.

A41

30.01 HP18 4RF Leaches Farm Business Centre, 
Leaches Farm, Bicester Road, 
Ludgershall.

7 7

Westcott (west)
31.01 HP18 0QE Woodham  Industry, Woodham, Nr 

Aylesbury
5 5 16,934 3.45 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Access just off A41. Surrounded by countryside. 2 - Poor Basic standard of building 3 - Average Retain Local market product.  There is an application to extend one 

of the units.  
31.02 HP18 0QX Lawn Farm Business Centre, 

Grendon Underwood
5 5

31.03 HP18 0RS Clearfields Farm, Wotton 
Underwood

7 7

31.04  HP18 0XB. Westcott Venture Park, Westcott 35 61 35,104 7.0 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Current access poor from B road and through village 
although only 1.3km from A41. S106 planning condition to 
improve access with possible direct link from A41 which 
would upgrade access to Good. Former airfield.

3 - Average Very wide mix of buildings from small workshops up to old 
hangers. Surrounded by open countryside . A managed 
estate with gate security etc. Managed by Lambert Smith 
Hampton Oxford Office.

3 - Average Retain Outline planning consent  allows redevelopment with  
corresponding demolition of old space. S106 will trigger 
access improvements.  

31.05 HP18 9UB Rushbeds Industrial Estate, Wotton 
Road, Brill

4 4 11,583 2.97 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor B road access . 4KM from A road. Surrounded by 
countryside and within designated area of "attractive 
Landscape".

3 - Average Mix of buildings some fairly modern. 3 - Average Retain Local market product.

Westcott (east)
32.01 HP18 0NF Warmstone Works, Warmstone 

Lane, Waddesdon
1 1

Hardwick
33.01 HP18 0PZ Fleet Marston Estate, Bicester 

Road, Fleet Marston
13 13 4,183 1.34 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Access from A413 just north of Aylesbury. 3 - Average Converted barn buildings. Relatively basic spec surrounded 

by farm land.
3 - Average Retain Fulfils local market demand.

Rowsham
34.01 HP22 4QP Manor Farm Courtyard, Rowsham 3 4

Long Marston
36.01 HP23 4QR. The Old Airfield Industrial Estate, 

Cheddington Lane, Long Marston. 
Access denied Access denied

Edlesborough
37.01 LU6 2EF Sparrow Hall Business Park, 

Sparrow Hall Farm, Edlesborough
10 11

37.02 LU6 2HS The Tythe Barn, High Street. 
Edlesborough

2 2

Oakley
38.01 HP18 9RG PC Autos, Oxford Road, Oakley 1 1
38.02 HP18 9QQ Thame Road, Oakley 4 4

Dorton
39.01 HP18 9LS Chilton Business Centre, Chilton 6 6
39.02 HP18 9NH Brook Farm, Dorton 4 4
39.03 HP18 9NQ Town Hill Barns, Chilton 2 2

Aylesbury Central (west)
41.01i) HP19 8JR Bell Business Park, Smeaton Close,

Rabans Lane Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

10 11 4780 1.21 Office 3 - Average Business park location, surrounded by modern industrial 
development but and accessed past older industrial areas

4 - Good Good modern buildings, smaller floor plates for SME market.4 - Good Retain Decent space in a reasonable location

41.01ii) HP19 8RE Tompion Road/Rabans Lane, 
Rabans Lane Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

11 10 13725 12.44 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Nearby access onto A41 and Coldharbour Way on east side 
of Aylesbury.

3 - Average Range of buildings dating from 1970's some large scale. 
Within established industrial area.

3 - Average Retain Whilst 1970's space it is within the established industrial 
area.

41.01iii) HP19 8RS Rabans Close, Rabans Lane 
Industrial Area, Aylesbury

37 36 11297 3.68 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Nearby access onto A41 and Coldharbour Way on east side 
of Aylesbury.

3 - Average Predominantly small nursery units owned by AVDC. 
Occupancy rate looks good. Future refurbishment would 
enhance.

3 - Average Retain Within established area. Nursery units with good occupancy 
.

41.01iv) HP19 8RY Faraday Road, Rabans Lane 
Industrial Area, Aylesbury

19 21 19947 5.73 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Nearby access to Bicester Rd A41 on  north west side of 
town.

4 - Good Ongoing programme of refurbishment by LaSalle's including 
re-roofing of 1970's/80's buildings. Range of sizes. 2 largest 
buildings currently empty but undergoing refurbishment at 
present. Other management initiatives include some 
fencing/gating of yards.

3 - Average Retain Refurbishment should enhance the estate and market 
demand.

41.01v) HP19 8TE Bessemer Crescent/Edison Road, 
Rabans Lane Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

69 81 22764 4.05 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Nearby access to Bicester Rd A41 on  north west side of 
town.

4 - Good Terraced units typically sub 3,000 sq ft. Occupancy rate 
appears good. AVDC owned. Some refurbishment would 
enhance.

4 - Good Retain Within established Industrial area.

41.01vi) HP19 8UN Brunel Road/Smeaton 
Close/Telford Close, Rabans Lane 
Industrial Area, Aylesbury

19 19 112056 3.99 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Nearby access to Bicester Rd A41 on  north west side of 
town.

5 - Very good Area developed out since late 1980's and includes The 
Premus scheme currently under construction. 

5 - Very good Retain New/modern buildings in established area.

41.02i) HP19 8BA Broadfields Park, Broadfield Road, 
Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

17 17 19579 2.40 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Located just off the A41 on east side of town centre. 
Adjacent to Tesco superstore and other industrial/warehouse
space.

4 - Good 1980's onwards. Includes some trade uses benefiting from 
prominence . 

4 - Good Retain Fully developed and good occupancy.

41.02ii) HP19 8BW Griffin Lane/Rimmington Way, 
Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

17 26 50192 14.02 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Located just off A41on west side of Aylesbury. Surrounded 
by Industrial.

3 - Average High proportion of 1960's units with some modern space as 
well. Estate roads congested.

3 - Average Retain Redevelopment for employment to be encouraged as 
appropriate.

41.02iii) HP19 8BP Griffin Industrial Mall, Griffin Lane, 
Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

5 5 2871 0.67 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Located just off A41on west side of Aylesbury. Surrounded 
by Industrial.

4 - Good Modern development with range of small/medium sized 
units with frontage to Griffin Lane.

4 - Good Retain Modern space.

41.02iv) HP19 8DB Warren House, Gatehouse Way, 
Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

8 10 2463 1.65 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Located just off A41on west side of Aylesbury. Surrounded 
by Industrial.

3 - Average Break up of a 1960's building with modern nursery units to 
rear.

3 - Average other - see right Could form part of a wider redevelopment in conjunction 
with 41.02v)?

41.02v) HP19 8DB Gatehouse Close/Gatehouse 
Road/Gatehouse Way, Gatehouse 
Industrial Area, Aylesbury

34 34 112160 23.05 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Located just off A41on west side of Aylesbury. Surrounded 
by Industrial.

3 - Average Range of building sizes and ages . Abuts existing housing 
on east side.  Partially redeveloped for new AVDC offices.

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Part could be considered for release - Gatehouse Close 
adjacent to existing housing? Other parts could be 
redeveloped for employment - Industrial & offices as part of 
a comprehensive planning approach?

Potential for comprehensive redevelopment whilst maintaining current level of 
jobs. Potential for redevelopment considered in context with the wider area (sites 
42.03 Townsend Piece, 41.02 vi) Merlin Centre and Merlin Court, 41.02 ix) 
March Place, and 42.01 St Andrews Way Industrial Estate).

41.02vi) HP19 8DP Merlin Centre & Merlin Court, 
Gatehouse Close, Gatehouse 
Industrial Area, Aylesbury

17 19 4221 0.74 Gen Ind. 3 - Average To back of the estate with congested access roads. Area 
just off A41.

4 - Good Late 1980's courtyard development with Ind/business units 
and offices

3 - Average other - see right Whilst in isolation space worthy of retaining may form part of
any surrounding release as under 42.02v) above?

41.02vii) HP19 8DY Aylesbury Business Centre, 
Chamberlain Road/Chamberlain 
Road, Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

15 13 9317 3.20 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Just off A41 surrounded by further industrial. 2 - Poor Subdivided older buildings (60's/70's) with poor parking and 
limited loading access.

2 - Poor Retain Redevelopment for employment to be encouraged as 
appropriate.

41.02viii) HP19 8DY Clifton Business Park, Chamerlain 
Road, Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

5 6 3780 0.43 Gen Ind. 4 - Good just off A41 surrounded by further industrial. 2 - Poor 1960's/70's buildings with limited parking and loading areas. 3 - Average Retain Redevelopment for employment to be encouraged as 
appropriate.

41.02ix) HP19 8UG March Place, Gatehouse Industrial 
Area, Aylesbury

15 16 6278 1.33 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Located at back of estate with congested access. Area 
however adjacent to A41.

3 - Average Mid 1980's buildings with range of unit sizes including 
starter units. Good occupancy levels.

3 - Average other - see right Worthy of retention in isolation but could be considered for 
release as part of any surrounding release - see 41.02v)

41.02x) HP19 8UQ Printers End/Kempson Close/West 
Point, Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

12 12 11521 2.42 Gen Ind. 4- Good Access via Gatehouse Way . 4 - Good Late 1980's development with a number of trade counter 
occupiers attracted by location near retail and access.

4 - Good Retain Become a niche area for trade counter uses.

41.02xi) HP19 8XN Bridgegate Business Park, 
Gatehouse Industrial Area, 
Aylesbury

18 18 5257 0.56 Gen Ind. 4- Good Access from Griffin Lane & Gatehouse Way off A41. 4 - Good Late 1980's development mostly two storey "high tech" units
. 

4 - Good Retain Modern space.

41.02xii) HP19 8YB Alton House Office Park, 
Gatehouse Way, Gatehouse 
Industrial Area, Aylesbury

10 9 9740 1.79 Office 3 - average Established employment location, surrounded by mixture of 
office and older industrial developments,

4 - Good Good quality 1990s office development. 4 - Good Retain Retain for offices in short / medium term.  Could condier for 
mixed use redevelopment in long term.

Aylesbury Central (east)
42.01 HP19 8AF St Andrews Way Industrial Estate, 

Bicester Road, Aylesbury
6 6 20,782 3.22 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Located off Bicester Road to north west of town centre and 

adjacent to residential. Close to A41.
3 - Average Older units date back to 1970's . The Aylesbury Industrial 

Centre built in early 1980's. Forms part of the Frontier 
Estates re-development.

3 - Average Release Adjacent to established residential. Older buildings . Part of the approved scheme for mixed use redevelopment. 

42.02 HP19 8AU Versatile Fittings, Bicester Road, 
Aylesbury

1 1 (Site being redeveloped for Residential)

42.03 HP19 8BQ Townsend Piece, Bicester Road, 
Aylesbury

13 13 1049 0.31 Gen Ind. 2 - poor Site tucked away from road and surrounded by residential 
development

2 - Poor Dated and unattractive building (1970s?) 2 - Poor Release Site with no prominence and surrounded by residential Potential for comprehensive redevelopment whilst maintaining current level of 
jobs. Potential for redevelopment considered in context with the wider area (sites 
42.01 St Andrews Way Industrial Estate and 41.02 v) Gatehouse Road, 
Gatehouse Close and Gatehouse Way). 
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42.04 HP19 8EY Prebendal Court, Oxford Road, 

Aylesbury
16 6 2,041 0.36 Office 3 - Average Self contained site with good frontage to Oxford Road, away 

from town centre amenities, good car parking
4 - Good Attractive period buildings at edge of conservation area, 

smaller suites for the SME market
4 - Good Retain Popular office development.

42.05 HP19 8EZ Sunley House, Oxford Road, 
Aylesbury

3 3 4,796 0.26 Office 3 - Average Self contained site with good frontage to Oxford Road, away 
from town centre amenities

2 - poor Basic 1970s building 2 - poor Release Poor building in need of redevelopment.  Allow mixed use 
redevelopment to include new offices. However we 
recommend release because the site is identified by AVDC 
as a housing site.  

AVDLP allocation, however, not likely to be taken forward. Town centre site, 
potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. Site does perform
valuable function in supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would 
wish to encourage.

42.06 HP19 8HT Ardenham Court, Oxford Road, 
Aylesbury

5 5 1,496 0.38 Office 3 - Average Fairly prominent location on edge of inner ring road, close to 
town centre amenities

3 - Average 1980s buildings, reasonable image although residential in 
style.

3 - Average Release We would recommend that the site is retained whilst there 
is market demand, release in medium term.  However we 
recommend release because the site is identified by AVDC 
as a housing site.  

AVDLP allocation, however, not likely to be taken forward. Town centre site, 
potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. Site does perform
valuable function in supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would 
wish to encourage.

42.07 HP19 9EW Vale Industrial Estate, Southern 
Road, Aylesbury

22 22 19,897 3.15 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Just off Southern Road on north side of the centre. Access 
road and estate surrounded by residential. A terrace of small 
units has just been built.

3 - Average Mix of small starter units and some larger detached 
buildings. Newest space 1980's built.

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Surrounded by residential with limited access. Potential for comprehensive redevelopment whilst maintaining current level of 
jobs. Potential for redevelopment considered in context with the wider area (sites 
42.08 TRW Systems, 42.03 Townsend Piece, and 42.01 St Andrews Way 
Industrial Estate).

42.08 HP19 9QA TRW Systems, Buckingham Road, 
Aylesbury

1 1 6,952 1.45 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Within urban area and adjacent to residential. Off 
Buckingham Road on north west side of the town.

1 - Very Poor 1960's/70's single building. High site density. Building now 
in very poor state. Secondary car sales activity to front of 
site.

1 - Very Poor Release Unlikely to be viable for redevelopment for employment. Identified Housing Site

42.09 i) HP20 1DW Evett Close/Pembroke Road/Park 
Street/ Stocklake, Stocklake 
Industrial Park, Aylesbury

22 28 61,726 7.64 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Reasonably accessible from A41 on east side of Aylesbury. 
Next to established residential areas and Tesco store. Some 
units boarded up.

2 - Poor A variety of older buildings detached and in blocks dating 
from the early 1970's. Generally in a average/poor state and 
relatively high built density. Minimal landscaping.

2 - Poor Requires investment/potential policy review Low rents suggest refurbishment unviable. Proximity to 
residential and retail .

Potential for comprehensive redevelopment whilst maintaining current level of 
jobs. Potential for redevelopment considered in context with the wider area (sites 
42.09 ii) Farmborough Close and 42.10 Park Street Industrial Estate). 

42.09 ii) HP20 1DQ Farmbrough Close, Stocklake 
Industrial Park, Aylesbury

17 17 61,726 3.49 Gen Ind. 4 - Good reasonably accessible from A41 on east side of Aylesbury. 
Next to established residential areas and Tesco store.

3 - Average Early 1980's estate in Pension Fund ownership so subject to
more active management. Principally 4 terraces with front 
loading and parking.

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Whilst more modern space and good level of occupancy it 
would tie in with 42.09i) above as a redevelopment area.

Potential for comprehensive redevelopment whilst maintaining current level of 
jobs. Potential for redevelopment considered in context with the wider area (sites 
42.09 i) Evett Close, Pembroke Road, Park Street, and 42.10 Park Street 
Industrial Estate).

42.09 iii) HP20 1DQ Stocklake East 41 0.95 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Reasonably accessible from A41 on east side of Aylesbury.  
Extension to the established Stocklake area.  

4 - Good Speculative new build development of varying sizes 4 - Good Retain New build units that are unlikely to be suitable for 
redevelopment

42.10 HP20 1EB Park Street Industrial Estate, Osier 
Way, Aylesbury

15 16 8,561 1.78 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Limited access to site. Located north east of the centre. A41 
approx 0.5km.

2 - Poor 1970's buildings not been refurbished. Access for lorries 
very poor.

2 - Poor Requires investment/potential policy review Unlikely to be viable for redevelopment for employment. Potential for comprehensive redevelopment whilst maintaining current level of 
jobs. Potential for redevelopment considered in context with the wider area (sites 
42.09 i) Evett Close, Pembroke Road, Park Street, and 42.09 ii) Farmborough 
Close). 

42.11 HP20 1PQ Hazels Warehouse, Park Street, 
Aylesbury

1 1 (Now redeveloped. Adjacent to Tesco)

42.12 HP20 1RH Nestle Factory, High Street/Park 
Street, Aylesbury

1 1 (Now being re-developed for residential)

42.13 HP20 1UG Hampden House, Exchange Street, 
Aylesbury

1 1 3,944 0.49 Office 4 - Good Very prominent "gateway" location on corner of Exchange 
Street / Hundreds Way overlooking inner ring road.  Close to
all Town Centre amenities.

3 - Average 1970s style office building, unusual floor plate design.  Been 
empty for many years but understood to a lease to a tenant 
who is not in occupation but paying the rent.  Large floor 
plate / building so limited market.

3 - Average other - see right Could be refurbished subject to internal layout and market 
conditions, but otherwise possible mixed use redevelopment 
including some office space.

42.13.1 HP20 2HU Walker House, George Street, 
Aylesbury

2 2 ? 0.03 Office 3 - Average Located in the old town conservation area.  Not very 
prominent or accessible by car but in an attractive location 
in adjacent to all amenities.

4 - Good Small 1980s style building.  Should be attractive to SME 
occupiers wanting town centre location.

4 - Good other - see right Smaller town centre space in decent building, but possible 
mixed use redevelopment in medium / long term

42.14 HP20 2JE Enterprise House, Kingsbury 
Square, Aylesbury

3 1 347 0.03 Office 3 - Average Planning permission for residential flats already granted. 3 - Average Planning permission for residential flats already granted. 3 - Average Release Allow mixed use redevelopment as ideal location for 
residential conversion

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.15 HP20 2LL Midland House, Buckingham 
Street, Aylesbury

7 7 1,168 0.02 Office 3 - Average Prominent town centre location but more suited to smaller 
mixed use development

2 - poor 1970s building, not very attractive, limited parking 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review market may want as lower cost accommodation, if market 
demands dries up then allow mixed use redevelopment with 
some new offices

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.16 HP20 2LL Litton House, Buckingham Street, 
Aylesbury

Access denied Access denied 499 0.04 Already redeveloped for residential

42.17 HP20 2NJ Fairfax House, 69 Buckingham 
Street,Aylesbury

1 1 1,121 0.09 Office 3 - Average Prominent town centre site with some parking, but 
compromised by adjoining smaller scale mixed use 
development

3 - Average Reasonable early 1980s building 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Retain short term retain, but allow medium / long term 
redevelopment for alternative uses

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.18 HP20 2NN BT (Exchange) New Street, 
Aylesbury

1 1 10,713 0.84 Office 3 - Average Prominent location on inner ring road, very close to Town 
Centre amenities.  Slightly compromised by surrounding 
residential development otherwise would be given a "4" 
rating.

2 - poor 1970s style office building housing exchange equipment, 
possibly bespoke build for BT?  Should it become surplus to 
current BT operational requirements then a major 
refurbishment or redevelopment likely to be required.

3 - Average other - see right Allocated as a new housing site - could try to incorporate 
some offices as part of a mixed development. 

42.19 HP20 2PB Cromwell Court, New Street, 
Aylesbury

4 3 1,374 0.16 Office 3 - Average Self contained site, opposite residential / other development 4 - Good Decent 1990s buildings with good car parking 4 - Good Retain Modern offices offering small / medium sized suites 

42.20 HP20 Sloane House, New Street, 
Aylesbury

1 1 3,387 0.12 Office 3 - Average Fairly prominent location onto New Street, part of inner ring 
road and opposite BT Exchange.  Sainsburys to rear

3 - Average 1970s style building, half of which occupied by Haydon 
Business College, other half boarded up. 

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Understood to be owned by Sainsburys, likelihood is they 
will want to incorporate into supermarket site, otherwise 
mixed use redevelopment appropriate.

This site has been granted planning permission for redevelopment as part of the 
Sainsbury's mixed use scheme. 

42.21 HP20 2PJ Star Shine Valeting, 61 
Buckingham Street, Aylesbury

1 1

42.22 HP20 2PJ 59 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury 1 1 451 0.02 Office 3 - Average Small town centre location with limited parking 4 - Good Attractive Georgian building 4 - Good Requires investment/potential policy review Retain as offices assuming market demand continues but 
consider allowing change of use back to residential in future

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.23 HP20 2PA Lightfoot Bros Ltd, 32 Castle 
Street, Aylesbury

1 1

42.24 HP20 2RT The Friarage Court, Friarage 
Passage, Aylesbury

4 4 672 0.22 Office 4 - Good Self contained and attractively landscaped town centre site 4 - Good 1970s office development, but well designed and maintained
in own setting

4 - Good Retain Good location and space for SMEs, can be refurbished or 
redeveloped for offices in the future

42.25 HP20 2RX Clock & Chimes Courtyard, 2a 
Rickfords Hill, Aylesbury

2 2 375 0.18 Office 3 - Average Located in attractive old town conservation area near all 
amenities, restricted on site parking

3 - Average Small 1980s development to basic specification, residential 
in style.

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Basic space, allow market to dictate future use. Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.26 HP20 2RX Western House, 14 Rickfords Hill, 
Aylesbury

2 4 334 0.03 Office 4 - Good Prominent town centre site 3 - Average Reasonable 1970s building. 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Allow future mixed use redevelopment including some new 
office space

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.27 HP20 2RZ James Cox Architects, 12 Rickford 
Hill, Aylesbury

1 1 344 0.01 Office 3 - Average Small town centre location with limited parking 4 - Good Attractive Georgian building 4 - Good Requires investment/potential policy review Retain as offices assuming market demand continues but 
consider allowing change of use back to residential in future

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.28 HP20 2QH Agricultural House, 8 Temple 
Square, Aylesbury

4 4 168 0.03 Office 3 - Average Small town centre location with limited parking 4 - Good Attractive period building 4 - Good Requires investment/potential policy review Retain as offices assuming market demand continues but 
consider allowing change of use back to residential in future

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.29 HP20 2QH Temple House, 10 Temple Square, 
Aylesbury

7 7 259 0.01 Office 3 - Average Small town centre location with limited parking 4 - Good Attractive period building 4 - Good Requires investment/potential policy review Retain as offices assuming market demand continues but 
consider allowing change of use back to residential in future

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.30 HP20 2QS Lincoln House, 6 Church Street, 
Aylesbury 

2 2 390 0.02 Office 3 - Average Small town centre location with limited parking 2 - poor 1960s / 1970s building 2 - poor Requires investment/potential policy review Allow future mixed use redevelopment including some new 
office space

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.31 HP20 2QZ Prebendal House, Parson Fee, 
Church Street, Aylesbury

Has PP for Residential (work has now commenced)

42.32 HP20 2TU Lincoln Place, Green End, 
Aylesbury

1 1 1,160 0.08 Office 4 - Good Town centre location, self contained site 3 - Average 1980s building 3 - Average Retain

42.33 HP21 7DS Berkeley House, Exchange Street, 
Aylesbury

6 7

42.34 HP21 7QG Canal Basin, Walton Street, 
Aylesbury

4 2

42.35 HP21 7QP Land adj to Ringwood House, 
Walton Street, Aylesbury

1 1 Released for residential

42.36 HP21 7QP Ringwood House, Walton Street 3 3 1,500 0.21 Office 4 - Good Prominent location overlooking A413, adjacent to other large
office buildings, near town centre amenities

3 - Average Reasonable 1980s building, larger floor plates 3 - Average Retain Reasonable offices in good location - could be refurbished or 
redeveloped as offices in future

42.37 HP21 7QP Walton Lodge, Walton Street, 
Aylesbury

3 1 428 0.18 Office 3 - Average Prominent location on A413 Walton Street, but further away 
from town centre amenities than other developments

3 - Average Converted period property and new build extension in same 
style.  Attractive building but unlikely to offer open plan 
space.

3 - Average Release Allow market to dictate whether the buildings remain office 
use or convert back to residential

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.38 HP21 7QP HBOS, Walton Street, Aylesbury 1 1 17,514 3.08 Office 4 - Good Prominent location on main A413 (Walton Street) at edge of 
inner ring road.  Town Centre amenities, railway station and 
car parking all within a short walk.

5 - Very Good Prime modern office HQs, arguably the best stock in 
Aylesbury.  Note that market for large floor plates / buildings 
will be limited.

4 - Good Retain Good quality office HQs
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42.39 HP21 7SS HSBC, 2 Walton Road, Aylesbury 1 1 822 0.11 Office 3 - Average Prominent self contained site located on main A413 (Walton

Street) but moving away from town centre
3 - Average Mixture of 1970s / 1980s buildings 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Potential redevelopment site, allow mixed use including 

some new office development
Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.40 HP21 8SZ Oxford House, Oxford Road, 
Aylesbury

3 1 555 0.08 Office 3 - Average Prominent self contained site onto Oxford Road moving 
away from town centre, but surrounded by primarily 
residential development

4 - Good 1970s office HQ, refurbished to good standard in landscaped
grounds.  Large floor plates

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Potential redevelopment site, allow mixed use including 
some new office development

Large town centre site, reasonable offices in a good location. Could be 
refurbished or developed as offices in the future. 

42.41 HP21 9LB 2-4 Wendover Road, Aylesbury 1 1 1,957 0.18 Office 3 - Average Prominent self contained site fronting A413 (Wendover 
Road) moving away from the town centre surrounded by a 
mixture of other development.

3 - Average Refurbished 1970s buildings 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Potential redevelopment site, allow mixed use including 
some new office development

Town centre site, potential objective to retain existing number of jobs on the site. 
Although not of strategic importance, site does perform valuable function in 
supporting the vitality of the town centre which we would wish to encourage.

42.42 HP21 8HL ORA, Penn Road, Aylesbury 1 1 Released for residential Released for residential

42.43 HP22 5XP Kingsbury House, George Street, 
Aylesbury

1 1 492 0.02 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Planning permission for residential flats already granted. 3 - Average Planning permission for residential flats already granted. 3 - Average Release Has PP for Residential Identified Housing Site

42.44 HP20 1QZ Dayla House, 80-100 High Street, 
Aylesbury

1 1 1,269 0.29 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Prominent "gateway" site overlooking inner ring road 
compromised by surrounding residential development

1 - Very Poor Various old buildings 1 - Very Poor Release In need of redevelopment, may be able to include some new
office development

Identified Housing Site

42.45 HP21 7QP Kingfisher House, Walton Street, 
Aylesbury

1 2 821 0.29 Gen Ind. 4 - Good Prominent site on A413 Walton Street near town centre 
amenities and adjacent to canal basin.

3 - Average 1980s building, refurbished, larger floor plates 3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Potential redevelopment site, allow mixed use including 
some new office development

Large town centre site, reasonable offices in a good location. Could be 
refurbished or developed as offices in the future. 

Stoke Mandeville
42.46 HP22 5GT Weston Way Industrial Estate, 

Lower Road, Stoke Mandeville.
12 12

Aston Clinton
43.01 HP22 5AH  50 Aylesbury Road, Aston Clinton. 3 3 4,157 1.22 Gen Ind. 5 - Very good Just off A41 to east of Aylesbury. Surrounded by residential 

and open countryside.
3 - Average Refurbishment and break up of an existing older building 

carried out in early 1980's. 
2 - Poor Retain Fulfils local market demand.

43.02  HP22 5EZ Dropshort Farm, College Road, 
Aston Clinton

4 4 6,433 1.78 Gen Ind. 5 - Very good Located just off the A41 at College Road North interchange. 
East side of Aylesbury with access on through to 
M25.Currently surrounded by open countryside.

2 - Poor 1960's buildings .Main building is a transport / warehouse 
operation.

3 - Average Retain Should retain for industrial/warehouse. Gateway site to 
possible further development at College Road North.

43.03 HP22 5PF Harebridge Lane Industrial Estate, 
Upper Icknield Way, Wendover

13 13 Gen Ind. 3- Average In open countryside. B road access , 2km from A road. 2-Poor Basic buildings. A number of car related users 3-Avearge Retain Local market product. No adjoining other uses,.

21,840 5.46 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Whilst direct link to A41 on south east side of Aylesbury 
access to site limited due to canal bridge. Site surrounded 
by farm land.

3 - Average 1960's buildings with large areas of outside storage. 3 - Average Retain Encourage redevelopment as appropriate. Could link in , 
with new canal bridge, to College Rd North potential 
development?

43.04 HP22 5EW College Road North, Off A41 3.37 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Access very restricted - narrow canal bridge. Could be 
significantly improved with new bridge if viable .

3 - Average 1960's buildings and yard/storage areas occupied and 
owned by Klargester. Surrounded by countryside/farm land.

4 - Good Retain Overall Good if access can be improved and new bridge 
viable.

43.05 College Road North, Off A41 0.88 Gen Ind. 5 - Very Good Immediately adjacent to A41 south east side of Aylesbury. 2 - Poor Late 1970's. Narrow site with poor circulation. 4 - Good Retain Could form part of any redevelopment of College Road area
Gateway site .

43.06 College Road North, Off A41 1.34 Gen Ind. 5 - Very Good Immediately adjacent to A41 south east side of Aylesbury. 2 - Poor 1960's / 70's . Brick built with asbestos roofs. Fully 
developed site. Main building  used for storage / distribution.

4 - Good Retain Could form part of any redevelopment of College Road area
Gateway site .

43.07 B & M Dairies, Weston Road, Aston 
Clinton

2.22 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Just off A41 but through Village . Adjacent to new housing 
off Weston Rd. Total garage on corner and residential on 
other side . Fields to rear.

3 - Average 1970's buildings. Main building vacant. Block of smaller 
units to front of site still occupied. Previously Colaes 
Distribution and historically B & M Dairies.

3 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Adjacent to new housing . Within village boundary . Scale 
and type of use historically of the site probably inappropriate 
in such a village setting, Possible mixed use site?

Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for the rural economy. Not 
considered appropriate for release

Wormighall
46.01 HP18 9JX Worminghall Airfield, Wornal Park 59.02 Gen Ind. 4 - Good B Road access but close to M40 4 - Good Mostly new /modern buildings replacing ols WW2 buildings 

/hangers .
4 - Good Retain Well occupied and benefits being close to M40 and 

Oxford/Bicester market.
46.02 Oakley Airfield (Natural Building 

Technologies)
103.36 Gen Ind. 3 - Average B Road access but close to M40 but minor road access into 

site itself.
3 - Average Single occupier Natural Building Technology 3 - Average Retain Fully occupied. Surrounded by countryside.

Long Crendon
47.01 HP18 9BA Long Crendon Industrial Estate. 

Thame Road/Drakes Drive, Long 
Crendon

87 88 51,296 15.57 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Access considered poor as off minor B road and access 
through the estate also average. On the south west side of 
The Vale and influenced by Oxford/M40.

4 - Good Modern and new builds let/sale well. 2 units currently under 
construction. Older space presumably will be redeveloped 
over time.

4 - Good Retain New/modern space. Old buildings will be redeveloped.

47.02 HP18 9EE Total Butler. Oil Depot, Bicester 
Road, Long Crendon

8 1

47.03 HP18 9EP Woodway Farm Industrial Estate, 
Bicester Road, Long Crendon

18 17

 
Haddenham  
48.01 HP17 8LJ Haddenham Business Park, Thame 

Road, Haddenham
38 38 25,295 12.0 Gen Ind. 3 - Average Currently B road access and approx 2km from A418. 

Proposals for improvement to access including direct link 
from A418 which will improve scoring. Location will have 
market influences from Thame/M40. Benefits from adjacent 
Haddenham/Thame Parkway rail station. Former airfield.

4 - Good New buildings replacing older pre 1960's ones. Further land 
for development.

4 - Good Retain Redevelopment of old buildings ongoing and further land 
available.

48.02 HP17 8HU Waterslade House, Thame Road 
Haddenham

4 4

48.03 HP17 8BY Thame Road Industrial Park, 
Thame Road, Haddenham

25 25 4,385 0.95 Gen Ind. 3 - Average B road access approx 2km from A418. Benefits from nearby 
railway station. Has frontage to Thame Road.Adjoining 
residential.

3 - Average 1970's space some of which has been up-graded depending 
on ownership. Access to rear of site limited. Mix of industrial 
& offices.

3 - Average Retain Adjacent to Waterslade House offices and could be viably re-
developed for similar in future.

48.04 HP17 8BY Browns, Thame Road, Haddenham 2 2

48.05 HP17 8JB  Manor Courtyard. Aston Sandford, 
Nr. Haddenham. 

7 7

48.06 HP18 9ER Notley Farm, Chearsley Road, Long 
Crendon

24 23

48.07 OX9 3RP Grove End Barns, Mill Lane, Thame 
Road, Haddenham

2 2

48.08 HP17 8DD Fowlers Fields, Haddenham 0.59 Gen Ind. 3 - Average B road access approx 2km from A418. Opposite railway 
station. Residential on two sides.

3 - Average Re-clad single farm building. 3 - Average Retain Fully occupied space. Low rents.

48.09 Manor Farm, Haddenham 0.45 Gen Ind. 1 - Very Poor In built up area of town surrounded by housing. Very limited 
access.

2 - poor Old farm buildings at front. Rear building more modern farm 
building occupied by a marble company.

1 - Very Poor Release Infill housing site. Main employment in Haddenham on 
Haddenham Business Park.

Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for the rural economy. Not 
considered appropriate for release

48.10 HP17 8EG Spicer Hall fields, Banks Road, 
Haddenham

0.87 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Middle of town surrounded by retail and residential . 2 - Poor Single 1960's building now vacant. Formerly Spicer 
Hallfield.

2 - Poor Release Current planning application for 50 dwellings - W E Black 
Ltd. Site vacant and within residential / retail area. Main 
employment at Haddenham Business Park.

Housing Site: planning application still being determined

41.03 HP17 8PL Agrisystems House, 74 Oxford 
Road, Stone, Aylesbury, 
Buckinghamshire

1 1 1,200 0.31 Office 2 - Poor Village location, site away from road, restricted access and 
tucked in behind residential

3 - Average Basic older office building 2 - Poor Release Poor office location, obvious residential infill unless 
developer was keen to create small office park / courtyard

Rural site, fulfills useful role in providing jobs for the rural economy. Not 
considered appropriate for release

Ford
49.01 HP17 8XG Kemps Farm, Chapel Road, Ford 22 22
49.02 HP17 8XB Bridge Farm, Ford 0.64 Gen Ind. 2 - Poor Off minor road.  Surrounded by countryside with detached 

houses either side but outside main village.
1 - Very Poor Old farm buildings in poor state of repair. 2 - Poor Retain Fully occupied on short term leases. Low rents. Outside 

village boundary.

Stoke Mandeville - south
50.01 HP22 5BL 1Triangle Business Park, Stoke 

Mandeville
13 24 17,766 5.13 4 - Good Access from A413 but away from Aylesbury Centre & 

amenities. Railway station nearby at Stoke Mandeville.
4 - Good 1980's & 1990's "business park" on former industrial site. 

Now industrial/warehouse mixed with offices.
4 - Good Retain Modern and now established area.

Wendover-west
51.01 HP22 6BA Caswell Maintenance Services Ltd. 

215 Aylesbury Road, Wendover
1 1

51.02  HP22 6BN. Station Approach, Wendover 10 10
51.03 HP22 6EF. SMP House, South Street, 

Wendover
2 2

51.04 HP22 EPP Chiltern Court, Wendover 2 2
51.05 HP22 6PE Holly Court, Wendover 3 3
51.06 HP22 6PN. Pickerings Plant Hire & Sales & CR 

Construction, London Road, 
Wendover

2 2

51.07 HP22 6QQ. Upper Little London Farm, Little 
London, Wendover

17 6

Weston Turville
52.01 Former MAFF Building, Hampden 

Hall, Weston Turville
0.63 Office 3 - Average Off The Wendover Rd south of Aylesbury. Adjacent to new 

housing estate.
2 - poor 1960's/1970's . Detached two storey building now derelict 

.Low density.
2 - Average Requires investment/potential policy review Possible mixed use development or residential. Bucks 

County Council owned. Refurbishment and retention as 
offices could still be financially viable ?

This site needs to be seen in the strategic context of the direction of growth at 
Aylesbury, which will be dealt with through the Core Strategy.

Pitstone
53.01 LU7 9GJ Pitstone Cement Works, Westfield 

Road
19.54 Gen Ind. 4 - Good B road access to A41 5 - Very Good Mostly new buildings developed on the former cement works

site.
5 - Very Good Retain New development.
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APPENDIX 2 Potential Development Sites

(Excludes Silverstone)

Facts Availability Marketability - Criteria Marketability - Overall

Ref_N
o

Name Planning Status

S
ite

 A
re

a
, 

h
a Gain Comment Market Sector Availability Score Availability 

Comment
Internal 
Environment 
Score

Internal Environment Comment External 
Environment 
Score

External Environment Comment Accessibility by 
Road Score

Accessibility by Road Comment Accessibility 
by Public 
Transport 
Score

Accessibility by Public 
Transport Comment

Market 
Evidence 
Score

Market Evidence Comment Average of  
Criteria 
Scores

Overall Score Overall Comment

AYLESBURY Southern Growth Arc Preferred Options site 72.5 
(Not 
include
d in 
calcula
tions)

Industrial & Warehouse 
(site area upto 72.5ha)

Preferred options site in 
Aylesbury Allocated Sites 
Development Plan Doc July 
2007/

Gen Ind and small / medium sized warehouses Constrained Early planning stages. 
Consortium of 
landowners. Will 
require significant 
infrastructure and 
services.

Very good The potential is very good . Large 
tract of land will allow a flexible 
approach. 

Good Southern side of Aylesbury with A 
road access.  

Very good Not known at present.  However 
such a large release of 
employment space would require 
very good road access. Most 
likely use of site(s) would be 
general industrial and small / 
medium scale warehousing 
(offices are proposed at Aston 
Clinton Rd and we recommend 
larger warehouses at College Rd 
North).  The sites (s) will require 
good road access east to the A41 
and probably west towards 
Oxford and the M40 through the 
Southern Development Area.  

Not known Existing Aylesbury routes likely to 
be altered when any new 
development has taken place.

Very good Location will prove very popular. Very good Potential of site very good 
being on the southern side of  
the town and more accessible. 
However 70ha is a large 
amount of land in a single 
scheme (or group of related 
schemes) and market may not 
be able to take all this space 
up in the plan period.  Careful 
release would be required.  

AYLESBURY College Rd North Preferred Options site 15 (Not 
include
d in 
calcula
tions)

Industrial / Warehouse and 
"environment cluster".

Preferred options site in 
Aylesbury Allocated Sites 
Development Plan Doc July 
2007/

Warehousing (see note below) Constrained Existing farm land. 
Will require significant 
infrastructure. 
Availability of services 
( power etc) 
unknown.

Very good Potential for the area very good. 
Large tract of flat land.

Good South east side of Aylesbury. Very good Access direct off A41 with onward 
link to M25.

poor No known service at present. Very Good Location will prove very popular. Very good Potential of site very good. 
Opportunity to respond to 
market demand for some B8 
distribution. This would 
differentiate the site from the 
Southern Growth Arc 
allocations.  

HADDENHAM Haddenham Business Park Allocated LP Site 6.0 Industrial / Warehouse Outline planning consent . Gen Ind Immediately Part of existing estate -
mix of units including 
new/modern.

Good Continuation of development . Good Surrounded by new and modern units 
with some older accommodation.

Good Access from A418 albeit via town 
roads.

very good Scores well due to rail access, A 
road access and relative proximity 
to motorway network ( M40 ) to 
south west.

Good Well let. Good Mix of surrounding new 
development. Good access 
and public transport.

Pitstone Green Allocated LP Site 4.1 Industrial / Warehouse Last development plot at 
this very successful 
development.

Gen Ind Immediately Last development 
plot. Fully serviced etc 
. Probably will be 
developed 
speculatively .

Good Easily developable rectangular 
plot.

Good Surrounded by completed industrial 
and warehouse buildings

Good Close to A41 but B roads access 
to site itself. South east side of 
Aylesbury so near M25. Would 
score more highly if B road 
access could be upgraded.

Average Local bus service only. Very good Scheme fully let. Modern/new 
buildings including some larger 
scale industrial / warehouse 
facilities.

Good Good site, good location near 
M25. New buildings. Strong 
market .

BUCKINGHAM South of Tesco, London Road, Allocated LP Site 0.9 Manufacturing Area allocated in AVDLP 
(BU.3) for employment 
development. Was part of
aop/0895/90 01.10.91 
lapsed site.
Changed to 'brownfield' 
site 01.04.06

Gen Ind Immediately Undeveloped plot 
adjacent to Tesco

4-Good readily developable plot. 4- Good Next to Tesco store . Could be 
developed for a single facility or small 
unit scheme.

4 - Good Adjacent to A422 . Midway 
between M1 and M40 motorways.

4-Good Bus route/stop at Tesco 4- Good The adjacent Buckingham Ind 
Park has let/sold well .

4- Good Readily developable plot . 
Possible location for trade / 
quasi retail / car related uses?

NEWTON 
LONGVILLE

Bletchley Road, Allocated LP Site 6.68 
(Not 
include
d in 
calcula
tions)

Manufacturing Employment. Policy 
RA.34 in AVDLP accepts 
the principle of the 
redevelopment of the 
Newton Longville 
Brickworks Site generally 
in accordance with the 
Planning Brief approved 
in 1995.  The Brief 
identifies the part of the 
Brickworks Site within 
Aylesbury V

Gen Ind Constrained Planning for the area 
being worked up. 
Infrastructure works 
required.

4 -Good Large area of land . 4-Good Adjacent to Bletchley & Milton Keynes 
which will be the main influence on 
the site. Significant housing to also 
be built in the area.

3 - Average Current access via Newton Rd 
then onto Buckingham Rd. New 
link road will improve access.

4 -Good Bus services running through 
adjacent existing housing areas.

3 -Average Milton Keynes market relatively 
buoyant . Bletchley less popular. 
Site distant from M1.

4- Good Large tract of land . There are 
better located sites within 
adjacent Milton Keynes 

BUCKINGHAM South of Bypass, Allocated LP Site 0.8 Manufacturing Identified Site in AVDLP 
as modified March04 for 
offices/industrial/warehou
sing BU.4 Site reduced 
by 0.3ha by virtue of 
app/2735/04 04.08.05 on 
adj site which took part of
plot. See also 
app/1049/06 21.06.06 
i0198a

Gen Ind Immediately last undeveloped plot 4 - Good readily developable plot. 4 - Good Next to existing Buckingham 
Industrial park.

4 - Good Adjacent to A422 . Midway 
between M1 and M40 motorways.

4 - Good Bus route on A422 4 - Good Last area of land to be 
developed.

4 - Good Readily developable

WINSLOW Buckingham Road / Furze Lane Allocated LP Site 3.6 Manufacturing Area allocated in AVDLP 
(WI.2). WI.2 refers to 
"small-scale industrial 
and commercial uses" 
and the associated text 
refers to a “workshop 
employment park”. Total 
site is 4.72 ha but this 
includes a "landscaped 
buffer zone" and a 
"safeguarded site for rail

Gen Ind Constrained - but deliverable Access link from 
A413 required and 
pedestrian and cycle 
links.Ownership 
unknown.

4 - Good Greenfield site with potentially 
good A road access and nearby 
local facilities at Winslow.

3 - Average Edge of Winslow surrounded by 
countryside.

3- Average A road access (A413) but 
generally rural location with no 
nearby motorway access.

3 - Average Local bus route nearby . 4 - Good Would serve local Winslow and 
rural market.

4 - Good Would provide potential 
employment in more rural part 
of The Vale and possibly 
replace employment on the 
current Station Rd estate which 
is old and surrounded by 
housing .

AYLESBURY Aston Clinton Road MDA, Allocated LP Site 16.0 Office This Major Devt Area is 
allocated in AVDLP 
(AY.15) for a "business 
park", including 1.7ha for 
a Park-and-Ride facility. 
Deposit Draft referred to 
15ha for development, 
but Inspector's 
recommendations 
suggest area might be 
greater.
153,300 m2 B1 & 19,500 
m

Predominantly Office, possible hi-tech units Immediately Gladman 
Developments have 
put in for planning 
(October 2007) on 
Phase 1 of scheme 
comprising 100,000 
sq ft of office space / 
hotel / innovation 
centre.

5 - Very good New business park development, 
opportunity to create a high quality 
business park, not compromised 
by surrounding uses

5 - Very good Located on edge of town moving into 
semi-rural location.  Hotel and good 
residential opposite, 

5 - Very good Site located on edge of town 
close to A41 dual carriageway.

3 - Average On main route into town so some 
bus services but like any business 
park location will not benefit from 
central bus and rail stations.

5 - Very good No comparable evidence yet but 
the fact a developer is 
speculatively building 100,000 sq 
ft shows their faith in area.  Likely 
to become the prime business 
park location in Aylesbury.

4 - Good Prime business park location, 
yet to be tested in the market 
but should perform better than 
any other business park 
location locally.

AYLESBURY Berryfields MDA, Allocated LP Site 9.0 Office Emp use is part of a very 
large phased Major Devt 
Area allocated in AVDLP 
(AY.13). Development 
Brief refers to use as 
"primarily B1" and 
indicates split of 10ha 
into two tranches of 
roughly the same size. 
Devt will also include two 
combined and one 
second

Office Immediately Employment area has 
been allocated within 
larger residential 
scheme.

5 - Very good New business park development, 
opportunity to create a high quality 
business park, not compromised 
by surrounding uses

5 - Very good Adjacent to new housing, semi-rural 
location.

4 - Good Good access to A41 Bicester 
Road and inner ring road, but 
need to drive across town to 
reach A41 dual carriageway to 
the south / M25

4 - Good On main route into town so some 
bus services but not as many as 
town centre.  Close to new 
Aylesbury Parkway rail station.

4 - Good No comparable evidence.  
Should be good as opportunity to 
create attractive business park 
that is not compromised by 
surrounding uses.  Location ally 
not as strong as Aston Clinton 
MDA.

3 - Average May become a successful 
business park in time but will 
be competing with better 
located sites on the southern 
side of the town.  Without the 
prospect of Aston Clinton Road 
the site would score higher.  If 
both sites come forward the 
market would be over supplied 
for office and this site would be 
the poorer of the two.    

WESTCOTT (not 
included in 
calculations 
because 
development is 
'like for like' i.e. no 
additional 
floorspace.

Westcott Employment Area, Allocated LP Site 52.12 
LIKE 
FOR 
LIKE

Manufacturing Policy RA.32 in AVDLP 
accepts principle of 
“redevelopment of 
existing employment 
buildings with appropriate
structures of comparable 
floor area". RA.32 also 
allows “additional 
employment floor 
space....subject to the 
removal of other buildings
of similar 

Gen Ind Constrained - but deliverable Outline planning 
consent for re-
development subject 
to corresponding 
demolition of existing 
old space but with 
requirement to build 
new access 
bypassing the village 
when certain density 
reached.

4 - Good Large tract of land 3 - Average In countryside adjacent to village. 
Wide range of existing buildings 
including original hangers. 

2 - Poor Current access via B road and 
through village

2 - Poor Infrequent local bus route 3 - Average existing space well let up. 4 - Good Good subject to completing 
access improvements . Greater 
development density could be 
considered if direct link from 
A41 ?

NOTE : College Rd North The site is proposed for an 'environment cluster' 
however this is a prime site with unrivalled access to 
A41.  The site should be used for a use which 
requires this high level of accessibility and direct 
access to the A41 - we recommend large 
warehousing which may be compatible with the 
BCC waste transfer station and also require direct 
A41 access to be successful. 
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APPENDIX 2  Aylesbury Town Centre Potential Development Sites

Facts Availability Marketability - Criteria Marketability - Overall

Ref_No Name Planning Status Market Sector Availability Score Availability 
Comment

Internal Environment 
Score

Internal Environment 
Comment

External 
Environment Score

External 
Environment 
Comment

Accessibility by Road 
Score

Accessibility by Road 
Comment

Accessibility by 
Public Transport 
Score

Accessibility by 
Public Transport 
Comment

Market Evidence 
Score

Market Evidence 
Comment

Average of  Criteria 
Scores

Overall Score Overall Comment

AYLESBURY South of Friarage 
Road (station area) 
SA 77 / 63 / 78 / 67

ATC1 OFFICE Constrained - but 
deliverable

Ownership(s) 
unknown.  Area 
around station fairly 
undeveloped at 
present, bar 
Morrisons 
supermarket. 

3 - Average Reasonable "period" 
railway station with 
car park and scattered 
trees across site.

2 - Poor Part of site faces onto 
unnattractive multi 
storey car parking at 
back of bus station 
which blights whole 
area.  Future 
edevelopment of the 
multi-storey could 
massively enhance 
the immediate area. 
Has the potential to be 
the prime town centre 
office site in 
Aylesbury.

4 - Good Fronts inner ring road. 5 - Very good Adjaent to railway 
station and short walk 
to bus station

5 - Very good Nearby buildings on 
Walton Street (HBOS 
/ Millenium House) 
indicate good stock in 
this location should let 
or sell well.

4 - Good Willingness of site 
owners will determine 
availability.  Proximity 
to station will make it 
an attractive site to 
the market, attractive 
redevelopment of the 
multi-storey car park 
opposite could make it 
the best site in the 
town.  Conisder 
allowing  mixed use 
development with a 
decent proportion of 
office.

AYLESBURY Vale Park Drive & 
Post Office SA 64 / 65 
/ 49

ATC2 OFFICE Constrained - but 
deliverable

SA65 and most of 
SA64 currently new 
retail warehouse 
developments so little 
prospect of delivering 
future office 
development.  SA49 
(Royal Mail site) far 
more deliverable if 
Royal Mail plan to / 
can be persuaded to 
relocate in future.

3 - Average Currently tired 
warehouse and large 
yard near new retail 
warehousing.

4 - Good Good frontage to inner 
ring road, fairly open 
aspect and opposite 
reasonable 
development.

4 - Good Fronts inner ring road. 4 - Good Walking distance from 
bus and train station 
but not as close as 
ATC1 sites.

4 - Good No good stock nearby 
as comparables, but 
fair to asssume that 
the right type of 
development should 
be attractive to the 
market. A good town 
centre site

4 - Good Owners of SA49 
should be interested 
in redeveloping as 
under-used at present.
Opportunity to create 
good quality offices as 
part of attractive larger 
mixed use 
development .

AYLESBURY High Street North & 
South SA 60 / 62

ATC3 OFFICE Constrained - but 
deliverable

Owners likely to want 
to redevelop in future 
for retail / leisure / 
residential uses

3 - Average Surrounded by 
amenities but few 
other office buildings, 
retail feel, poorer 
quality users as move 
east towards 
Hampden House

3 - Average Northern end of High 
Street has a good 
retail environment, 
southern end poor.  
Higher density 
development and less 
of an office feel than 
locations on ring road.

3 - Average Town centre, start of 
shopping area.

4 - Good Walking distance from 
bus and train station 
but not as close as 
ATC1 sites.

3 - Average Nearby office 
buildings (Hampden 
House, Wing House) 
struggle but are older 
or larger buildings so 
not good comparables 
with new offices. 

4 - Good Most parts in need of 
redevelopment, 
offices could form part 
of a mixed use 
redevelopment.  
Could be attractive to 
office occupiers 
wanting small self 
contained buildings 
with passing trade eg. 

f i l i /AYLESBURY Hampden House 
SA61

ATC4 OFFICE Constrained - but 
deliverable

Advised current 
owner happy may be 
happy with status quo 
as tenant on hook.  
Medium term 
redevelopment 
opportunity.

4 - Good Currently single large 
office building.

4 - Good Overlooks inner ring 
road and park, open 
aspect, slightly 
compromised by 
development around 
Hale Street.

4 - Good Fronts inner ring road. 4 - Good Walking distance from 
bus and train station 
but not as close as 
ATC1 sites.

4 - Good Unnoccupied for a 
long time but not 
tested as refurbished 
or completely new 
development.  No 
good stock nearby as 
comparables, but fair 
to asssume that the 
right type of 
development should 
be attractive to the 
market. A good town 
centre site

4 - Good Once current lease 
expires owners should 
want to refurbish / 
redevelop.  Likely to 
want change of use, 
opportunity to bring 
forward smaller suites 
/ floor plates in mixed 
use scheme.

AYLESBURY Northern Gateway 
(Buckingham Street) 
SA57

ATC6 OFFICE Constrained - but 
deliverable

Large mixture of 
ownerships, parcels 
able to come forward 
for redevelopment, 
little chance of 
comprehensive 
redevelopment.

3 - Average Mixture of uses, older 
buildings

3 - Average Overlooks inner ring 
road, singificant 
residential of various 
standards on two 
sides, secondary town 
centres uses on 
Buckingham Street 

4 - Good Fronts inner ring road. 4 - Good Walking distance from 
bus and train station 
but not as close as 
ATC1 sites.

3 - Average Existing buildings ie 
Fairfax House  have 
struggled to let, but 
new development may 
be more successful.

3 - Average Lots of small parcels 
of land will make 
comprehensive 
scheme difficult to 
deliver, therefore 
piecemeal 
development unlikely 
to create overall 
environment  
necessary for 
attracting office users. 
Prominent site.

Note: Site references in columns C relate to the Sustainability Appraisal (SA). Column D site reference relates to the  Aylesbury Allocated Sites Development Plan Document which identifies development sites for Aylesbury Town Centre (ATC).




